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PREFACE 

My interest in understanding cardiac arrhythmias dates back to a term paper 

I wrote for a mathematical biology class at McGill University in 1985. The paper 

was about the dynamics of ventricular parasystole, an arrhythmia characterized 

by the presence of an ectopic pacemaker in the ventricles that competes with the 

heart's normal rhythm. The heartbeats caused by the ectopic pacemaker are easily 

noticeable, something I realized for myself upon experiencing this arrhythmia soon 

after undertaking this first study. I eventually continued my research with Leon 

Glass on parasystole as part of my senior year project and wrote my Master's thesis 

about it in 1988. 

Clinically, parasystole is considered a benign arrhythmia. A number of studies 

have tried to show that extra heartbeats of ectopic origin could send the heart into 

a much more dangerous mode of activity called ventricular tachycardia. This in 

turn could degenerate into potentially fatal ventricular fibrillation. This possible 

link between parasystole and more lethal arrhythmias provided a logical thread for 

me to come to the University of Arizona and study models of ventricular tachycar

dia with the help of Art Winfree. There had just been firm experimental proof of 

Winfree's predictions that reentrant spiral waves of electrical activity in the heart 

could be at the origin of tachycardias. The idea for my project was to study how 

such spiral waves could be modeled mathematically in two-dimensional. sheets of 

heart tissue using equations written to realistically reproduce the electrical behav

ior of an isolated patch of cardiac cell membrane. These computations revealed, for 

the model we used, that spiral waves were unstable, i.e. that spiral waves did not 

stably rotate but broke up into multiple segments. This dissertation presents my 

study of this and related instabilities of electrical propagation in models of cardiac 

tissue. The work extends over five years, three and a half spent at the University 

of Arizona, and the remaining year and a half spent back at McGill University. 
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The finding of spiral breakup that makes up part of this work is interesting be

cause it can be compared to the transition from a stable rapid tachycardia to disor

ganized ventricular fibrillation. This type of transition is observed clinically. The 

problem is that spiral waves observed in living tissue experiments on strictly two

dimensional preparations (like the ones modeled here) do not spontaneously break. 

They rotate stably. Only in three-dimensional preparations do spirals degenerate 

into ventricular fibrillation. It is possible to deflect this important question by 

assuming that the two-dimensional preparations are intrinsically damaged and do 

not show the electrical characteristics of healthy three-dimensional cardiac tissue. 

Another explanation is that something about the three-dimensional structure of 

the heart muscle, which is known to be extremely complex and heterogeneous, is 

what causes the breakup in living tissue. I have decided to study these complex 

three-dimensional factors in my continuing post-doctoral research on the dynamics 

of cardiac arrhythmias. 
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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents a study of instabilities in the propagation of ex

citation pulses within spatially-distributed models of cardiac reentry. In one

dimensional closed rings, I study the onset of oscillations in the dynamics of circu

lating pulses as the ring length is decreased. In two-dimensional sheets, I analyze 

the spontaneous breakup of rotating spiral waves. In both cases, numerical results 

illustrating the instability phenomena are obtained using simulations of a partial 

differential equation (PDE) that models cardiac electrical activity using the Beeler

Reuter (BR) equations. The properties of the PDE model are summarized using 

the restitution and dispersion curves. The restitution curve gives the dependence 

of the pulse duration on the recovery time, defined as the elapsed time between the 

onset of an excitation pulse and the end of the previous excitation pulse. The dis

persion curve gives the dependence of the pulse speed on the recovery time. I use 

these two properties to construct simplified models aimed at capturing the essence 

of the instabilities observed in the PDE. On the ring, I derive an integral-delay 

equation for the evolution of the recovery time as a function of the distance along 

the ring that incorporates the restitution and the dispersion curves. Numerical 

simulations and bifurcation analysis of the delay equation explain and predict the 

dynamics of the PDE. In two-dimensions, I extend early work that presented the 

first clear demonstration of spiral wave breakup in a reasonable discretization of a 

continuous PDE model of cardiac propagation. Spiral breakup can be observed in 

the BR model, depending on the value of a parameter controlling the duration of 

the electrical pulses. I study the appearance of spiral wavebreaks and relate it to 

the change in restitution properties of the BR equations as the parameter is varied. 

Finally, the effects of restitution and dispersion in two dimensions are examined 

in a discrete space/continuous time model of cardiac propagation. Results about 

the dependence of the propagation speed on the excitation threshold and on the 
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excitation front curvature are obtained analytically. Inclusion of restitution rela

tions derived from the BR equations into this simple model can give rise to spiral 

wavebreaks. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A Clinical Problem 

Abnormalities in the generation and conduction of electrical signals in the heart 

are a common occurrence in people, even in otherwise healthy subjects. Such car

diac arrhythmias may differ widely in their origin and clinical significance, ranging 

from benign premature contractions of the ventricles to life-threatening arrhyth

mias such as rapid ventricular tachycardias and disorganized ventricular fibrilla

tion. 

In the normal heart, electrical signals propagated over the cardiac muscle cells 

induce their contraction. The signals originate in the upper-right chamber of the 

heart, the right atrium, where a group of specialized cells, called the sino-atrial 

node, serves as a pacemaker for the rest of the heart. From there, the signals 

propagate over muscle cells of various type, making their way to the large ventricles, 

whose contraction is responsible for the effective pumping action of the heart. 

The propagating signal takes the form of a transient depolarization of the cell 

membrane from its normal resting value at around -70 m V to near 0 m V for 

about 250 milliseconds. Following an excitation, a cardiac cell will be refractory 

to further excitation for a certain length of time, called the refractory period. 

The depolarization of the cardiac cell membrane is mediated by the influx of ions 

carried by various currents flowing through voltage-dependent gated channels. The 

depolarization pulses are propagated by resistive coupling through the cell interior 

and through specialized resistive gap junctions between neighboring cells. 

Arrhythmias may occur in different regions of the heart. This thesis focuses 

on modeling electrical activity in the ventricles, because arrhythmias there have 

a direct influence on the essential pumping action of the heart. I am particu

larly interested in two potentially dangerous arrhythmias, ventricular reentry and 
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ventricular fibrillation. Clinically, ventricular reentry manifests itself as an abnor

mally rapid heart rhythm, potentially too rapid to sustain effective pumping of the 

blood. Such rapid rhythms are generally called tachycardias and are often precur

sors to a more lethal arrhythmia, ventricular fibrillation. Ventricular fibrillation 

is characterized by rapid disorganized electrical activity throughout the ventricles, 

resulting in an inability to pump blood and lethal consequences. The study of the 

mechanisms by which these arrhythmias occur has extended over this last century. 

Our current understanding of reentry can be traced back to the pioneering work 

of Mines [65]. In addition to describing the termination of normal cardiac activity 

in rabbit hearts by application of a single properly timed stimulus, he studied the 

repeated circulation of an electrical pulse in a ring of cardiac tissue dissected from 

a tortoise heart. Pulse circulation was a!so considered by Garrey [33] over the same 

period. They developed the concept of reentry arising from the circulation of a 

pulse around an inexcitable obstacle. This mechanism is clearly involved in specific 

pathological conditions where a closed circulation pathway is known to exist in the 

heart, such as in Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome. Electrophysiological mapping 

studies of reentry in patients with severe damage to their ventricular muscle (e.g. 

from an infarct) shows circulation of electrical waves around areas of scarred tissue 

[22]. There are, however, clinical cases in which the presence of physical obsta

cles to propagation in the myocardium cannot be clearly established. Ventricular 

tachycardias, sometimes followed by ventricular fibrillation, have been observed in 

patients with no apparent pathologies of the myocardium. This raises questions 

about the prerequisites for reentry, whether or not there may be other mechanisms 

by which reentry can be sustained in healthy myocardium, and ultimately whether 

ventricular fibrillation can be triggered in healthy myocardium. These questions 

have direct implications towards our understanding of reentry in diseased tissue. 

I review the theoretical work of the last 50 years, aimed at modeling and under-
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standing reentry, in the following section. 

1.2 Models and Experiments on Reentry 

The seminal work of Mines [65] led to models of reentry which were based on the 

basic idea of a pulse circulating on a ring, even in two-dimensional models. In 1946, 

Wiener and Rosenblueth [89] introduced the idea of a rotating wave whose free end 

was circulating around an inexcitable circular region. They felt this was necessary 

to the generation of a rotating wave. The inclusion of inhomogeneities in order to 

understand reentry was extended to models of ventricular fibrillation. Early work 

by Wiggers [90] on ventricular fibrillation stressed the need for inhomogeneities in 

the duration of electrical pulses within the cardiac tissue in order to destabilize 

propagation and trigger reentry and fibrillation. These ideas were also present in 

the work of Katz [53], who theorized that fibrillation could result from propagation 

failure in heterogeneous tissue and the multiplication of wandering wavelets of 

electrical activity. The role of inhomogeneities in the generation of fibrillation 

was finally simulated by Moe [66] in a computer model of atrial fibrillation. They 

coined the expression "dispersion of refractoriness" to describe the inhomogeneities 

in refractory period they had to include in their cellular automaton model to trigger 

fibrillation. Theses inhomogeneities are included as a nonuniform distribution of 

parameters in the model. Moe also found that their model could support stable 

rotating waves without the presence of a hole or inexcitable obstacle. This occurred 

when they reduced the inhomogeneity of their medium. In 1966, Krinsky [60] 

developed a model with continuous space and state that displayed such rotating 

waves, as well as fibrillatory-like activity upon the introduction of inhomogeneities. 

The work of Krinsky was followed by the first simulations of rotating waves 

in diffusion-linked, continuous two-dimensional excitable media in the form of 

reaction-diffusion partial differential equations [36, 91, 59]. A simple excitable 
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medium with two state variables can be written as 

au at = f(u,v) + Du V2
u (1.1) 

av at = g( u, v) + Dv V 2v (1.2) 

with Dv = 0 in the case of models of cardiac electrical activity. The recovery 

variable v (not to be confused with the "recovery time" defined later) is a local 

property of the cardiac cell membrane and does not "diffuse". The variable u on 

the other hand, is akin to the membrane voltage, and may diffuse via current spread 

within the medium. These mathematical models of excitable media, when taken 

without their diffusion component, are dynamical systems with a single globally 

attracting steady-state that may be perturbed by appropriate threshold stimuli to 

execute a long, transient, pulse-like excursion before returning to the steady-state. 

When coupled in space via diffusion, these models support self-sustained activity 

in the form of spiral waves. Spiral waves circulate around a core region, the rotor 

[92], involving no discontinuity or inhomogeneity in the state of the medium. 

As these simple models were being studied, the advent of spatially distributed 

electrophysiological mapping of cardiac electrical activity using arrays of micro

electrodes result'ed in the first observation of rotating waves in the rabbit atrium 

by Allessie [1]. Subsequent observations were made both in the atria and ventricles 

[2, 27, 100, 3]. Recordings of electrical activity during fibrillation were also made 

possible [47, 102]. Continuous PDE models of excitable media were now being used 

specifically to explain cardiac rotating waves [72, 73, 105]. In particular, Zykov 

[105] considered situations in which the tip of the spiral does not travel in a closed 

circle, but follows a loopy meander path. This type of pattern had been observed 

in a previous model of cardiac propagation [86]. 

Winfree [94] developed a theory for the role of spiral waves in the generation 

of cardiac arrhythmias. He emphasized the distinction between spiral waves ema

nating from rotors in continuous and uniform media, as opposed to rotating waves 
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whose existence involved depressed tissue, discontinuities and/or inhomogeneities 

in the medium. The latter factors were prominent in the explanations of rotating 

waves provided by electrophysiologists [4, 101]. Predictions about the creation of 

spiral waves in cardiac tissue [94, 96] were verified in Frazier et al. [32], Shibata et 

al. [80], Dillon et al. [21], and Davidenko [16, 17, 18]. 

In recent years, high resolution extracellular electrode mappings of cardiac tis

sue during fibrillation has become available [103]. There has been no demonstration 

of a cause-effect relationship between spiral wave induced tachycardias and ven

tricular fibrillation in two-dimensional preparations. Studies have shown the de

generation of spiral waves into ventricular fibrillation in healthy three-dimensional 

preparations [ll] and ischemic ventricular muscle [48]. Spirals in two-dimensional 

preparations may be remarkably stable (e.g. Davidenko et al. [18]), but it is dif

ficult to assess whether this stability is due to the geometry of the tissue or to 

damage inflicted during its preparation. The relation between spiral waves and 

ventricular fibrillation has recently been reviewed in Winfree [99]. 

The recent experimental evidence about spiral waves and their clinical impli

cations has fueled a number of theoretical investigations about the properties of 

spiral wave solutions in excitable media [7, 6, 19, 50, 51, 55, 56, 64, 71, 85, 98]. 

Most of these analyses use perturbation methods to construct spiral solutions and 

examine the behavior of propagation in the limit of some small parameter, usually 

either a ratio of diffusion coefficients or reaction rates between the two variables of 

Equation 1.2. Although these methods have yielded important theoretical results, 

the assumptions involved are often unrealistic when applied to biological systems. 

I have chosen to understand the problems of propagation instabilities in "cardiac" 

excitable media by reducing the dynamics of these potentially complex systems 

down to a few generic properties, namely the restitution and dispersion relations. 

The restitution curve specifies the dependence of the pulse duration on the recov-
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ery time, defined at the onset of a pulse as the elapsed time since the end of the 

preceding pulse. The dispersion curve specifies the dependence of the pulse speed 

on the recovery time. In systems that can be reduced uniquely in this fashion, 

considerable insights can be gained. 

1.3 Spiral Breakup in Two Dimensions 

The work presented in this dissertation originates from the first observation 

of spontaneous spiral wave breakup in a reasonably fine numerical discretization 

of continuous reaction-diffusion equations modeling cardiac electrical activity (and 

more generally excitable media) in a medium without heterogeneities in its param

eters ([12], Chapter 3). The simulations presented in Chapter 3 use the Beeler

Reuter (BR) equations ([9], see also Appendix B for a full description of the equa

tions) to model the electrical properties of the cardiac cell membrane. These 

equations make up the "reaction" part of a reaction-diffusion system based on the 

standard cable equation model of electrophysiology. In trying to understand the 

breakup of spirals in the BR equations, I have been led to consider other problems 

where a reduction in terms of restitution and dispersion curves could be applied 

successfully. One of these problems concerns the circulation of a pulse on a ring of 

tissue. 

It has long been known that alternans, or alternations in the duration of pulses, 

can result from periodic stimulation of cardiac cells [40]. Instabilities of pulse 

circulation on a ring [74, 88, 13], although related, involve effects of propagation 

that cannot be included using simple return map models [68, 62]. Ito and Glass [41] 

proposed a discrete model that could reproduce these effects using the restitution 

and dispersion relations for the medium. Chapter 2 presents an analysis of this 

instability using a simple continuous delay-equation model for the circulation of 

a pulse on a ring, using the dispersion and restitution relations to describe the 
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local dynamics of the medium. Chapter 2 extends the collaborative work already 

published in [13]. I study the loss of stability and onset of oscillations in the pulse 

duration that occurs as the length of the ring is reduced. Predictions are made 

about the nature of these solutions that allow us to discover previously uncharted 

solutions of the PDE equations on the ring. I use these results (among others) 

in Chapter 4 to gain a better understanding of spiral breakup in two-dimensional 

media. 

Chapter 3 presents the original results from numerical simulations exhibiting 

breakup of spirals in the unmodified BR equations. This work also shows that 

BR parameters can be modified to obtain a stable spiral, thereby identifying a 

transition from meandering spirals to the appearance of spiral wavebreaks in that 

model. It underlines the dependence of pulse duration on the recovery time of the 

medium as a critical factor for the breakup of spirals. The role of restitution in the 

breakup is described for the first time in terms of stationary repolarization fronts 

that can form spontaneous arcs of conduction block against which spiral fronts can 

fail. These fronts form as a result of rapid changes in pulse duration within the 

medium. 

These observations of spiral breakup followed early results by Winfree [96] on 

similar medium using 3 times coarser spatial resolution. Similarly, Panfilov and 

Holden [69] have described breakup in a simulation of the Noble model and FishIer 

and Thakor [29] have later shown the same using a modified version of the BR 

equations. All these simulations used a coarse numerical discretization of space. 

Our evaluation of coarseness is based on the resolution of the rapid action potential 

upstroke that is provided by the spatial discretization. As pointed out in Winfree 

[99], the above simulations used spatial discretizations for which a single gridpoint 

(on average) is used to describe the upstroke phase of the propagating action po

tential. This causes a reduction in the speed of propagation and excitability of the 
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medium, by increasing its effective bulk resistance. We have used a discretization 

that guarantees an average of four gridpoints within the upstroke phase. Spon

taneous breakup of spiral waves was also observed in discrete cellular automata 

models like those of Gerhardt et al. [34] and Ito and Glass [42]. Recently, addi

tional examples of breakup have been found in simpler continuous excitable media 

where the numerical discretization is not at issue [70, 5, 52]. 

Following the initial computations of spiral breakup presented in Chapter 3, 

Chapter 4 undertakes a detailed study of the factors leading to spiral breakup in 

the spatially distributed BR model. I present numerical simulations for parameter 

values intermediate between those yielding spiral breakup and stable spirals, as 

described in Chapter 2. I show that there are fluctuations in recovery properties 

during spiral motion preceding breakup. I extend the concept of stationary repo

larization fronts, now correctly defined as slow recovery fronts, and associate their 

formation to gradients of recovery properties (through the state of the medium, 

not its parameters) and the breakup of excitation fronts. These phenomenon are 

described in relation to the restitution and dispersion curves computed for the BR 

medium. 

The last chapter of the thesis attempts to distill the properties of complex 

continuous excitable media into a discrete spatial model where time remains con

tinuous. It is an extension of the work of Glass and Ito [42] and Ito [43]. Curvature 

effects are produced using a finite interaction neighborhood [34, 63] and dispersion 

is obtained using an excitation threshold that depends on the recovery time. The 

model can be studied analytically in the continuum space limit, from which I derive 

an analytical expression for the speed of the front as a function of the excitation 

threshold and compute directly the effects of curvature on front speed. I also show 

the existence of unstable traveling waves in the model, exactly as they occur in the 

PDE models. Finally, I incorporate dispersion and restitution relations computed 
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from the BR equations into the discrete model, in an attempt to reproduce obser

vations from the two-dimensional PDE simulations of Chapters 3 and 4. I show 

that inclusion of restitution properties can cause spiral breaks via the appearance 

of discontinuities in recovery properties within the medium. 
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Chapter 2 A DELAY EQUATION 
REPRESENTATION OF PULSE 

CIRCULATION ON A RING IN EXCITABLE 
MEDIA 

2.1 Introduction 

Excitable media can support self-sustained wave propagation on various geome

tries. Excitation pulses may circulate along a closed one-dimensional ring, rotate 

on a two-dimensional plane in the form of a spiral wave, or organize into scroll wave 

filaments in three-dimensional space. Most theoretical interest has focused on the 

study of spiral waves and scroll waves in excitable media, but there is not yet a 

good theory for the relatively simple problem of pulse circulation on a ring. This 

problem has concrete applications to experimental models of reentrant electrical 

activity in cardiac muscle. 

In 1914, Mines [65] considered the circulation of an electrical pulse (also called 

action potential) on a ring of cardiac tissue as a model of abnormal reentrant 

activity in the heart. Since then, the concept of reentry has evolved from the 

circulation of a pulse around a circular obstacle to include reentry in the form of 

spiral waves [105, 96]. In its most elaborate form, modelling of electrical propa

gation in cardiac tissue takes the form of nonlinear partial differential equations 

(PDE) [105, 96, 74, 62, 69, 12]. These models may incorporate complex sets of 

equations that describe the electrical and ionic properties of cardiac cells [9]. To 

abstract the essential features of cardiac tissue that control its dynamics, theories 

have been developed based on mesoscopic properties such as the dispersion rela

tion and the restitution curve [105, 87, 62, 41]. The dispersion relation, C(tr), gives 

the dependence of the pulse propagation speed on the recovery time since the last 

pulse ended. The restitution curve, a(tr)' gives the pulse duration as a function 
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of the recovery time. The recovery time at a point in the tissue is defined as the 

"quiescent" interval preceding the onset of an excitation pulse, measured as the 

time since the end of the preceding pulse. 

Recently, Ito and Glass [41] presented a discrete model of pulse propagation on 

a ring of tissue that uses these two relationships to predict the dynamics. Their 

work follows experimental results by Frame [31] who looked at variations in action 

potential duration, circulation time, and other dynamical quantities during pulse 

circulation in cardiac tissue. They showed good agreement between the discrete 

model and the experimental observations. Both experiments and theory revealed 

that stable periodic circulation can be destabilized by reducing the circulation time 

around the ring, leading to oscillations in action potential duration, recovery time 

and conduction time. Similar numerical results were obtained by Quan & Rudy 

[74] and Vinet [88] using modified Beeler-Reuter (BR) equations, and by Karma 

[52] using a two-equation system with restitution, incorporated in PDE models of 

cardiac electrical activity on a one-dimensional ring. 

In this study, we examine in detail the onset of non-steady rotation using the 

BR equations on a one-dimensional ring. We show a destabilization of steady prop

agation as the circumference of the ring is reduced. We describe the existence of 

oscillations in the pulse speed, pulse duration, and recovery time with a wavelength 

between once and twice the ring length. We then reduce the dynamics of pulse 

circulation on a ring to an integral-delay equation (IDE), based on the dispersion 

and restitution curves. We study the stability, bifurcations and periodic solutions 

of the IDE and show that it predicts previously unchartered solutions in the PDE. 

We show that the new solutions can indeed be observed in the PDE and that the 

IDE analysis accurately reflect the dynamics observed in the PDE simulations. 

This work extends the results presented in [13]. 
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2.2 The PDE model 

We simulate the BR equations in a reaction-diffusion PDE model of cardiac 

electrical activity, also known as the cable equation. On a one-dimensional ring, 

we use a forward Euler method to integrate 

av IBR 1 a2v 
- = -- + , 0:5 x :5 L & V(O) = V(L) (2.1) at Cm CmSvP ax2 

where V is the cardiac cell membrane voltage (m V), IBR is the membrane current 

obtained from the BR equations (J.lA cm-2), Cm = 1.0 J.lF cm-2 is the membrane 

capacitance, Sv = 5000 cm-1 is the surface-to-volume ratio of the cardiac cells, 

and p = 0.2 kn em is the longitudinal tissue resistivity of cardiac muscle. The BR 

equations [9] consist of eight variables used to describe four membrane currents 

carried by sodium, potassium and calcium ions, which are added up to produce 

the total current IBR (see Appendix B for details of the equations). Our numerical 

method yields a difference equation for the voltage V at location iD.x and time 

(n + l)D.t of the form 

v;n+1 = v;n + 6.t (IBR(lli
n
) + 1 Vi+l - 2Vin + Vi~l) (2.2) 

" Cm CmSvP D.x2 

The integration is performed using a fixed spatial discretization step D.x = 0.025 em 

and a fixed temporal discretization step D.t = 0.025 ms. 

We obtain a circulating pulse by stimulating the proximal end of a long cable 

(L = 15 cm) to obtain a propagating action potential. As the activation front ap

proaches the distal end of the cable, we join the two ends of the cable numerically 

into a ring. After stabilization of the pulse, the ring size is decreased in successive 

steps until steady circulation becomes unstable and oscillations in the pulse dy

namics arise. We measure the pulse duration A, the speed C, and the recovery time 

tT as a function of the location x along the ring. We use -60 m V as our threshold 

between the recovered state (V < -60 m V) and the excited state (V ~ -60 m V). 
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Speeds were calculated using the propagation time of the wavefront (at -60 m V) 

over a distance of 3.6x. 

We find that stable circulation becomes unstable in the PDE model as L is 

decreased from L = 13.425 cm to L = 13.4 cm. At L = 13.425 cm there is stable 

circulation with c ~ 0.0415 cm/ms, a ~ 211 ms, and tr ~ 112 ms. Between 

L = 13.4 cm and L = 13.2 cm, we observe either a stable steady-state or small 

oscillations upon gradually decreasing the ring circumference 1. Upon decreasing 

the ring length below L = 13.2 cm, the amplitude of the oscillations increases 

dramatically. We find hysteresis in the dynamics upon increasing the ring size 

from this point. The high amplitude oscillations are maintained as the ring length 

is incremented from L = 13.2 cm to L = 13.3 cm. There is bistability within this 

region. 

The oscillating solutions observed all have wavelength that is slightly less than 

twice the ring length. As the ring length is decreased, the amplitude of the oscil

lations increases and their wavelength decreases. Figure 2.1 shows traces of C(x), 

A(x), tr(x) and T(x) for the oscillating solution at L = 13.15 cm. The value of 

x modulo L is the location of the excitation front along the ring, parametrized by 

arclength. The values of C, A, tr and T are measured at the excitation front as 

it circulates around the ring. The pulse duration A(x) is for the pulse that is just 

beginning at x when the excitation front reaches it. The recovery time tr{x) is for 

the recovery time that is just ending at x when the excitation front reaches it. The 

circulation time T(x) is the time taken by the excitation front to go from x - L 

to x. The wavelength of the oscillation is A = 25.8 cm. The values of A, tr and 

C oscillate in phase, while the circulation time T is 90 degrees out of phase. The 

relative amplitudes of the oscillations in A and tr are similar. 

Since the wavelength is not exactly twice the ring length, the dynamics of C(t), 

1 The ring size was decreased by one gridpoint (= 0.025 cm) at a time and the dynamics allowed 
to stabilize over 100 rotations at each ring length over the range L = 13.5 em to L = 13.15 em 
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Figure 2.1, Dynamics of a circulating pulse on a ring of length L = 13.15 cm 
found from numerical integration of the BR equations. (A) Speed C(x), (B) pulse 
duration A(x), (C) recovery time tr(x), (D) circulation period T(x). Transients 
have dissipated. Wavelength is A = 25.8 cm. 
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Figure 2.2, Dynamics of a circulating pulse in a ring of length L = 13.15 cm 
found from numerical integration of the Beeler-Reuter equations. Plot of (A) the 
recovery time tr and (B) the circulation period T as a function of the number of 
turns around the ring at a fixed location. 

A(t), tr(t) and T(t) at any fixed location on the ring are quasiperiodic in time. We 

display such a time series in Figure 2.2 for the recovery time tr and the circulation 

period T at a fixed location along the ring. 

We were able to observe sustained pulse circulation on a ring as small as L = 

12 cm. The minimal ring length that will support circulation seems to be between 

L = 12 cm and L = 11 cm. Figure 2.3 shows traces of C(x), A(x), tr(x) and 

T(x) at L = 12 cm, for which the oscillations have nearly reached their largest 

amplitude. Figure 2.4 shows a tracing of the membrane voltage V as a function of 

time obtained at a fixed location along the ring. The oscillations in the duration of 

the successive electrical pulses can be observed. There is alternans between short 

and long pulses in time. Because the dynamics are quasiperiodic, the sequence of 

long-and-short pulses eventually switches around at t = 10000 ms in Figure 2.4, 

through a sequence of long-short-Iong-Iong-short-Iong pulses. These results on the 

ring geometry are in accord with experimental observations by Frame [31]. He 
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demonstrated the onset of oscillations during pulse circulation in a loop of cardiac 

tissue and obtained oscillations that were quasiperiodic in time. 

2.3 The Delay Equation 

2.3.1 Derivation of the Integral-Delay Equation 

In this section, we develop a continuous theory for pulse propagation on a ring 

by deriving a simple governing equation using the dispersion and restitution curves. 

Using the quantities A(x), tr(x), and C(x) we may write an equation stating that, 

for any point x along the ring, the recovery time is the difference between the 

circulation time and the pulse duration. This is written as 

Lx ds 
tr(x) = x-L C(s) - A(x - L}. (2.3) 

Our theory is based on the assumption that both the pulse duration and speed can 

be expressed as functions of the recovery time t r • This assumption is common in 

the analysis of cardiac propagation [87, 74, 62, 41, 42], and is satisfied in excitable 

media in which the time course of recovery (and its effect on the response of the 

system to excitation) does not depend on past history of the system. In Figure 

2.5 we plot pulse duration and speed as functions of tr , based on data from the 

simulation in Figures 2.1 and 2.3. At each location x along the ring, the values of A, 

C, and tr can be obtained and plotted against one another. The resulting function 

a(tr), describing the relation between A and tr, is called the restitution curve, while 

c(tr), similarly, is called the dispersion curve. These curves could also be computed 

using external stimuli applied to the spatially uniform (D = 0) BR model. We have 

chosen to derive them directly from the circulating pulse dynamics, to eliminate a 

potential dependence on the nature of the external stimulus. A similar approach 

was used in [62], which used data from propagating pulses along a one-dimensional 

cable. 
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Figure 2.3, Dynamics of a circulating pulse on a ring of length L = 12.0 cm 
found from numerical integration of the BR equations. (A) Speed C(x), (B) pulse 
duration A(x), (C) recovery time tr(x), (D) circulation period T(x). Transients 
have dissipated. Wavelength is A = 23.5 cm. 
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Figure 2.4, Trace of voltage (in m V) versus time (in ms) from a fixed location on 
the ring during pulse circulation using the BR equations. This time series is taken 
from a simulation at L = 12 cm. The trace illustrates the quasiperiodic oscillations 
in the duration of the successive excitation pulses. 

The dispersion and restitution curves of Figure 2.5 are plotted from the sim

ulations at L = 13.15 cm and L = 12.0 cm. Our assumption requires that the 

restitution and dispersion curves be independent of the ring length and previous 

history of the medium, and that they both be well-defined single-valued functions 

of tr • The curves of Figure 2.5 are similar, except that we observe a splitting of 

the restitution curve that is more pronounced at the shorter ring length. This is 

due to hysteresis in the response of the system depending on whether the recovery 

time tr is increasing or decreasing. We ignore these deviations and assume the 

relations at both ring lengths can be represented by a unique well-defined function 

of tr (we show our fitted approximations as gray lines in the panels of Figure 2.5). 

Using the restitution and dispersion curves, we may rewrite Eq.(2.3) as 

1
x ds 

tr(x) = ( ( )) - a(tr(x - L)). 
x-L c tr S 

(2.4) 

which is an integral-delay equation for the recovery time tr • It completely describes 

the dynamics of pulse circulation on the ring. 

Equation (2.4) can be reduced to a neutral differential-delay equation [37] by 
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Figure 2.5, (A) Restitution curve a(tr ) and (B) dispersion curve c(tr) derived from 
the pulse circulation in Figure 1. (C) Restitution curve a(tr ) and (D) dispersion 
curve C{tr) derived from the pulse circulation in Figure 3. There is splitting of 
the restitution curves that is more pronounced in (C), corresponding to larger 
oscillations in A and tr in Figure 3. The splitting is due to hysteresis in the pulse 
duration depending on whether the recovery time increases or decreases. The gray 
curve on each panel shows the final fitted version of the curves to be used in the 
analysis. 
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taking derivatives with respect to x, which yields 

1 
(2.5) 

We may use either Eq.(2.4) or Eq.(2.5) to analyze the dynamics of pulse circulation 

on a ring. We shall use the integral-delay equation in what follows. 

2.3.2 Analysis of the Integral-Delay Equation 

This section presents some analytical results about the dynamics of the IDE. 

We identify the stability region of the steady-state using a linear stability analysis. 

We show that the steady-state loses stability through an infinite-dimensional Hopf 

bifurcation when the slope of the restitution curve exceeds one at the steady-state. 

Using perturbation methods, we derive estimates for the frequency and growth 

rate of the unstable oscillating modes near the bifurcation. We end this section by 

carrying out nonlinear analysis of the IDE to obtain estimates for the amplitude 

of oscillating solutions beyond the bifurcation. 

Before pursuing the analysis, it is convenient to change variables in Eq.(2.4). 

Setting y = Qx/L and tr(Ly/Q) = z(y) into Eq.(2.4) yields 

1 l Y 
z(y) = Q d(z(s))ds - a(z(y - Q)), 

y-Q 
(2.6) 

where d{z) = L/c(z). Equation (2.6) has steady-state solutions z = z* satisfying 

z* = d(z*) - a(z*) (2.7) 

2.3.2.1 Linear stability 

Let a' = da/dz(z*) and d' = dd/dz(z*). We linearize Eq.(2.6) for z(y) = 
z(y) - z* to obtain 

z{y) = Ql l Y 
d'z(s)ds - a'z(y - Q) 

y-Q 
(2.8) 
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We look for solutions to (2.8) of the form z = CeY• In the original coordinates, 

these solutions are of the form tr = C eQ:&/ L, so that Q I L is eigenvalue of the 

linearized integral equation (2.4). Substituting for z in Eq.(2.8) yields 

(2.9) 

The stability of the steady-state is determined by the roots of Eq.(2.9), which is 

the characteristic equation for the IDE. Stability requires ~(Q) < o. There is a 

loss of stability of the steady-state when ~(Q) = o. We look for such a bifurcation 

point by finding roots of Eq.(2.9) of the form Q = iqo, for qo real. Substituting for 

Q in Eq.(2.9), we see that 

(2.10) 

For a' = -1, there are an infinite number ofroots q~k) = 2k7r, for k any integer. 

In our application to excitable media, we have a' > 0 and d' < o. Hence, we are 

particularly interested in the bifurcation at a' = 1. We find there that the roots 

qo satisfy 

( qo) qo 
tan "2 = d' (2.11) 

The solutions of Eq.(2.11) can be viewed graphically as the intersection between the 

straight line of slope lid' and the tangent function. There are an infinite number 

of roots crossing the imaginary axis. For Id'i ~ 1, the roots can be approximated 

as 

(k) (k) 2d' ( '2) 
qo = 2 + 1 7r - (2k + 1)7r + 0 d , k = 0,1,2, ... (2.12) 

Keeping d' fixed, the roots of Eq.(2.9) depend continuously on a'. Since all 

roots cross the imaginary axis simultaneously (and only) at a' = -1 and a' = 1, 

we must have all roots either in the right or left complex plane for la'i < 1 (except 

for Q = 0 which is always a root of Eq.(2.9)). When a' = 0, we cannot have 

~(Q) > 0 since this would imply 

(2.13) 
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for d' < ° and contradict Eq.(2.9). Hence, we find that 

a' < 1 {=} ~(Q) < 0, Q ¥= 0, (2.14) 

which gives the stability region of the steady-state. Stability is lost at a' = 1 

through an infinite-dimensional Hopf bifurcation. Figure 2.6 follows the trajectory 

of q~O) in the complex plane as a' is varied from -1 to 1. At -1, the root crosses 

the imaginary axis into the left-hand plane near 27ri. It then curves around and 

crosses the imaginary axis into the right-hand plane near 7ri. This behavior appears 

typical of all roots q~k), and occurs symmetrically across the real axis. 

2.3.2.2 The characteristic equation near the bifurcation 

Given that an infinite number of unstable modes exist for a' > 1, we carry out 

an expansion of the roots of Eq.(2.9) for a' close to 1 to find the relative growth 

rates of the modes near the bifurcation. We set a' = 1 + €, keep d' fixed, and 

assume Q has a power series expansion of the form 

(2.15) 

where qo is one of the solutions of Eq.(2.11). Substituting into Eq.(2.9), expanding 

into powers of € and solving term by term, we find 

q5 . qod' 
ql = d,2 _ 2d' + q5 + z d,2 - 2d' + q5 (2.16) 

The characteristic equation (2.9) assumes solutions of the form t r ( x) = t; + ceQ:r:/ L, 

so that the predicted growth rate near the bifurcation is 

q5 x 
t r ( x) ""' exp( € d'2 _ 2d' + q5 L) (2.17) 

For Id'i -«: 1, ql simplifies to 

k = 0, 1,2, ... (2.18) 
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Figure 2.6, Dependence of the root q~O) of Eq.(2.9) on the value of a' as it varies 
from -1 to 1, keeping d' fixed (here = -0.001). The root enters the left complex 
half-plane near 27ri at a' = -1, and leaves it near 7ri at a' = 1. Note that the 
imaginary axis is along the right edge of the figure. 
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so that the growth rate is as 

(2.19) 

Near the bifurcation, the linear growth of the unstable modes near the steady-state 

is lowest for the lowest frequency components. In particular, the slowest frequency 

mode at q~O) grows the slowest initially. Given the small size of d' in our models, 

we expect these differences to be small. The wavelength of the unstable modes, 

for Id'i ~ 1, is given by 

A (k) = 27r L = 2L 2d'L(2 - €) O(d'2) 
S'(Q) 2k + 1 + (2k + 1)37r2 + (2.20) 

The mode of lowest frequency, A (0), has wavelength slightly less than twice the 

ring length. The linear theory does not predict dominance of this mode over the 

others based on its initial growth rate. 

2.3.2.3 Nonlinear analysis near the bifurcation 

In order to get an estimate of the asymptotic amplitude of oscillating solu

tions beyond the Hopf bifurcation at a' = 1, we look for small amplitude periodic 

solutions of Eq.(2.4). We rewrite Eq.(2.6) as 

L l Y 

z(y) = L Q D(z(s))ds - a(z(y - Q)), 
o y-Q 

(2.21) 

where D(z) = Lolc(z). We pick Lo so that a' = 1 at L = Lo. 

To find nontrivial periodic solutions in a neighborhood of Lo, we use LI Lo as 

a bifurcation parameter. We pick Q so that the solutions are 27r-periodic in y. It 

follows that the ratio of the wavelength of the solutions to the length of the loop 

L is AIL = 27rIQ. Hence Q is the relative wavenumber. At the bifurcation point, 

we pick Q = qo. We expand a(z) and D(z) into local power series about z* of the 

form 

a(z) = a(z*) + at(z - z*) + a2(z - z*? + ... (2.22) 
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(2.23) 

where al = a' = 1, do = D'(z*), and dl = d'. We take Q = qo + €2q2 + '" and 

L/Lo = 1 + €2'x2. We substitute for a, D, Q, and L/Lo into Eq.(2.21) and solve 

the resulting equations for powers of € assuming solutions of the form 

z(y) = z* + 2€M cos(y) + O( €2) (2.24) 

From the solvability condition at O( t:3 ), we obtain the relation 

o = -2'x2q5a2do+M2(3a3q5(dl-2)+a~(3d~-6d~-q~dl +6q~)+2a2d2( -3d~+6dl-2q~)) 
(2.25) 

that provides an approximation for the solution amplitude M as a function of 

the bifurcation parameter L/ Lo. There are an infinity of possible approximate 

solutions, one for each root q~k). The amplitude M can be found only for 'x2 of a 

specific sign, thereby indicating the direction for loss of stability at the bifurcation. 

The coefficients of the expansions of a( z) and D( z) may be obtained from the fitted 

analytical expressions for the dispersion and restitution curves. We carry out these 

computations in the last section. 

2.3.3 Numerical Simulation of the Integral-Delay Equation 

Equation(2.4) can be integrated using a simple forward method, subject to the 

constraints imposed by the ring geometry. Initial conditions must be specified by 

giving the value of tr(x) over the interval [-L,O). The finite-difference equation 

for tr is given by 

(2.26) 

where we have evaluated the integral using a simple trapezoid rule, using ~x = 

L / N, N = 200. This simple scheme makes our finite-difference equation equivalent 

to the discrete model of propagation on a ring developed by Ito and Glass [41]. 

They studied in detail the stability of this discrete finite-difference scheme, and 
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obtained results similar (but not identical) to our stability results for the IDE. 

In the discrete model, their stability criterion for the steady-state includes a de

pendence on the slope of the dispersion relation that is not present in the IDE. 

Our experience with Eq.(2.26) has also revealed a sensitivity of the solution to 

discontinuities in the initial conditions. In spite of these discrepancies between the 

finite-difference equation and the IDE, we have chosen to use Eq.(2.26) to simulate 

the dynamics of Eq.(2.4). In order to carry out the integration, we fit the data 

in Figure 2.5 to smooth functions of tr (plotted in gray). The restitution and dis

persion curves are fitted using functions a(tr) = 20 + B(tr)t~·5 /(725.5 + t~·5), where 

B(tr) = 250 - 90e-tr/145, and c(tr) = 0.0417 - 0.0135e-(tr-37)/18, where the units of 

time are milliseconds and the units of distance are centimeters. We consider that 

the pulse propagation speed is zero (circulation around the ring terminates) when 

tr < 37 ms. 

In the numerical simulations of the integral-delay equation, the steady-state 

tr ( x) = t; is destabilized as we decrease the ring circumference from L = 13.5 cm to 

L = 13.45 cm. Starting with initial conditions corresponding to the approximated 

value of the steady-state, we observe growing oscillations in all measured quantities 

at L = 13.15 cm. Figure 2.7 shows a trace of C(x), A(x), tr(x) and T(x) after 

stabilization of the oscillations. The wavelength of the oscillation is A ~ 25.7 cm. 

As in the PDE, the dynamics of the various measurements at a fixed location along 

the ring are quasiperiodic. Time series for tr and T at a fixed location are shown in 

Figure 2.8. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 should be compared to Figures 2.1 and 2.2 obtained 

from the PDE. 

We find that oscillating solutions with a period slightly less than twice the ring 

length evolve from near steady-state initial conditions in the IDE when L :5 13.45. 

We do not observe the kind of bistability between steady-state and oscillating 

solutions found in the PDE. We believe that this feature of the PDE may be 
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related to the splitting of the curves which is not taken into account in the IDE 

model. 

Based on the analysis of the IDE, it should be possible to observe oscillating 

solutions at one of the other frequencies that are known to become unstable at the 

bifurcation. For example, the second lowest frequency corresponds to a wavelength 

Al slightly less than two-thirds the ring length. We have obtained such a solution 

using initial conditions in the form of a low amplitude sine wave of the correct 

frequency (as predicted by Eq.(2.20)) over the initial interval [0, L). Figure 2.9 

shows a plot of C(x), A(x), tr(x), and T(x), illustrating the solution with frequency 

close to 2L/3 after transients have dissipated. Figure 2.10 illustrates the dynamics 

of tr(t) and T(t) at a fixed point along the ring. 

2.4 The PDE model revisited 

The theory of pulse circulation on a ring is based on a reduction of the dynamics 

to a simple integral-delay equation, using the dispersion and recovery curves to 

capture the essential features of the nonlinear PDE model. We compare theoretical 

predictions and numerical results in more detail here. 

Our numerical simulations of the BR model show that steady circulation be

comes unstable at a ring length L ~ 13.4 cm, where the steady-state recovery time 

is t; ~ 112 ms. Numerical integration of the IDE shows loss of stability between 

L = 13.5 cm and L = 13.45 cm. Stability analysis of the IDE predicts a loss of 

stability for a'(t;) = 1. Using the slope of the restitution curve fit to the data 

in Figure 5, we compute that the bifurcation should occur when t; ~ 112.6 ms, 

corresponding to a ring of length Lo = 13.48 cm. 

Our linear analysis also gives us an estimate of the growth rate of oscillating 

solutions starting near the steady-state, close to the bifurcation. Figure 2.11 shows 

the growth of the oscillating solution tr{x) at L = 13.15 cm for the PDE (A) and 
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Figure 2.7, Dynamics of a circulating pulse on a ring of length L = 13.15 cm 
found from numerical integration of the integral-delay equation. (A) Speed C(x), 
(B) pulse duration A(x), (C) recovery time tr(x), (D) circulation period T(x). 
Transients have dissipated. Wavelength is A = 25.7 cm. 
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Figure 2.S, Dynamics of a circulating pulse in a ring of length L = 13.15 cm found 
from numerical integration of the integral-delay equation. Plot of (A) the recovery 
time tr and (B) the circulation period T as a function of the number of turns 
around the ring at a fixed location. 

IDE (B). Using the estimate from Eq.(2.19), with € = 0.19 and k = 0, we obtain 

tr rv exp(0.014x). The fastest growth rate obtained from the numerical simulations 

is rv 0.002 for the IDE and rv 0.003 for the PDE. We could not compare the growth 

rates for smaller values of € because of the occurrence of bistability in the PDE 

model. 

Nonlinear analysis of the IDE near the bifurcation yields an estimate for the 

amplitude of the oscillating solutions as a function of the size of the ring. Using 

our fitted functions for a(tr ) and c(tr), we use Eq.(2.25) to obtain 

(2.27) 

with M(O) = 173.7 and M(l) = 174.3. This is an estimate for the periodic solutions 

in the neighborhood of the bifurcation. A value for M can be obtained from 

Eq.(2.25) only for A2 < 0, which is consistent with the direction for loss of stability 

at the bifurcation. For L = 13.15 cm and k = 0, the predicted amplitude is about 

lOS ms. The observed amplitude in the PDE (Figure 2.1C) is about 163 ms while 
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Figure 2.9, Dynamics of a circulating pulse in a ring of length L = 13:11n:m''fbund 
from numerical integration of the integral-delay equation. Initial conditions were 
chosen so that an alternate solution of wavelength close to 2L/3 is observed. (a) 
Speed C(x), (b) pulse duration A(x), (c) recovery time tr(x), (d) circulation period 
T(x). Transients have dissipated. Wavelength is A = 8.74 cm. 
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Figure 2.10, Dynamics of a circulating pulse in a ring of length L = 13.15 cm found 
from numerical integration of the integral-delay equation. Initial conditions were 
chosen so that an alternate solution of wavelength close to 2L /3 is observed. Plot 
of (A) the recovery time tT and (B) the circulation period T as a function of the 
number of turns around the ring at a fixed location. 
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Figure 2.11, Growing oscillations in tT at L = 13.15 cm obtained from numerical 
simulation of the PDE model (A) and the IDE (B). The oscillations are growing 
more rapidly in the IDE. 
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in the IDE it is about 137 ms (Figure 2.7C). 

Within the range of unsteady circulation, the wavelength of oscillations in the 

PDE model was slightly less than twice the ring length. Analysis of the IDE shows 

an infinite-dimensional Hopf bifurcation when a'(t;) = 1. We have shown that the 

growth rate near the bifurcation is lowest for the lowest frequency mode (k = 0 in 

Eq.(2.19)). Hence, this cannot explain the dominance of this mode as circulation 

becomes unstable. Our nonlinear analysis near the bifurcation also shows that 

the amplitude of periodic solutions near the bifurcation is lowest for the lowest 

frequency mode. Neither of these results provides an explanation for the dominance 

of the lowest frequency mode observed in the numerical simulations. Given that 

the differences in growth rates and amplitude are quite small, it is possible that 

higher order interactions between the modes contribute to the stabilization of the 

solution as observed in the numerical simulation, and that alternate solutions are 

also possible in the PDE given appropriate initial conditions. The IDE simulations 

indicate that there are a number of periodic solutions that appear beyond the 

bifurcation, with frequency close to the frequency of the unstable modes. 

We were able to obtain an oscillating solution in the PDE model with wave

length"" 2L/3, corresponding to the predicted mode A(t) of the IDE. The initial 

conditions for the PDE model were generated using a stable 2L/3 solution com

puted numerically from the IDE at L = 13.15 cm. We computed a single action 

potential using the BR model (no space dependence), and used it to construct a ta

ble of the state of the BR medium as a function of the time since the V = -60m V 

threshold has been crossed (positive time is after the threshold has been crossed). 

The initial conditions state(x) can then be read off the table table(t) using the 

simple formula 

state(x) = table(tr(x) - x/C) (2.28) 

where C is the wavespeed and assumed to be constant. The initial conditions 
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generated in this way gave rise to the predicted solution. We were able to decrease 

the size of the ring from L = 13.15 cm while maintaining the solution and observing 

the expected changes in amplitude. Figure 2.12 shows the evolution of C(x), A(x), 

tr(x), and T(x) for the stabilized solution at L = 13.15 cm. We display a time 

series for the variations in tr and T at a fixed location along the ring in Figure 

2.13. 

The amplitude of the oscillations in recovery time in Figure 2.12 is '" 146 ms. 

The amplitude of the numerical solution of the IDE in Figure 2.9 is '" 136 ms. The 

prediction from Eq.(2.27) is f'V 109 ms. The IDE analysis predicts that there should 

be little change in the amplitude of the solutions at the two different frequencies. 

Numerical simulations of the IDE reflect this fact, but there is a significant decrease 

in the amplitude of the oscillations in the 2L/3 solution compared to the 2L solution 

for the PDE. In addition, we were not able to decrease the ring size from L = 

13.15 cm without losing the 2L/3 solution, which slowly drifted towards the 2L 

solution. Our attempts at obtaining initial conditions for a 2L/3 solution at L = 

13.25 cm using the method described above also failed. We speculate that the 

presence of diffusion in the PDE model may be shifting the bifurcation point 

for the short wavelength modes to a higher value of a' as well as reducing their 

amplitude. 

We may obtain estimates for the wavelengths of the two oscillating solutions 

observed in the PDE and IDE models using our eigenvalue expansion near the 

steady-state, assuming that the final solutions are closely related to the original 

unstable modes. We use Eq.(2.20) to obtain an estimate. At L = 13.15 cm, 

€ = 0.148, d' = -0.105, which yields A(O) ~ 25.8 cm and A<1) ~ 8.75 cm. The 

wavelengths observed in the PDE model are 25.9 cm and 25.9 cm, respectively, 

while in the IDE numerical simulations they are 25.7 cm and 8.7 cm. 

Our numerical simulation of the IDE reveal that the equation is sensitive to 
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Figure 2.12, Dynamics of a circulating pulse on a ring of length L = 13.15 cm 
found from numerical integration of the BR equations. The initial conditions 
were constructed to obtain an alternate solution at period 2L/3. (A) Speed C(x), 
(B) pulse duration A(x), (C) recovery time tr(x), (E) circulation period T(x). 
Transients have dissipated. Wavelength is A = 8.8 cm. 
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Figure 2.13, Dynamics of a circulating pulse in a ring of length L = 13.15 cm 
found from numerical integration of the Beeler-Reuter equations. The dynamics 
are from the alternate solution at period 2L/3. Plot of (A) the recovery time tr 
and (B) the circulation period T as a function of the number of turns around the 
ring at a fixed location. 

discontinuities in the initial condition. In addition, the equation may support 

large amplitude oscillations at arbitrarily large frequency. It appears that there 

are non-linear effects involved in the selection and interaction of the modes beyond 

what we have described in this analysis, and in fact potentially beyond what can be 

captured in the IDE. This may be especially true of the relative basins of attraction 

of the various solutions and how they interact in the PDE model. In spite of these 

shortcomings, the IDE formulation presented here not only provides a novel and 

accurate description of phenomena previously observed in the PDE model, but it 

uncovers unchartered dynamics that may prove important in understanding the 

behavior of the excitable media in other contexts. 
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The methods, results, and conclusions of this chapter are presented in Appendix 

A. The following is a summary of the most important findings in this paper. 

In 1991, this publication with Arthur Winfree presented the first observation 

of spontaneous spiral wave breakup using a reasonable numerical discretization of 

continuous reaction-diffusion equations modeling cardiac activity (or any excitable 

media for that matter) in a medium without heterogeneities [12]. This work dis

pelled doubts about the ability of uniform continuous media to exhibit spontaneous 

spiral breakup in the absence of external or parametric heterogeneities. Previous 

observations on uniform media had used much coarser discretizations (at least 

three times what is used in this Chapter). The spiral breakup was observed in 

numerical simulations of a reaction-diffusion partial differential equation in a two

dimensional sheet of cardiac tissue using the BR equations to describe the electrical 

properties of the medium. Spirals broke up spontaneously using the original BR 

equations. Non-breaking spirals could be obtained by modifying a parameter that 

effectively shortened the duration of excitation pulses. The concept of a station

ary repolarization front triggered by rapid spatial variations in pulse duration was 

introduced to explain the spontaneous formation of arcs of conduction block and 

the breakup of spirals. 

These results about the dynamics of the BR equations are studied in more 

detail in Chapter 4, where I extend the concept of stationary repolarization fronts 

described in this paper to slow recovery fronts. This is more appropriate since the 

recovery fronts are rarely stationary. Chapter 4 also clarifies the link between these 

slow recovery fronts and the restitution properties. Although this paper described 
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a role for the dependence of pulse duration on the elapsed time since the end of a 

previous pulse, restitution was never mentioned per se. This is clarified in Chapter 

4. 



Chapter 4 SPIRAL WAVE BREAKUP IN 
THE BEELER-REUTER MODEL OF 
CARDIAC ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 

4.1 Introduction 
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Normal cardiac rhythm involves the orderly propagation of electrical signals 

from the heart's pacemaker in the right atrium to the bulk of the ventricular 

muscle. These signals take the form of transient depolarizations of the cardiac cell 

membrane that propagate through the heart tissue. Abnormal conduction of the 

excitation pulses in the ventricles can give rise to rapid rhythms called ventricular 

tachycardias. One mechanism for the generation of ventricular tachycardias is 

reentry, in which an excitation pulse circulates repeatedly around an inexcitable 

obstacle. The concept of reentry can be extended to include circulation of pulses 

in the absence of a physical obstacle, with the reentrant pattern taking the form 

of a spiral wave. Rotating spiral waves have been observed in living cardiac tissue 

[32,80,21,23,16,17,18], after they had been predicted based on theoretical models 

[93, 105,94]. Spiral waves in cardiac tissue may degenerate into a potentially fatal 

form of irregular activity called ventricular fibrillation [48, 11]. Because of their 

clinical relevance and their occurrence in excitable systems other than cardiac 

tissue, spiral waves have been the subject of extensive mathematical modeling 

[64]. 

Recently, a number of numerical studies have reported that spiral waves may 

spontaneously breakup into irregular patterns of activity. This has been observed 

both in discrete cellular automata (CA) models [34, 42] and in partial differential 

equation (PDE) models [96, 69, 12, 5, 70, 52], and has ramifications towards un

derstanding the transition to ventricular fibrillation in living hearts. I have been 

interested in reaction-diffusion PDE systems that use realistic membrane models 
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to simulate the propagation of electrical pulses (also called action potentials) in 

cardiac tissue. The availability of powerful computing resources has allowed a 

detailed investigation of these large numerical problems. 

Chapter 3 presented a numerical study of spiral waves in a PDE model of 

cardiac tissue using the Beeler-Reuter (BR) equations [9] to describe the ionic 

properties of the cardiac cells. Using the original BR equations, wavebreaks or 

gaps due to propagation failure appeared spontaneously along the spiral excitation 

front, resulting in disorganized electrical activity within the medium. Upon halving 

the time constants for activation and inactivation of the calcium current in the 

BR equations, by halving the value of the parameter 0" from 1.0 to 0.5, spirals no 

longer developed wavebreaks. The calcium current in the BR equations controls the 

duration of the electrical pulse. Speeding up its dynamics results in a shortening 

of the pulse duration. In Chapter 3, a heuristic explanation was proposed for 

the appearance of wavebreaks based on the existence of stationary repolarization 

fronts. These fronts form spontaneous arcs of conduction block that arise because 

of a marked dependence of the pulse duration on the state of the medium in the 

BR model. This dependence is diminished as 0" is decreased. 

In this chapter, I study in detail the appearance of spiral wavebreaks in the BR 

model as the value of 0" is increased from 0.5 to 1.0. I present additional numerical 

results from the BR model for intermediate values of 0", to better characterize the 

transition. The changes in the properties of the BR equations as 0" is varied can be 

represented using its restitution and dispersion curves [62]. The restitution curve 

gives the dependence of the pulse duration on the recovery time of the medium. 

The recovery time at the onset of a pulse is defined as the elapsed time since the 

end of the previous pulse. The dispersion curve gives the dependence of the pulse 

speed on the recovery time. I show how the appearance of slow recovery fronts 

(SRFs), a refinement of the stationary repolarization fronts discussed in Chapter 
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3, is enhanced by the changes in restitution properties accompanying the increase 

in 0". This is illustrated first in a simple one-dimensional geometry (on a ring), 

where I derive an expression for the speed of the recovery front as a function of 

the spatial distribution of recovery properties and the restitution curve. These 

findings are applied to spiral dynamics in two dimensions, where I give specific 

examples of how local variations in recovery properties engender SRFs and cause 

spiral wavebreaks. I conclude by discussing some dynamical instabilities that could 

explain the appearance of spiral breaks as the value of 0" is increased. 

I purposedly avoid a detailed description of the medium's dynamics in terms 

of BR's six current gating variables and calcium concentration. Their evolution 

and their interaction with the voltage variable are meant to be captured by the 

restitution and dispersion curves. They are parametrized by a single "recovery 

variable" , namely the recovery time. My aim in this chapter is to show that insights 

about the dynamics and stability of spiral waves can be gained from considering the 

generic restitution and dispersion properties of the medium. A detailed comparison 

of the PDE simulations with observations in living cardiac muscle is subject to the 

accuracy of the BR equations as a model of cardiac electrical activity dating back 

over fifteen years. The restitution and dispersion curves extracted from the BR 

model can be compared to more recent models (e.g. [20]) or to experimental 

curves (e.g. [10, 26]). I do not undertake such detailed comparisons here, but the 

conclusions I draw should carryover to other media that can be characterized by 

similar curves. 

4.2 Numerical Methods 

I follow the numerical method presented in [12] (see code in Appendix C) to 

integrate the reaction-diffusion system: 

(4.1) 
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in one or two space dimensions, where V2 is the second-derivative Laplacian opera

tor in space and IBR is the total current flowing through the cardiac cell membrane, 

obtained from the BR equations [9]. The total current is computed using seven 

voltage-dependent state variables that control four membrane currents, added up 

to produce IBR. Details of the BR equations are provided in Appendix B. I use 

a forward Euler method in time with a centered difference approximation to the 

Laplacian to integrate the equation numerically. The Laplacian is discretized us

ing a 3-point centered difference in one dimension and a 9-point difference in two 

dimensions. The resulting finite difference equation is: 

v.n+1 = v.n _ 6.t . IBR + 6.t . D V3i8crete "'in 
J J em 6.x2 (4.2) 

where "'in is the voltage at time step n and location j, and 6.t and 6.x are the 

time and space discretization stepsl. 

Figure 4.1 shows how the size of time and space steps affects the pulse speed in 

the BR model on a one-dimensional cable (comparable results can be found in [54]). 

My choice of 6.t and 6.x, shown darkened, reflects a compromise between accuracy 

and computation speed. Other integration methods have been used to integrate 

Eq.{4.1) [15,76]. In all simulations, D = 0.001 cm2/ms, em = 1 p,F/cm2 , I is in 

p,A/cm2
, V is in mY, and 6.t, 6.x are 0.025 ms and 0.025 cm respectively. I vary the 

parameter 0" that multiplies the default time constants of calcium current activation 

and inactivation 2. I use no-flux boundary conditions for V in two-dimensions, and 

periodic boundary conditions in the one-dimensional ring simulations. For all two

dimensional simulations, the numerical grid contains 400x400 elements. 

Calculations of pulse speed, duration, and recovery time use V = -60 m V as 

the threshold between excitation (V > -60 m V) and recovery (V < -60 m V) 

IThe two-dimensional simulations were carried out on the Cray-YMP at the San Diego Su
percomputer Center. One-dimensional simulations were carried out on a Sun SPARCStation II. 
Precision is 64-bit on the Cray and 32-bit on the Sun. 

2 Specifically, referring to the original model as published in [9], I use new rate constants 
ii/,d = a/,d/u and P/,d = P/,d/U 
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Figure 4.1, Dependence of the front speed c on the numerical time and space 
steps !::..t and !::..X in one-dimensional simulations of the BR model. The space 
step is plotted on the abscissa and the time step is represented using five different 
symbols. I show !::..t = 0.05 (upright triangles), 0.025 (squares), 0.02 (diamonds), 
0.01 (inverted triangles), and 0.005 (circles) milliseconds. Computations in this 
chapter use !::..t = 0.025 ms and !::..X = 0.025 cm (the darkened square). 
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[35, 62]. The marker used to differentiate the excited state from the recovery state 

should be chosen so that following an excitation (1) the trajectory of the system 

in state-space beyond the marker event is independent of past history and (2) the 

marker event precedes the earliest possible interval at which another excitation 

can be triggered. Ideally, the recovery time to the marker event should provide 

a complete parametric description of the state of the system during recovery. If 

these conditions are met, there should be unique restitution and dispersion curves 

describing the behavior of the system. 

4.3 Spiral Wave Breakup in Two Dimensions 

Using results from [12] about the absence of spiral wavebreaks at (j = 0.5, and 

the occurrence of spiral wavebreaks at (j = 1.0, I proceed to examine the behavior 

of the system for intermediate values of (j. 

The initial conditions used to obtain the spiral wave at (j = 0.5 were described in 

[12]. Figure 4.2 displays a contour plot of the initial voltage used for the simulation. 

A bar of cells extending partway across the medium (dark gray in Fig. 4.2) is 

excited by increasing its voltage from the stable rest state (V = -84.8 m V) to 

a value above threshold (V = -20 m V). All other state variables are kept at 

their resting values, except for an area along one side of the excited bar (light 

gray in Fig. 4.2) that is made inexcitable to guarantee one-way propagation of 

the front (along the arrows). The initial conditions (t = 0) develop into a rotating 

spiral wave. Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7 illustrate the simulation results using 

selected sequences of contour plots of voltage at time intervals of 20 ms. The full 

sequence of contours for each simulation can be found in Appendix D 3. Contours 

are presented in panels containing 12 consecutive frames. The value of (j and the 

3When available, contour plots of two other components of the BR model, namely the product 
of the sodium inactivation gates h . j and the calcium inactivation gate f (see [9]), are presented 
in Appendix D 
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Figure 4.2, Contour plot of the initial conditions used to generate the spiral in Fig
ure 4.3. The contours of voltage are 20 m V apart. The dark gray area corresponds 
to a bar of excited cells (V = -20m V). The light gray area is made inexcitable 
by shutting off the sodium and calcium currents responsible for excitation. Initial 
front propagation is in the direction of the arrows. 

time covered by the contour plots is indicated in a brief caption above each panel. 

The voltage contours in each frame range from -80 mV to +20 mV in steps of 

20 m V, with the excitation fronts identifiable as a dark line resulting from the 

close spacing of contour lines. During the simulation, the value of u was gradually 

increased in steps of 6.u = 0.1 at times t = 1120 ms (0.5 ~ 0.6), t = 2120 ms 

(0.6 ~ 0.7), t = 3620 ms (0.7 ~ 0.8). Each time the value of u is increased, the 

simulation is continued in parallel for both the new and old u values for a certain 

time. The total duration of the simulations is 3120 ms at u = 0.5, 2000 ms at 

u = 0.6,3500 ms at u = 0.7, and 1000 ms at u = 0.8. 
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At (j = 0.5, a meandering spiral is observed for the duration of the simulation 

(Figure 4.3). The spiral does not exhibit wavebreaks. Its meander pattern, defined 

as the trajectory followed by the tip of the spiral wave, is irregular, as shown in 

Figure 4.6A. The meander paths of Figure 4.6 are based on hand-digitization of 

the spiral tip location from voltage contour plots. The tip is located approximately 

where the voltage contours at -60, -40, and -20 m V fuse together on the contour 

plots, thereby picking the location where a steep enough excitation front is present. 

The tip location is obtained at 20 ms intervals (average tip displacement", 1 cm) 

and its path is plotted as a splined curve through the data points. The mean

der paths of Figure 4.6 are irregular, and reminiscent of the "complex" meander 

observed by Winfree [98] in the simple FitzHugh-Nagumo model. 

Upon increasing (j to 0.6 (Figure 4.4), the spiral initially maintains its integrity 

while still undergoing an irregular meander pattern (Figure 4.6B). There is breakup 

of the spiral starting 1260 ms after the change in (j, leading to further spiral 

wavebreaks over the next 660 ms. Upon increasing (j to 0.7 (Figure 4.5), there is 

again a period of irregular meander (Figure 4.6C), during which a small wavebreak 

appears (at t = 3080 ms), followed by more spiral breaks starting at t = 3640 ms. 

During the simulation at (j = 0.7, there are two episodes of multiple wavebreaks, 

separated by intervals over which there is a unique continuous spiral front. There 

appears to be intermittency in the occurrence of spiral wavebreaks. At the end of 

the simulation (last three panels of Figure 4.5, the remaining spiral tip is rotating 

in the reverse direction from the original spiral. 

The value of (j is increased to 0.8 starting at t=3620 ms. The results are illus

trated in Figure 4.7. Spiral breaks are observed just as in Figure 4.5. Wavebreaks 

continue to occur until all activity vanishes from the numerical grid after 1000 ms 

due to collisions of the excitation fronts between themselves and against the no-flux 

boundary of the medium. Although activity disappeared at (j = 0.8, the parallel 
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Figure 4.6, Meander paths for BR spirals at (A) (j = 0.5, (B) (j = 0.6, (C) (j = 0.7. 
A black dot marks the beginning of each path. The spiral tip was followed for 
1380 ms starting at t = 740 ms at (j = 0.5, and for 1500 ms starting at t = 1120 ms 
and t = 2120 ms at (j = 0.6 and 0.7 respectively. A smooth spline connects the 
open circles representing the data points, collected at 20 ms interval. 
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simulation at 0.7 shows continuing activity. 

I was not able to increase (j from 0.7 without rapidly losing activity within the 

medium (as in Figure 4.7). It is possible to sustain 2200 ms of activity at (j = 1.0 by 

starting from initial conditions like those of Figure 4.2, as described in [12]. Figure 

4.8 displays a series of contours 20 ms apart during activity at (j = 1.0. The first 

contour is at t = 720 ms, showing the spiral wavefront about to break against a slow 

recovery front. Further wavebreaks can be observed as the simulation proceeds, 

leading to disorganized activity and several wavetips coexisting within the medium. 

For (j = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, I measured the spiral period in the absence of wavebreaks 

using traces of voltage versus time recorded at a fixed location in the medium. 

Measurements of the period based on larger datasets will be presented in the next 

section for (j = 0.5 and (j = 0.7. Figure 4.9 shows traces of voltage recorded during 

spiral activity at (j = 0.5 (starting at t = 0), (j = 0.6 (starting at t = 2120 ms), 

and (j = 0.7 (starting at t = 3620 ms). The recording location is at coordinates 

(380,380) on the 400 by 400 grid, in the upper right corner of the voltage contour 

plots. Above each trace, the intervals between successive excitations (measured 

at -60 m V) are labeled in milliseconds. There are considerable fluctuations of the 

period in all traces. At (j = 0.5 the average of the 7 cycles is 200 ms. At (j = 0.6, 

the average is 209 ms, while at (j = 0.7 the average is 235 ms. 

In the simulations where spiral wavebreaks develop, excitation fronts fail as 

they collide with inexcitable tissue. This inexcitable tissue is usually refractory 

medium still under the effect of a previous excitation, so that wavefronts collide 

with their own recovery front (head-to-head collisions occur when a large number 

of wavefronts are present). Without the presence of variations in the duration 

of excitation pulses, the recovery front follows the excitation after a fixed delay, 

moving at the same speed. The existence of abrupt changes in pulse duration in the 

BR medium affects the relationship between recovery and excitation and modifies 
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the speed of the recovery front. When that speed is greatly reduced compared to 

the speed of the excitation front, I will speak of a slow recovery fronts (SRFs). 

These fronts are likely to cause spiral breakup by forming slow moving arcs of 

conduction block in the medium, as I discuss below. 

In order to understand the instabilities that cause breakup of spiral wavefronts 

as 0' is increased, I pose two questions: (1) what are the specific local mechanisms 

that cause spiral breaks to occur? and (2) what is the generic instability that 

is involved in the onset of spiral breakup as 0' is increased? To answer the first 

question, the next section examines the role of restitution in the formation of SRFs 

and the role of SRFs in the appearance of wave breaks. The second question is left 

for the discussion. 

4.4 Restitution and the Motion of Recovery Fronts 

In this section, I show how the restitution curve and the presence of spatial 

gradients of recovery in the medium can be used to predict the appearance of slow 

recovery fronts. I illustrate the ideas in one dimension (on a ring) for values of 0' 

between 0.5 and 1.0. I compute the restitution and dispersion curves at each value 

of 0' and derive an expression for the speed of the recovery front that depends on 

the spatial gradient of recovery time within the medium and on the slope of the 

restitution curve. After demonstrating the existence of a restitution curve during 

spiral activity, I show that the mechanisms for the creation of SRFs described in one 

dimension apply in two dimensions. I give specific examples of spiral wavebreaks 

caused by collisions between excitation fronts and slow recovery fronts. 

4.4.1 Slow Recovery Fronts in One-Dimension 

Chapter 2 presented a study of pulse circulation on a ring in the BR model 

[13, 14], showing that the dynamics can be reduced to a simple delay equation. 
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Figure 4.9, Traces of voltage versus time obtained at a fixed location during spiral 
meander. Traces are presented for values of u equal to 0.5 (starting at t = 0 in 
the 2-D simulation), 0.6 (starting at t = 1120 ms in the 2-D simulation), and 0.7 
(starting at t = 2120 ms in the 2-D simulation). The coarseness of the traces is due 
to rounding off of voltage values obtained from the two-dimensional simulations. 
The duration of the intervals between successive excitations is indicated above each 
trace (in ms). 
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The delay equation describes the evolution of the recovery time tr , measured at the 

excitation front, as a function of the front's position in space x. The theory relies on 

the use of the dispersion and restitution curves, and can predict the destabilization 

of a propagating pulse as the circumference of the ring is decreased. Below a certain 

ring length, there are oscillations in propagation speed and pulse duration whose 

amplitude increases as the ring length is decreased. These oscillations give rise to 

spatial gradients of recovery along the ring that are necessary to produce SRFs. I 

show how these fronts arise using the circulation of pulses on small rings of cardiac 

medium modeled using the BR equations. 

Figure 4.10 presents the results from integration of Eq.{4.1) on closed rings for 

values of u between 0.5 and 1.0, in increments of 0.1. At each u, I generate a 

circulating pulse on a ring of sufficient size (typically of length L = 15 cm) and 

reduce its length in steps of 0.25 cm every 10 rotations until propagation fails. 

The results are shown for the smallest length that could support circulation. Each 

panel of Figure 4.10 shows traces of the voltage V as a function of the distance x 

along the ring. Such traces are obtained every 10 ms, repeated once horizontally 

to illustrate continuity of the ring, and stacked on top of each other with time 

increasing from bottom to top. The lengths L of the rings are indicated below 

each panel. Pulses travel from left to right. The sequence of rapid upstrokes at the 

onset of the excitation pulses forms a diagonal line whose positive slope is inversely 

proportional to the speed of the excitation front. The darker line behind the 

excitation pulses results from superposition of the recovery phases (downstrokes) 

of the pulses. The slope of this line is inversely proportional to the speed of the 

recovery front. 

For all values of 0', steady pulse circulation becomes unstable below a certain 

ring length. On all panels of Figure 4.10, oscillations can be observed in the 

duration of the pulse as it propagates around the ring. The oscillations are periodic 
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Figure 4.10, Plots of voltage as a function of distance around small closed rings for 
values of (J" between 0.5 and 1.0 (indicated above each panel). The ring sizes are 
close to the limiting values that will allow repeated circulation. Each panel shows 
a stack of plots, each of which displays a trace of voltage around the ring, repeated 
once horizontally to illustrate continuity. The plots are stacked upward one plot 
every 10 ms. See text for details. 
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in space with a period slightly less than twice the ring length for (J" ~ 0.6. At 

(J" = 0.5, the oscillation contains a high frequency component at wavelength near 

2L/3 and is not periodic. In all panels, the changes in wavespeed are less obvious 

than changes in pulse duration, becoming noticeable only when the wavefront gets 

very close to the tail of the preceding pulse. The changes in pulse duration and 

speed as a function of the recovery time can be quantified using the restitution and 

dispersion curves. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show dispersion and restitution curves 

obtained during the nonsteady rotation depicted in Figure 4.10. Because there are 

large oscillations in the recovery time for all values of (J", we can obtain an adequate 

picture of the dependence of pulse duration and speed on the recovery time by 

computing these quantities at every point along the ring during pulse circulation, 

and plotting them against each other. There is little difference in the dispersion 

curves for the different values of (J". The restitution curves, on the other hand, 

vary considerably. They all have regions whose slope exceeds one (up to about 

three), satisfying the criterion derived in Chapter 2 for the onset of oscillations on 

small rings. Their overall shape is consistent with restitution curves measured in 

living cardiac tissue (see e.g. [10, 26]), although there is significant variability in 

the maximum slope attained by various experimental curves. Whether or not the 

slope exceeds one depends on the preparation and stimulation protocole used to 

obtain the data (both cases can be observed in [10, 26]). 

The changes in pulse duration observed in Figure 4.10 are reflected in the chang

ing speed of the recovery front. Because the speed of the excitation front varies 

so little, changes in the recovery front speed can be attributed almost entirely to 

changes in pulse duration. The speed of the recovery front will change depending 

on whether the pulse dl;1'ation is increasing or decreasing over the course of prop

agation (refer to the slope of the dark lines in Figure 4.10). Because there is a 

well-defined dependence of pulse duration on recovery time, one may consider that 
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Figure 4.11, Dispersion curves showing the relation between the pulse speed c and 
the recovery time tr measured during pulse circulation on the rings of Figure 4.10. 
Values of (J' are indicated above the plots. 

the changes depend on the recovery time of the medium into which the excitation 

front is propagating. Viewed in the moving frame of the propagating front, the 

recovery time is a continuous quantity describing the recovery state of the medium. 

This is how it was used to construct the one-dimensional theory of Chapter 2. A 

simple equation describing the speed of the recovery front can be written using 

this formulation. 

Consider an excitation front, whose position in time is given by x(t), propagat

ing at constant speed c. Assume that the recovery time at the excitation front as 

it passes through location x is given by tr(x) and that the dependence of the pulse 

duration on the recovery time is given by the restitution curve a(tr ). The position 

Xr of the recovery front at time t satisfies 

xr(t) = x(t) - c a (tr (xr(t))) (4.3) 

Its speed is obtained by taking derivatives with respect to time, which yields 

x' (t) _ __ c __ 
r - 1 + c a' t~ 

(4.4) 
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Figure 4.12, Restitution curves showing the relation between the pulse duration a 
and the recovery time tr measured during pulse circulation on the rings of Figure 
4.10. Values of (f are indicated above each plot. 
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where a' is the derivative of the restitution curve at tr(xr), and t~ is the spatial 

gradient of recovery at x r • These derivatives are evaluated when the excitation 

front propagates through X r , not when the recovery front does. When the speed 

of the recovery front is less than the speed of the excitation front, a slow recovery 

front is created. Kholopov [57] derived a similar equation, without incorporat

ing a restitution relation, to describe the speed of the recovery front in a simple 

one-dimensional medium. He used it to evaluate the evolution of pulse duration 

inhomogeneities in response to repeated stimulation and explain the "dropping" 

of pulses. I use Eq.(4.4) to identify possible mechanisms for the creation of SRFs. 

Equation (4.4) identifies two ways in which SRFs can arise in this one-dimensional 

context. I will use these to examine the formation of SRFs and spiral wavebreaks 

in two dimensions. First, if the excitation front propagates over a region in which 

the spatial gradient of recovery time is positive (t~ > 0), the speed of the recovery 

front will be less than the speed of the excitation front, and x~ will decrease as 

t~ and a' increase. I call this mechanism A, corresponding to c a' t~ > 0 at the 

excitation front. Second, if the excitation front propagates over a region in which 

the spatial gradient of recovery time is negative (t~ < 0), the speed of the recovery 

front will be less than the speed of the excitation front only if the gradient and 

the slope of the restitution are large enough, namely if c a' t~ < -2. I call this 

mechanism B. The first case leads to a SRF moving in the same direction as the 

excitation front, while the second leads to a SRF moving in the opposite direction 

to the excitation front. In Figure 4.10, slow recovery fronts arising from mecha

nism A are indicated by a double dark line along the recovery front at a = 0.7 

and a = 1.0. Slow recovery fronts arising from mechanism B are indicated by a 

single dark line in the same panels. Although only two panels were annotated, slow 

recovery fronts from both mechanisms can be found in all panels, but the duration 

over which they are present in each panel decreases as a decreases. 
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Based on Eq.(4.4), the factors contributing to the appearance of SRFs are: (1) 

large spatial gradients of recovery time within the medium into which excitation 

fronts may propagate, and (2) sensitive dependence of pulse duration on recovery 

time over the range of recovery times spanned by the spatial gradients. In the 

notation of Eq.( 4.4), these conditions amount to Ie a' t~1 being of sufficient magni

tude. These criteria are satisfied on the rings of Figure 4.10 because the circulation 

instability requires a steep restitution curve and induces spatial oscillations in re

covery time. All of the restitution curves of Figure 4.12 have regions over which 

the magnitude of the slope exceeds one. Because the appearance of a SRF requires 

spatial gradients of recovery time and sensitivity of pulse duration to recovery time 

simultaneously, their lifetime will depend on the range of recovery times over which 

the slope of the restitution curve is large (but not necessarily greater than one). If 

one picks unity as the arbitrary criterion for a "large" slope, the range of recovery 

times over which a' > 1 increases by a factor of about 5 as u increases from 0.5 to 

1.0, explaining why the SRFs observed at u = 1.0 are longer-lived than those at 

u=0.7. 

4.4.2 Restitution Relations and Recovery Gradients in Two 
Dimensions 

The ideas developed in the previous section can be applied to the description 

of SRFs in two-dimensions. During spiral wave activity, I will show that the 

restitution relation satisfied on the one-dimensional ring (Figure 4.12) holds with 

some exceptions, and that spatial gradients of recovery time are present within 

the medium. These conditions are prerequisites to a description of SRFs as I have 

done in the previous section. 

In order to verify the restitution relations of Figure 4.12 in two-dimensions, I 

measured the dependence of pulse duration on recovery time during spiral activity. 

Figure 4.13 shows a restitution relation obtained from the two-dimensional simu-
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lation at (j = 0.5, over two 500 ms runs starting at t = 1120 ms and t = 1620 ms 

(Figure 4.3). The system is integrated and data points are obtained from every 

other row and every other column in the grid. The data are computed by tracking 

the change in voltage V at each location as a function of time. A time interval 

spent at V < -60m V is tabulated as recovery time tT and plotted on the abscissa, 

while the following interval spent at V > -60m V is tabulated as pulse duration a 

and plotted on the ordinate. Data points whose voltage does not exceed -20 m V 

during the excitation pulse are not plotted. The restitution relation from the first 

dataset starting at t = 1620 ms is depicted in Figure 4.13A (38000 data points). 

For this meandering spiral the points are clustered near the curve obtained from 

the one-dimensional simulation (Figure 4.12A) that I have overlaid (thin contin

uous line) on the two-dimensional data. Figure 4.13B presents a two-dimensional 

histogram of all the measurements obtained over the two runs (125000 data points). 

The high density region traces out a well-defined relationship. 

The histogram of Figure 4.13B demonstrates that the scatter of points off 

the one-dimensional relationship of Figure 4.12A is relatively small. The outlying 

points fall below the restitution relation, so that their pulse duration is shorter than 

expected. I investigated the origin of a subset of outliers (within the shaded area 

of Figure 4.13A) by tracing back their physical location onto the voltage contour 

plots. Figure 4.14 is an enlargement of the voltage contour at t = 1760 ms. At 

that time, the shaded outliers of Figure 4.13A are all within 20 ms of recovery. In 

physical space, all these points are located within the shaded area of Figure 4.14. 

They are part of slow recovery front that was generated close to the spiral tip and 

parallel to its trajectory some 90 ms earlier. The bulging shape of the SRF in this 

region makes it susceptible to smoothing by diffusion. This results in a shortening 

of pulse duration for points within the SRF. The grid-like pattern of outliers below 

the restitution curve in Figure 4.13A is a reflection of the rectangular numerical 
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grid. 

Figure 4.15 illustrates the restitution relationship during spiral activity at (j = 

0.7. The data displayed in this Figure were obtained from a single 500 ms run 

starting at t = 3620 ms (Figure 4.5). The restitution relation from the first dataset 

is depicted in Figure 4.15A (35000 data points). There are a few spiral wavebreaks 

occurring during this 500 ms simulation, but the data points still cluster near the 

curve obtained from the one-dimensional simulation (Figure 4.12C) that I have 

overlaid (thin continuous line) on the two-dimensional data. Figure 4.15B presents 

a two-dimensional histogram of all the measurements obtained over the 500 ms run 

(50000 data points). The high density region traces out a well-defined relationship. 

I have also measured the dependence of pulse duration on recovery time during 

spiral activity in the presence of several wavebreaks at (j = 1.0. The data displayed 

in Figure 4.16 were obtained from the simulation at (j = 1.0, over two 500 ms runs 

starting at t = 760 ms and t = 1260 ms (Figure 4.8). The restitution relation 

from the first dataset starting at t = 760 ms is depicted in Figure 4.16A (23000 

data points). The scatter is more pronounced during this episode where several 

wavetips are present. The data still cluster around the restitution relation derived 

from the one-dimensional simulation (Figure 4.12F) that I have overlaid on the two

dimensional data in panel A. Figure 4.16B presents a two-dimensional histogram 

of all the measurements obtained over the two runs (56000 data points). The high 

density region traces out a well-defined relationship. 

In addition to scatter below the one-dimensional restitution curve occurring as 

described at (j = 0.5, there are outlying points above the predicted curve at (j = 1.0. 

I investigated the origin of a subset of these outliers, located within the shaded 

area in Figure 4.16A, by tracing back their physical location onto the contour 

plots of Figure 4.8. The four contour plots of Figure 4.17 illustrate the history 

of of previous excitations at the data points, whose location in physical space 
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Figure 4.13, (A) Restitution relation obtained during spiral motion at 0" = 0.5. The 
plot consists of data from the first recovery time / pulse duration measurement 
following the onset of the simulation at t = 1620 ms (see text). (B) Histogram 
showing the density of points in the restitution relation during spiral motion. The 
density is obtained from 125000 measurements. The area covered by the surface 
is identical to that of the plot in (A). The data are divided into 5ms-wide bins. 
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Figure 4.14, Voltage contour of the simulation at ()" = 0.5 at t = 1760 ms. The 
shaded area show the physical location of the outlying data points shaded in Figure 
4.13A. 
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(B) 0" = 0.7 

Figure 4.15, (A) Restitution relation obtained during spiral motion at 0" = 0.7. The 
plot consists of data from the first recovery time / pulse duration measurement 
following the onset of the simulation (see text). (B) Histogram showing the density 
of points in the restitution relation during spiral motion. The density is obtained 
from 50000 measurements. The area covered by the surface is identical to that of 
the plot in (A). The data are divided into 5ms-wide bins. 
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(B) 0' = 1.0 
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Figure 4.16, (A) Restitution relation obtained during spiral motion at 0' = 1.0. The 
plot consists of data from the first recovery time / pulse duration measurement 
following the onset of the simulation at t = 760 ms (see text). (B) Histogram 
showing the density of points in the restitution relation in the presence of spiral 
wavebreaks. The density is obtained from 56000 measurements. The area covered 
by the surface is identical to that of the plot in (A). The data are divided into 
5ms-wide bins. 
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is within the shaded region of each contour plot. The first contour (top left), at 

t = 780 ms, shows the onset of the recovery/excitation cycle preceding the outlying 

measurement. The shaded area is about to recover from the spiral front exiting 

along its right edge. At t = 840 ms, the spiral front is about to reenter the region 

after only 60 ms. This rapid cycle was preceded by another one just as fast (60-70 

ms). Hence, at t = 880 ms, the spiral front as just finished exciting the shaded area 

for the third time in less than 150 ms. The first two pulses were of short duration, 

allowing for reentry of the spiral wave within the shaded area. Based solely on the 

one-dimensional restitution curve of Figure 4.12F, one would predict that this third 

pulse should also be short, because of the rapid period and short recovery time. In 

fact, the BR equations do not respond consistently at such fast rates. Eventually, 

even though the recovery time remains short, the medium is able to recover 4 and 

the third excitation with short recovery time gives rise to a long excitation pulse. 

The large spatial gradient in pulse duration that results creates a slow recovery 

front along the curvy line at t = 880 ms. The last panel, at t = 1040 ms, shows 

that the shaded region recovers only after an additional 160 ms. This mechanism 

explains the origin of points above the predicted restitution relation. It illustrates 

that under certain conditions, the assumption of a unique restitution curve is not 

satisfied, and that there exists a dependence of pulse duration on previous history 

preceding the recovery time. This effect is not a condition for spiral breakup since 

data obtained in the presence of wavebreaks at (J" = 0.7 do not show such scatter. 

The histograms of restitution measurements obtained during two-dimensional 

spiral activity show that the medium follows for the most part the restitution 

curves obtained on the one-dimensional ring. The width of the high density region 

in the histogram does not exceed 20 ms, and the scatter off the high density areas 

4The calcium current must be fully activated for the medium to sustain a long excitation 
pulse. Its response appears not to be reset by very rapid excitations. Even though the excitation 
period and recovery time remain short, the calcium current eventually becomes fully activated 
and a lengthy excitation pulse ensues. 
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Figure 4.17, Voltage contours taken from the simulation at (]" = 1.0 (Figure 4.8), 
at times t = 780 ms, t = 840 ms, t = 880 ms, and t = 1040 ms. Contour lines are 
from -80 m V to +20 m V at intervals of 20 m V. The panels illustrate the origin of 
points lying above the one-dimensional restitution curve in Figure 4.16A, whose 
physical location is within the shaded areas on the four voltage contours. The 
curvy line identifies a slow recovery front on the lower two panels. See text for 
detail. 
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is small. The scatter of points below the high-density curve can be attributed to 

the effect of diffusion upon highly curved recovery fronts. Scatter of points above 

the curve was observed only at (j = 1.0, and can be traced back to history effects 

that appear in the BR equations under certain conditions. By history effect, I 

mean a dependence of pulse duration on the history of the system preceding the 

last recovery time. This effect is not a necessary to observe spiral wavebreaks. 

Having shown that a unique restitution relation is a reasonable assumption during 

two-dimensional spiral activity, I will now demonstrate the existence of gradients 

in recovery properties within the medium during spiral motion. This is the sec

ond ingredient, along with the sensitive dependence of pulse duration on recovery 

time given by the restitution curve, that is necessary to generate SRFs by the 

mechanisms described in section 4.4.1. . 
I measured the distribution of recovery time along the spiral excitation front 

during spiral activity at (j = 0.5 and (j = 0.7. Figure 4.18A displays a contour 

plot of the recovery time along the spiral arm as it rotates within the medium 

at (j = 0.5. The ordinate (labeled at left) represents arclength along the spiral 

arm, zero being the spiral tip. The abscissa (labeled above) represents time. The 

contour areas are colored according to the ramp shown below the plot, in which 

darker regions correspond to longer recovery times. The location of the excitation 

front is digitized from successive contour plots and the values of the recovery time 

are obtained from the simulation. The data covers 780 ms of simulation starting 

at t = 1120 ms (Figure 4.3). The length of the spiral front from the tip to where 

it first meets the boundary, corresponding to the maximum value of the arclength 

s plotted along the ordinate, varies in time. This explains the nonuniform upper 

boundary of the contour plot. There are noticeable fluctuations in recovery time 

near the spiral tip that diminish as one moves along the spiral arm. Panel B 

shows a cross-section of the contour plot 1.5 em away from the spiral tip, giving 
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the variation in recovery time experienced by the excitation front as the spiral tip 

follows its meander path. 

I also measured recovery time along the spiral front (Figure 4.19) during spiral 

rotation at (j = 0.7, covering 820 ms of simulation starting at t = 3120 ms. A 

wavebreak occurs during this interval around t = 3640 ms (see Figure 4.5). Out of 

the three spiral tips present, I choose to follow the one closest to the center of the 

plot as the origin of the spiral front, since the other two disappear over the next 

60 ms. Fluctuations in the recovery properties are clearly visible in the contour 

plot of panel A. Panel B shows a cross-section of the contour plot 1.5 cm away 

from the spiral tip. The amplitude of the fluctuations are larger on average than 

those at (j = 0.5. The response of the medium to these fluctuations, governed 

by the restitution curve, will affect the stability of the spiral. The existence of 

fluctuations in the excitation threshold at the tip of the spiral (a single point) was 

used in [25] to explain the dynamics of meander in the BR model. 

The appearance of rapid fluctuations in recovery time along the spiral arm 

implies the existence of spatial gradients of recovery in the path of the spiral 

excitation front. As I have shown in section 4.1.1, the combination of steep recovery 

gradients and restitution curve leads to the creation of SRFs. In the next section, 

I give specific examples of spiral wavebreaks caused by the presence of recovery 

gradients and resulting slow recovery fronts. 

4.4.3 Recovery Gradients, SRFs, and Spiral Wave breaks 
in 2-D 

In section 4.1.1, I presented two mechanisms for the creation of SRFs using 

a one-dimensional argument involving the restitution curve and the presence of 

recovery gradients within the medium. The two mechanisms are based on the 

presence of either positive (mechanism A) or negative (mechanism B) gradients of 

recovery along the propagation path of the spiral front. After showing the existence 
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Figure 4.18, (A) Contour plot of recovery time along the spiral arm during meander 
at 0" = 0.5. The abscissa represents time and the ordinate represents distance along 
the spiral arm. The fluctuations in the height of the contour plot reflect changes 
in the length of the spiral arm observed within the medium during meander. The 
location of the excitation front was obtained at 20 ms intervals and the recovery 
time measured along its length. The color ramp is labeled in milliseconds. There 
are fluctuations in the recovery time along the spiral arm as time evolves. (B) 
Cross-section of the contour plot at s = 1.5 cm. 
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Figure 4.19, (A) Contour plot of recovery time along the spiral arm during meander 
at (J' = 0.7. The abscissa represents time and the ordinate represents distance along 
the spiral arm. The fluctuations in the height of the contour plot reflect oscillations 
in the length of the spiral arm observed within the medium during meander. The 
location of the excitation front was obtained at 20 ms intervals and the recovery 
time measured along its length. The color ramp is labeled in milliseconds. There 
are fluctuations in the recovery time along the spiral arm as time evolves. (B) 
Cross-section of the contour plot at s = 1.5 cm. 
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of a restitution relationship during two-dimensional spiral activity and the presence 

of fluctuations in recovery properties along the spiral front in the previous section, 

I give specific examples of how these factors combine to generate SRFs and cause 

spiral wavebreaks. 

Figure 4.20 illustrates the creation of an SRF and ensuing wavebreak occurring 

through mechanism A. Panel A shows a sequence of contours, 20 ms apart starting 

at t = 3860 ms, over which a spiral wavebreak develops. The excitation front 

eventually collides with a slow moving recovery front. In the second frame, I 

have indicated the displacement of the recovery front over the preceding 20 ms 

by drawing arrows between the location of the -60 m V contour 20 ms ago and its 

present location. The speed of the recovery front at the location of the wavebreak 

is about half of what it is for the recovery front near the bottom of the frame, 

which is moving approximately at the speed of the excitation front. The SRF 

appears because the previous excitation propagating through this region, one spiral 

rotation earlier, encountered a positive gradient of recovery time. Panel B shows 

the distribution of recovery time in the path of excitation one spiral rotation earlier, 

at time t = 3660 ms. The panel consists of a colored contour of recovery time 

superimposed on a voltage contour showing the location of the spiral front. Along 

the direction of propagation indicated by the arrow there is a positive gradient of 

recovery time that induced a SRF following mechanism A. 

Figure 4.21 illustrates the creation of an SRF and ensuing wavebreak occurring 

through mechanism B. Panel A is a montage of six consecutive contour plots, 20 

ms apart, taken from the simulation at 0' = 0.7 starting at t = 3560 ms. In 

this case, the spiral rotation leading to the wavebreak is short enough that both 

the wavebreak and preceding rotation of the spiral can be included. The first 

three frames illustrate the rotation preceding the wavebreak. The spiral front 

propagates downward along the right edge of the medium, leaving behind a slow 
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Figure 4.20, Creation of a slow repolarization front in the simulation at (J" = 0.7. 
(A) Sequence of voltage contours, separated by 20 ms, starting at t=3860 ms. 
Contour lines are from -80 mv to +20 m V at intervals of 20 m V. The sequence 
shows a spiral break against a slow repolarization front. The arrows in the second 
panel illustrate the displacement of the contour line at -60 m V over the previous 20 
ms. (B) Contour of voltage (contour lines from -83.7 m V to +24 MV at intervals of 
about 7.7 m V) and recovery time (shaded areas, color ramp labeled in milliseconds) 
at t=3660 ms. The plot illustrates the distribution of recovery during propagation 
of the excitation front one rotation before the wavebreak occurred. The excitation 
is propagating into a positive gradient of recovery time along the arrow. 
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recovery front after encountering a negative gradient of recovery (described in panel 

B below). The SRF is marked with a curvy line in frames four to six. The last two 

frames show the spiral front curling around and colliding with the SRF causing 

a wavebreak and creation of two spiral wave tips. The new wave tips are able to 

survive for 80 ms because of an excitable gap (shaded area) that develops ahead of 

the SRF. Panel B shows the distribution of recovery properties in the path of the 

excitation front one rotation before the wavebreak (t = 3560 cm). The excitation 

front is propagating into a negative gradient of recovery time close to the back of 

the previous excitation. In section 4.1.1, I mentioned that a SRF would arise by 

mechanism B if c a' t~ < -2. Recovery time at the excitation front is around 35 

ms based on the color contours, corresponding to a slope a' of around 1.5 near the 

lower extremity of the restitution curve of Figure 4.12C. The gradient of recovery t~ 

can be estimated from the width of the shaded recovery contours. At the excitation 

front, the gradient is around -60 ms/cm. Assuming a speed c = 0.04 cm/ms, the 

coefficient c a' t~ comes out to roughly -3.6, small enough to produce a SRF. 

I have shown that the two mechanisms introduced in section 4.1.1 to explain 

the creation of SRF are at work in two dimensions and can be related to the 

appearance of spiral wavebreaks. The reduction in the speed of the recovery front 

depends on the magnitude of the quantity c a' t~ measured at the excitation front. 

Both mechanisms involve the propagation of the excitation into recovery gradients 

parallel to the direction of propagation (normal to the excitation front). There is 

another mechanism, at work at all values of 0', that causes SRFs. Every time a 

spiral wavetip propagates along the backside of a SRF, it leaves in its wake another 

SRF parallel to the original one. This mechanism was described by Winfree [99] 

upon reexamining the results of Chapter 3 at 0' = 1.0 using the voltage contour 

sequence. These SRFs occur at all values of 0'. In Figure 4.20B, a slow recovery 

front of this type extends downward over a couple of centimeters in the wake 
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Figure 4.21, Creation of a slow repolarization front in the simulation at cr = 0.7. 
(A) Sequence of voltage contours, separated by 20 ms, starting at t=3560 ms. 
Contour lines are from -80 mv to +20 m V at intervals of 20 m V. The sequence 
shows the creation of a slow repolarization front, indicated by a wavy line in the last 
three panels. An excitable area is formed behind the front (gray shaded) that will 
be reexcited by the broken wavefront. (B) Contour of voltage (contour lines from 
-83.4 mV to +15.6 MV at intervals of about 7.1 mY) and recovery time (shaded 
areas, color ramp labeled in milliseconds) at t=3560 ms. The plot shows that the 
excitation front that gave rise to the slow repolarization front was propagating 
over a region with a large negative gradient of recovery time (along the arrow) one 
spiral rotation earlier. 
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of the spiral tip. It is continuous with the SRF created by mechanism A that 

extends downward and left from its end (the left tip of the broken wave segment 

is abutting against it). At u = 0.5, a slow recovery front of this type can be seen 

in the fourth frame of Figure 4.3A, extending downward in the wake of the spiral 

tip. The mechanism causing these tip SRFs can be thought of as either: (1) the 

excitation front propagating into a recovery gradient extending perpendicular to 

the neighboring recovery front and parallel to the spiral excitation front or (2) the 

excitation front curling at its tip and attempting to propagate up into the SRF with 

the recovery gradient extending perpendicular to the creeping tip of the front. The 

second explanation reduces to a special case of mechanism B, since the gradient 

of recovery is large and negative as the excitation front creeps up on the SRF 

from behind. I treat tip SRFs as distinct from the ones I have already discussed 

and related to wavebreaks. Their footprint can be found in the meander paths of 

Figure 4.6. The tip trajectories usually take the form of elongated loops, made 

up of two parallel paths connected by two highly curved caps. The parallel paths 

arise as a result of tip SRFs that have been mirrored as I have just described. 

By themselves, tip SRFs are not sufficient to initiate spiral wavebreaks. In all 

simulations where wavebreaks did occur, SRFs linked to either mechanism A or B 

were involved in the initial destabilization of the spiral excitation front, occurring 

preferentially near the curved "caps" of the meander paths. 

4.5 Discussion: When Do BR Spirals Break Up? 

I have presented a numerical investigation of the appearance of spiral wave

breaks in the BR model. A transition from an absence of wavebreaks and irregular 

meander to frequent wavebreaks is observed as the time constants for activation 

and inactivation of the calcium current are increased from half their original value 

to their full value. This is one of many ways through which the activity patterns of 
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the spatially-distributed BR model can be modified. This modification was sought 

in [12] as a simple alteration to correct for the slow kinetics of the calcium current 

in the BR model. I have attempted to analyze the consequences of this change 

in terms of simple properties of the model, namely the restitution and dispersion 

curves, so that my conclusions are not dependent on specific aspects of the ionic 

current modified or even on the model used. Although dispersion and curvature 

have been used extensively to characterize the dynamics of spiral waves in continu

ous systems, the importance of restitution is now becoming apparent with respect 

to spiral stability, and simple models of continuous excitable media with non-trivial 

restitution properties are being developed [58, 52]. 

4.5.1 Restitution and SRFs 

Changing the value of the parameter u has little effect on the dispersion prop

erties of the BR model (the curves of Figure 4.11 are all very similar). Dispersion 

depends on the rapid upstroke phase of the pulse. The lack of variation in dis

persion confirms that this process, controlled by the sodium current in the BR 

model, varies little when the calcium current is modified. In contrast, the resti

tution curves vary significantly as u is increased. This is expected given that the 

calcium current is what controls the duration of the excitation pulse in the BR 

model. The changes in the spiral dynamics observed here are strongly influenced 

by changes in the restitution properties of the system. 

I have shown that SRFs playa role in the breakup of spirals. They can form arcs 

of conduction block spontaneously in a uniform medium without heterogeneities. 

I quantified the mechanisms for creation of SRFs in one dimension using the resti

tution curve, defining the quantity c a' t~ to measure the slowing of the recovery 

front due to gradients of recovery at the time of excitation. I showed that a unique 

restitution relation dominates two-dimensional spiral dynamics, that one could 

observe the fluctuations in recovery properties necessary for the appearance of re-
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covery gradients and creation of SRFs, and that the mechanisms discussed in the 

one-dimensional ring were involved in SRF generation and wave breakup during 

spiral activity. I have also identified features of the restitution curves that make it 

more likely for SRFs to occur and cause spiral breakup. Steepness of the restitution 

curve lowers the speed of the recovery fronts in the presence of recovery gradients, 

but the effectiveness of SRFs in causing wavebreaks (their duration) also depends 

on the range of recovery times over which the restitution curve is steep. 

The approach I have used to describe the local mechanism for the spiral breakup 

in terms of SRFs does not provide a criterion for the onset of spiral wavebreaks as 

a is varied. The solution may lie in understanding the origin of the fluctuations 

depicted in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 that are responsible for the appearance of recovery 

gradients, SRFs, and spiral wavebreaks. These fluctuations are also present at 

a = 0.5, where wavebreaks were not observed, but their amplitude is reduced. More 

importantly, the response of the medium to the fluctuations is different because 

of the changes in restitution properties. They are of sufficient amplitude to cause 

wavebreaks at a = 0.7, but not at a = 0.5. In the absence of a definite theory about 

the origin of these fluctuations and about spiral wavebreaks in the BR model, I 

will discuss possible approaches to describe the instability. 

4.5.2 Pulse Train Instabilities 

These instabilities involve rapid pacing of the medium by the rotating spiral 

at a rate that is too fast to support steady propagation. On small rings, period

ically paced cables, and in periodically stimulated patches of medium (no spatial 

coupling), the instability gives rise to oscillations in pulse duration and recovery 

time within the medium. Chapter 2 has presented a theory for how this instability 

develops on small rings. Stable circulation is destabilized when the slope of the 

restitution curve at the steady-state circulation period exceeds one. Oscillations 

arise as depicted in Figure 4.10, at a wavelength that is not rationally related to 
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the ring length because of the finite slope of the dispersion relation. Lewis and 

Guevara [62] have described the onset of alternations in the response of a one

dimensional cable to periodic pacing when the stimulation period falls below a 

certain minimum value. They analyzed the results of their PDE simulations using 

the original BR equations by writing down a simple one-dimensional map using 

the restitution curve. The onset of alternations was shown to coincide with a loss 

of stability of the steady-state of the map when the slope of the restitution curve 

became greater than one. Similar results have been obtained about the dynamics 

of isolated patches of medium under periodic stimulation [68, 35, 87]. 

Recently, Panfilov and Hodgeweg [70] have used the oscillations in pulse dura

tion arising from rapid stimulation of a cable to illustrate the formation of state 

heterogeneities in their two-dimensional medium. Their results are presented in 

a format similar to those of Figure 4.10. Slow recovery fronts can be seen as a 

consequence of the changes in pulse duration. They suggest that the formation 

of transient islands of excited medium triggers the breakup of spirals observed 

in their two-variable model. The islands appear to result from SRFs caused by 

mechanism B described in section 4.4.1. Karma [52] has analyzed the stability 

of one-dimensional wavetrains using a reduction to a discrete map, and proposed 

that the spiral breakup observed in his two-variable model is directly linked to the 

onset of this instability as the average period of the spiral falls below the mini

mum period that can support a stable wavetrain. These results suggest that if the 

period of the spiral falls below a certain level, oscillations in pulse duration and 

recovery time will appear within the medium and eventually be sufficient to cause 

propagation failure and wavebreaks. Using the restitution curve, one criterion for 

the onset of this instability is be that the rotation period of the spiral correspond 

to a slope that exceeds one, satisfying the criterion for instability both on the ring 

and on the cable. The point on the restitution curve corresponding to this period 
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is obtained at the intersection with the straight line a + tr = period. 

One problem with applying this criterion is evident upon examining the scatter 

plots of Figures 4.13, 4.15, and 4.16: How does one determine the period of the 

spiral? Even in the case where wavebreaks are absent, at (j = 0.5, the values of the 

spiral period computed from the data in Figure 4.13, panel A, range from 63 ms 

to 322 ms. The average period is 182 ms and the standard deviation is 31 ms. The 

slope of the restitution curve in Figure 4.12A is near unity at the average period. 

Within one standard deviation, the slope of the restitution curve takes on values 

from as high as 2 to as low as 0.5. The data at (j = 0.7 yields an average period 

of 219 ms with a standard deviation of 92 ms. A similar measurement during a 

500 ms run starting at t = 3120 ms, where no wavebreaks were present, yielded 

an average period of 200 ms with a standard deviation of 95 ms. The slope of the 

restitution curve in Figure 4.12C is near unity at 219 ms and near two at 200 ms. 

For both (j = 0.5 and (j = 0.7 the slopes a too close to the stability criterion to 

make any definite statement about spiral stability using this criterion. For larger 

values of (j, periods of regular activity could not be observed long enough to obtain 

reliable period measurements without wave breaks. For example, the average period 

computed from the data in Figure 4.16A at (j = 1.0 is 154 ms and the standard 

deviation is 82 ms. It is unclear what significance, if any, can be attributed to 

this average period during such irregular activity. In fact, the computation of 

an average period during the highly irregular meander depicted in Figure 4.6 is 
't •.•• 

also an arbitrary process, as illustrated by the two measurements carried out at 

(j = 0.7 and the high variability in the result. The size of the numerical simulations 

presented here restricts the observations to an area close to the tip of the spiral. 

It is likely that period measurements taken further away from the meandering tip 

would give a narrower range of periods, but the wavebreaks observed here occur 

near the center of the spiral where the variability is highest. 
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Because the wavebreaks occur so close to the spiral tip, there is little room for 

a wavetrain instability to develop away from the spiral tip as described in [52]. In 

this case, it might be best to think of the instability in terms of periodic pacing 

of isolated medium or propagation of the spiral wavetip around on a ring. The 

latter is difficult to imagine given the very complex meander patterns observed 

in Figure 4.6 and the former is subject to the problems described in determining 

the spiral period. In fact, it may not be necessary for the slope of the restitution 

curve to exceed unity. If the period falls in the broad vicinity of the bifurcation, 

oscillatory transients resulting from marginal stability could result in wavebreaks. 

The BR medium may be too complex to expect a precise stability criterion using 

these simple approaches. Alternately, it may be that the transition parametrized 

by ()" has not been completely elucidated by these simulations. There may be 

long irregular (or regular) transients in BR spirals that these simulations have 

not exhausted. There may also be multistability and sensitive dependence of the 

dynamics on initial conditions. Multistability has been observed by [62] in the 

response of BR cables to periodic stimulation. These factors could contribute to 

the difficulties in obtaining a definite criterion for the onset of spiral breakup. 

4.5.3 Meander, Dispersion, and Curvature 

One of the factors that makes the analysis of the BR spirals difficult is the 

presence of complex meander patterns that disrupt measurements of spiral period, 

meander loop size, and spiral wavelength. Could meander itself give rise to the 

fluctuations in recovery time and pulse duration necessary to produce wavebreaks? 

I have described earlier the shape of the meander loops as consisting of straight 

segments connected by highly curved regions. Along the straight segments, the 

spiral tip is usually propagating along a slow recovery front. As this front moves 

away, the spiral tip executes a sharp turn into its wake. Inspection of the contour 

plots during meander episodes (e.g. Figure 4.3) suggests that the spiral front often 
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comes close to its tail as the spiral is executing this sharp turn in the wake of 

a fading SRF. This results in a rapid fluctuation in recovery time that can lead 

to a SRF and subsequent spiral wavebreak. In fact, this is how one might view 

the two examples of SRFs given in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. So far, all occurrences 

of spontaneous spiral wavebreaks in excitable media modeled using PDEs have 

involved spiral meander as the behavior preceding the onset of breakup. 

Variations in u have little influence on the dispersion properties of the BR 

model, as illustrated in Figure 4.11. The speed of the excitation front depends on 

the rapid sodium current in the BR model, which is not affected by the changes 

in u. The dynamics of the excitation front also govern the dependence of the 

front speed on its curvature. The curvature relation, describing the decrease in 

speed that accompanies an increase in front curvature, should remain unaffected by 

changes in u. Even though they may not vary, these factors are still present. Their 

role in the onset of breakup is not clarified by changing u because breakup occurs 

without significant changes in these properties. It is a fact that spiral wavebreaks 

occur along curved excitation fronts, and that at the limit of propagation, even 

small curvature effects can be important. The role of dispersion and curvature 

needs to be clarified to fully understand the transition to spiral breakup in the BR 

equations. 

4.5.4 Conclusions 

There are a number of factors that may contribute to the breakup of spirals 

in the BR equations. I have provided a description of the breakup based on the 

propagation of voltage pulses and the changes in restitution properties. Recovery 

gradients in the medium combined with the restitution curve produce slow recovery 

front that can trigger spiral wavebreaks. This description does not provide a 

criterion for the onset of breakup. I suggest that an explanation for the fluctuations 

in recovery time observed in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 might be essential to understand 
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the origin of breakup in the BR model. I have discussed the possible role of pulse 

train instabilities in generating the fluctuations and ultimately spiral wavebreaks. 

In terms of the restitution curve, the stability criterion for the circulation of a pulse 

on a ring and wavetrains on a one-dimensional cable requires the slope of the curve 

to be less than unity at the spiral period. Extension to spiral waves of this stability 

criterion requires a determination of the spiral period that is hard to obtain in 

the presence of irregular meander, which could itself be causing the wavebreaks. 

Additional work is required to fully understand the conditions necessary for spiral 

breakup in the BR model and to provide satisfactory answers to the questions 

raised by this study. 
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Chapter 5 WAVE PROPAGATION,. 
CURVATURE EFFECTS AND SPIRAL WAVE 

DYNAMICS IN A SIMPLE MODEL OF 
EXCITABLE MEDIA 

5.1 Introduction 

The spread of electrical activity in cardiac muscle and the propagation of chem

ical waves in the Belouzov-Zhabotinskii (BZ) reaction mixture are two physical ex

amples of excitable media. Excitable media are systems whose stable resting state 

can be perturbed by an appropriate threshold stimulus to undergo a transient 

pulse-like response. In spatially distributed form, excitable media can support 

the propagation of excitation pulses. Partial differential equations (PDEs) of the 

reaction-diffusion type constitute the most common mathematical representation 

of spatially distributed excitable media. Numerical simulations of excitable me

dia based on cellular automata (CA) models have also been extensively studied. 

The interest in both physical and mathematical excitable media rests in part on 

their ability to support self-sustained spiral waves as a mode of periodic activ

ity. Theoretical predictions about front propagation and spiral waves in excitable 

media were borne out in the BZ chemical reaction [45, 30] and in cardiac muscle 

[18,96]. Non-numerical work aimed at describing the properties of excitable media 

using PDEs has concentrated on perturbation analysis [85,64] and front kinemat

ics [105, 19]. Both approaches have yielded important results, usually derived in 

some limit of the PDE parameters. 

I have been interested in approaching excitable media using a generic descrip

tion in terms of restitution and dispersion curves. The restitution curve gives the 

dependence of the pulse duration a on the recovery time tr since the end of the 

previous pulse. The dispersion curve gives the dependence of the pulse speed c 
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on the recovery time. This study uses a different theoretical approach in a simple 

model to provide insights about propagation, curvature, restitution and dispersion 

in excitable media. The model involves diffusion-driven propagation in an excitable 

medium for which theoretical results about front speed and curvature effects can 

be readily obtained. The model also incorporates restitution and dispersion curves 

as input parameters. 

Recently, Ito & Glass [42] and Ito [43] introduced simple models to describe 

propagation in cardiac tissue and in the BZ reaction. Their model consists of a dis

crete grid of cells, with each cell connected to neighbors within a given interaction 

radius, R. When a cell is activated, it transmits excitation pulses to its neighbors 

at a local velocity dependent on the recovery time since the end of the previous 

excitation pulse, according to a specified "microscopic" dispersion relation. A cell 

becomes activated when it has received pulses from a specified fraction P of its 

neighbors, and stays excited for a duration dependent on the recovery time. The 

microscopic dispersion relation can be fit to match any dispersion relation c(tr). 

The restitution curve a( tr ) is an input parameter to the model. The model is a 

modified CA in which time remains a continuous variable. Ito [43] has obtained 

analytical results for this model by studying its spatially continuous limit. 

I extend the ideas of Glass and Ito to study a model that more closely mimics 

the reaction-diffusion process that drives propagation in excitable media. It can be 

described and treated analytically in spatially continuous form, but is implemented 

numerically as a discrete-space continuous-time CA. The model includes physical 

parameters such as a diffusion coefficient (D), as well as a space constant (>.) and 

related time constant (T = >.2/ D). The dispersion curve and restitution curves 

are parameters to the model. Dispersion is accomplished through time-dependent 

variations in the excitation threshold fraction P. Analytical results are obtained 

in continuous two-dimensional space in the continuum limit. I describe the steady 
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propagation of planar and curved fronts in simple terms, compute the dependence 

of the plane wave speed on the threshold P, and compute curvature relations. 

Remarkably, the detailed results about curvature effects and wave propagation 

provided by this simple model seem to capture some essential features of more 

complex PDE models, and ultimately of physical excitable media. Finally, I present 

some preliminary results suggesting that the inclusion of restitution properties 

can introduce irregularities in the medium during spiral rotation and cause spiral 

wave breaks in this simple model. 

5.2 Description of the Model 

Wave propagation in excitable media usually involves interactions between a 

linear diffusion process and a local reaction process. By making some assumptions 

about the reaction-diffusion mechanism, a simple model can be constructed. I 

assume that an excitable medium behaves as a linear system below a certain exci

tation threshold, above which a nonlinear reaction mechanism takes over. Coupling 

in space occurs via linear diffusive interactions below threshold, and a point in 2-D 

space gets excited in response to summed influences from its excited surround

ings. When those summed influences are sufficient to perturb that point from its 

resting stable state beyond threshold, the reaction mechanism takes over, generat

ing a transient nonlinear response of specified duration. The notion of "diffusive 

influence" can be made more concrete by assuming that upon getting excited, a 

point produces an instantaneous diffusive pulse that spreads to its surroundings. 

In theory, the spatial and temporal ranges of this spreading pulse are infinite. 

The decay of the pulse in time and space can be described using exponential time 

constants, T for time and ..\ for space. I assume that diffusive pulses have little 

effect beyond a distance ..\ from their point of origin and after a time T from their 

arrival at a given site. The pulses are assumed not to decay in amplitude within 
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a distance A from their point of origin and within a time T after their arrival at a 

given site. Using these ideas, I state the dynamic rules that define a simple model 

for a two-dimensional excitable medium. 

Any point (x, y) is the center point of a circular neighborhood N(x,y) of radius 

R = A, which defines the limit of its diffusive range. A center point gets excited 

when the area of contributing points in its neighborhood exceeds a threshold frac

tion P of the total neighborhood area ITR2. A point (x, y) in a neighborhood is 

contributing to the center at time t, if it has contributed a diffusive pulse to the 

center point within the time interval [t - T, tl. As the center point gets excited, 

it generates a diffusive pulse that will reach all points in its neighborhood. The 

microscopic travel time t of this diffusive pulse over a distance d is obtained using 

the relation d = v4Dt, describing the mean path length in a two-dimensional 

diffusive medium. The diffusive pulses are treated equally. Their relative effect is 

independent of where they originate within the neighborhood or their arrival time. 

Once a point is excited, it remains excited for a specified duration a dependent on 

the recovery time tr between the time of excitation and the end of the previous 

excitation. Because it is possible to compute analytically the relation between the 

parameter P and the speed c in this model, any specified dispersion relation c( tr ) 

can be reproduced by assigning an appropriate dependence of the parameter P on 

the recovery time t r • 

It is possible to write down a formal mathematical description of the model. If 

p(x, t) and Tr(x, t) represent respectively the fraction of contributing cells to the 

center point and the time at which the last excitation pulse ended for x = (x, y) 

at time t, one can write 

{ 

t-~ } 
p( x, t) = i 1 ;:_X)2 8 (p (z, s) - P( c( s - Tr( Z, s)))) H (s - Tr (z, s)) ds dz 

Nx t-T- 4D 

(5.1) 
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aTr (x t) = { a(t - Tr(X, t))<5(p(x, t) - P(c(t - Tr(x, t)))) if t - T!(x, t) > 0 
at' 0 otherwIse 

(5.2) 

where t - Tr(x, t) is the recovery time, <5 is the Dirac-delta function, H is the 

Heaviside function, P is the excitation threshold, c is the dispersion curve, a is the 

restitution curve, and Nx is the neighborhood of the point x. 
Numerical simulations of the model are carried out to illustrate the theoretical 

results. For the purpose of numerical simulation, space is discretized at an average 

grid spacing 6.x and the integration takes the form of an evolving cellular automa

ton following the rules described above. Time follows the occurrence of excitation 

events within the medium. I use a randomized grid [63, 43] to minimize artifacts 

from the rectangular mesh. A given point (i,j) in the numerical grid is assigned 

"true" coordinates (i+€1,j+€2), where €1 and €2 are taken from a normal Gaussian 

distribution of mean zero and standard deviation 0" = 0.3. The perturbations €I, €2 

are accepted only if l€l,21 ::; 0". When a gridpoint becomes excited, it sends out dif

fusive pulses to all gridpoints in its neighborhood. The number of pulses required 

to exceed the threshold fraction P is then computed as Nth = P1r R2 / 6.x2, where 

R is the interaction neighborhood radius (R = A). Excitation of a point results if it 

receives Nth diffusive pulses within a time interval T, where T is the time constant 

at that point. The numerical simulations were carried out a SunSparcStation 2, 

using single precision arithmetic. For some of the theoretical results, integration 

of surfaces and root-finding computations were carried out using the Mathematica 

package [104] on a NeXTstation computer. 

5.3 Results 

In the following sections, I obtain some analytical results, and compare them 

to numerical simulations. Using the ideas of Ito [43], I compute the theoretical 

planar wavespeed and the curvature relation for various parameter values. 
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5.3.1 Planar wave speed 

In order to compute the speed e of a plane wave in the model, I consider the 

situation depicted in Fig. 5.lA. A steadily propagating plane wave with speed cis 

entering the interaction neighborhood of the point (0,0) at time t = 0. As shown in 

the figure, a point (x, y) in this neighborhood contributes to the center, i.e. sends 

out a diffusive "pulse" which reaches (0,0), at time 

t( ) = R - y + x2 + y2 
x,y e 4D (5.3) 

The first step is to introduce a scaling of time and space as commonly done in the 

study of reaction-diffusion PDEs [76]. Setting x = xl R, fj = yl R, and i = tiT in 

Eq.(5.3), I get 
1 - -2 -2 

i(- -) = ~ + x + y x,y C 4 (5.4) 

where C = Tel R = ReiD, and space and time have been scaled in terms of the 

space and time constants. In scaled units, I now have::; = R = 1. I drop the tilde 

notation and assume scaled variables in the remainder of this study, except when 

the use of physical units is explicitly stated. 

I obtain a consistency condition on steady propagation by looking at what 

happens when t(x,y) = lie. At that time the front has reached the center point 

(0,0), and the equation defines a curve that bounds the area of points contributing 

to (0,0). This area must be equal to the fraction P of the total neighborhood 

for steady propagation to occur at this speed. This defines the function P( c) 

describing the relation between the excitation threshold and the speed of a planar 

front. Setting t(x,y) = lie, we have 

x2 + (y - 2/e? = (2/c)2 (5.5) 

as the curve enscribing the area containing the contributing points. The situation 

is depicted in Fig. 5.lB. 
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(A) --------~~--=_------._ 

c 

(B) 

Figure 5.1, (A) Diagram illustrating how excitation of the center point (0,0) arises 
as a front propagates at speed c through its neighborhood. A point (x, y) in 
the neighborhood is excited by the front after a propagation delay (R - y)/c. 
The excited point then affects (0,0) via a diffusion pulse after a diffusion delay 
(x2 + y2)/4D. The center point (0,0) gets excited when it has received diffusive 
pulses from a fraction P of its neighborhood within a time window of duration 
T. (B) Diagram illustrating which part of the neighborhood of the point (0,0) 
contributes to its excitation during plane wave propagation. As the plane wave 
reaches (0,0), an area of cells bounded by the curve described in Eq.(5.5) has 
diffusively influenced the center point (0,0) (hatched area). For propagation of 
the plane wave to be consistent at a chosen speed c, the hatched area containing 
the contributing points must correspond to a fraction P of the total neighborhood 
area. This uniquely determines the relation between P and c. 
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In this case, I establish the consistency condition by asking that P = A(c)/7r, 

where A(c) is the enclosed hatched area in Fig. 5.1B calculated using 

A(c) y' ((2)2 (2)2)1/2 R 
-2- = 10 ~ - y - ~ dy + l. (1 - y2)1/2dy (5.6) 

which is valid when 4/ c > 1. Otherwise, the circle of contributing points with 

radius 2/c is a subset of the neighborhood of (0,0) and A(c) = 7r(2/c)2. Using 

y* = c/4 in Eq.(5.6), and setting P(c) = A(c)/7r, I get 

if c < 4 

otherwise 
(5.7) 

Equation (5.7) is a transcendental equation for the speed c. Figure 5.2 is a plot 

of the function P(c). I have checked the theoretical predictions by performing nu

merical simulations of plane wave propagation for different values of the parameter 

P and various discretization steps 6.x. The results are superimposed on Figure 5.2. 

Simulations agree with the theory and show that the planar wave speed converges 

to the theoretical prediction as the spatial discretization is refined. 

Figure 5.1B reveals another important parameter of the model. The area of 

contributing points during steady propagation, bounded by the circle of radius 

2/ c, yields a limit on the minimal excited circular region that will successfully 

propagate. Any stimulated circle of radius r < 2/ c is guaranteed not to propagate 

because unexcited cells along the periphery will not have the fraction P of excited 

neighborhood points required to become excited. Hence, 2/c is a lower bound on 

the critical radius in the model. In dimensioned units, we obtain Rcrit ~ 2D / c. 

5.3.2 Unstable plane waves 

The expression in Eq.(5.7) for P(c) breaks down for small values of c. This 

happens because of the existence of the time constant T = 1, which limits the 

summation of diffusive pulses to a restricted time window. As the speed c decreases, 
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Figure 5.2, Plot of the function P(c). For c < 4/5, Eq.(5.7) is plotted using a 
dotted line, but is no longer consistent with the model in this region. The dashed 
line represents a computation of the unstable branch which appears for c < 4/5 
in the model (see text). The symbols are results from numerical simulations using 
f::.x = 0.0625 (0),0.125 (\7),0.25 (<»,0.5 (f::.). For each value of f::.x, two symbols 
are shown corresponding to two different realization of the randomized grid. Some 
pairs of symbols overlap and are indistinguishable. 
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the time taken by a wave front to travel across the neighborhood of radius R = 1 

(Fig. 5.1) increases. Consequently, the interval over which diffusive pulses from 

neighborhood points reach the center point also increases. When this time span 

exceeds T, some contributions are lost because their lifetime is limited to one time 

constant. This causes the fraction of contributing points in the neighborhood to 

drop. One then observes a decrease in the excitation threshold P as a result of the 

decrease in the speed c. This makes up the "unstable" branch of the curve P(c), 

plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 5.2. I derive this portion of the curve below. 

If c > 1, the front transit time over the neighborhood radius R = 1 will be 

1/c < T, and all effects from neighborhood points on the center will be felt within 

that time. If c < 1, the time needed for the front to traverse is 1/c > 1, and 

I am interested in finding the points that affect the center outside the effective 

time interval [l/c - 1,1]. I find the boundary of this area of points by setting 

t(x, y) = 1/c - 1, to obtain the equation 

2 ( 2 2 (2)2 x + y - -) = - - 4 
c c 

(5.8) 

Figure 5.3 illustrates how the various boundaries interact. It is similar to Fig. 

5.1B, except that the speed c is slow enough that some points need to be omitted 

from the hatched area as originally defined in Fig. 5.1B. The omitted area is the 

intersection of the neighborhood and the area bounded by Eq.(5.8). This boundary 

intersects the neighborhood only when c < 4/5, and results in an alternate branch 

on the P(c) curve, as shown in Fig. 5.2. There is no propagation possible for 

P > P(4/5) ~ 0.457. This was observed numerically. 

I use the term "unstable" without having proved the instability of such waves. 

The numerical simulations presented in Fig. 5.2 illustrate the stability of the 

upper branch. In order to numerically illustrate the instability of the solutions 

found above, I present the numerical results of Figure 5.4. I have forced an initial 

condition corresponding to a wave traveling at speed c = 0.5, for which the unstable 
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Figure 5.3, Diagram illustrating the propagation of fronts as it occurs along the 
unstable branch. The picture is similar to Fig. 5.1B, except that the speed c is slow 
enough that not all points within the area bounded by x2+(y-2/c)2 = (2/C)2 can 
excite the center point within the time window T = 1. The figure illustrates that 
some of the area (cross-hatched) must be omitted before calculating the fraction 
P of the neighborhood corresponding to the speed c. 

solution corresponds to a threshold fraction P ~ 0.314. The initial condition was 

obtained by directly scheduling excitation events to occur in the form of a plane 

wave traveling at the above speed over a distance of 3 space units, while restricting 

the occurrence of any other excitation events. Figure 5.4A shows the contributing 

points of an excited location 3 space units away from the initiation of the slow plane 

wave, at the end of forced propagation. The contributing points are configured 

approximately as predicted in Fig. 5.3. Following forced slow propagation, the 

system is allowed to evolve without restrictions. Figure 5.4B, C, and D shows the 

distribution of contributing points for successive excited locations as propagation 

is allowed to proceed. The contributing points revert to the pattern predicted in 

Figure 5.1B, and the front accelerates to the faster speed of the stable branch. The 

evolution of the speed is shown in the last panel of Figure 5.4. The speed is fixed at 

c = 0.5 over the first three space units, but almost instantly reverts to its "stable" 

value (c ~ 3.23) as the system is left to evolve unrestricted. This indicates that 

the solutions corresponding to the dashed unstable branch in Figure 5.2 are not 

stable. 
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Figure 5.4, A numerical investigation of the stability of fronts on the unstable 
branch. (A) The contributing points leading to excitation of gridpoints (37,72) 
(t = 6.1436), after propagation has been forced to occur at the unstable speed 
c = 0.5, in the direction of increasing y, over the previous 48 gridpoints. According 
to the unstable branch, this speed corresponds to a value of P ~ 0.314, which we 
use in the simulation. Note how the area of contributing points is consistent 
with the shape predicted in Figure 5.3. As the plane wave is allowed to propagate 
unrestricted, the area of contributing points reverts to the shape predicted in Figure 
5.1B over the next three panels that show the wave front and area of contributing 
points for (37,77) at t = 6.2070 (B), (37,82) at t = 6.3005 (C), and (37,92) at 
t = 6.5035 (D). (E) The evolution of the wavespeed as the front propagates in the 
y-direction. Numerics used 6.x = 0.0625. Locations are expressed in gridpoints, 
not scaled units, one gridpoint equals 0.0625 scaled units. 
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5.3.3 Curved Fronts 

Using tecliniques similar to those used in the previous section on planar waves, I 

examine the effects of curvature in the model. As a curved front steadily propagates 

into the neighborhood of the center point (0,0) at speed c, the time taken for a 

point (x, y) in that neighborhood to become a contributing point can be computed. 

Figure 5.5A illustrates this process composed of steady wave propagation followed 

by diffusion to the center point. The time taken for a point (x, y) to contribute a 

diffusive pulse to the center point is given by 

(5.9) 

where k is a scaled curvature k = R J(, and J( is the curvature in physical units. 

The front reaches the center point at time t = 1/ c. Setting t( x, y) = 1/ c 

yields a curve which bounds the area of contributing points. For curved front 

propagation, this boundary is no longer a circle, but a more complex ellipse-like 

function, elongated in the direction of propagation. Figure 5.5B illustrates this 

situation. 

The equation for the contributing-point boundary depicted in Figure 5.5B is 

more complex than the equivalent equation for plane waves. There is consequently 

no simple analytical expression for the area of contributing points. I use numerical 

integration to compute this area and obtain the dependence of P on c and k. The 

aim is to obtain curvature relations describing the dependence of the speed c on 

front curvature k, for different values of P. This can be done using numerical 

root-finding. Figure 5.6 shows the resulting curvature relations for values of P = 
0.1, 0.2, 0.3,0.4. 

As in the case of the plane waves, it is possible to find unstable solutions for 

curved fronts. Setting t( x, y) = 1/ c-l, I consider the resulting boundary curve and 

find that propagation becomes unstable for c < 4/5 as in the plane wave case. The 
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Figure 5.5, (A) Diagram illustrating how excitation of the center point (0,0) arises 
as a curved front propagates at speed c through its neighborhood. A point (x, y) in 
the neighborhood is excited by the front after a propagation delay (l/k - (1/k2 -

x2)1/2)/c + (R - y)/c. The excited point then affects (0,0) via a diffusion pulse 
after a diffusion delay (x2 + y2)/4D. The center point (0,0) gets excited when a 
fraction P of its neighborhood is made up of contributing points. (B) Diagram 
illustrating which part of the neighborhood of the point (0,0) contributes to its 
excitation during curved wave propagation. As the curved front reaches (0,0), 
an area of contributing points bounded by the curve implied from the relation 
t( x, y) = 1/ c has contributed diffusive pulses to the center point. For propagation 
of the curved front to be consistent at a chosen speed c, the hatched area containing 
the contribution points must make up a fraction P of the total neighborhood area. 
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Figure 5.6, Curvature relation for various values of the threshold fraction P. The 
solid line represents theoretical stable solutions, becoming unstable for c < 4/5. 
Unstable solutions are displayed using a dashed line. The dotted line is included 
for comparison only, and represent a continuation of the stable branch, if one disre
gards the effect of the finite-sized time constant 7 = 1. The squares are results from 
numerical simulations, using !::.X = 0.0625, obtained from an expanding circular 
front. 
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situation is then similar to the illustration of Figure 5.3, and we compute the area 

of contributing points after excluding the area bounded by t(x,y) = lIe-I. This 

yields the unstable branches for the curvature relations of Figure 5.6, displayed as 

dashed lines. The dotted lines illustrate the continuation of the curve derived for 

c > 4/5, if one does not take into account the omitted area. This is included to 

illustrate how the results are modified by the finite time constant T. The unstable 

branch of the curvature relation returns to intersect the k = 0 axis at the unstable 

wavespeed predicted in Figure 5.2 for planar fronts. 

For each of the curvature relations in Figure 5.6, I present numerical simula

tions of the discrete-space system. Initial conditions were chosen as the smallest 

circular area of cell that would propagate outwards. This provides a measure of 

the critical radius. As the front propagates radially, I measure propagation speed 

across each grid point along four radial directions and plot the average speed in 

the four directions as a function of average curvature. There are slight curvature 

and speed differences because of the random grid. Each simulation is repeated for 

two realizations of the randomized grid for each value of P. 

There are some factors that should be taken into consideration when compar

ing numerical results and theoretical predictions. Theoretical results are obtained 

assuming steady propagation of curved fronts. This is not realistic since propaga

tion itself modifies the curvature of a front. If I assumed radial propagation in the 

theoretical calculations, I would be computing an "averaged" speed over a space 

constant, corresponding to an "average" curvature over this same distance. This 

may be even less satisfactory than the steady propagation approach. 

The discrepancies between theory and simulations due to the assumption of 

steady propagation are most apparent at large curvature values. The theory as

sumes steady propagation of an excited rod shaped area with a curved tip of cur

vature k. This is different from the expansion of a circular area when the curvature 
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k is small enough that the straight rod portion of the "theoretical" wave plays a 

role. Figure 5.7 illustrates how the problem arises. When the radius of curvature 

of the tip of the rod is small enough compared to the neighborhood radius of a 

point about to be excited at the tip, part of the artificial rod shape falls within 

the neighborhood of the point. I assume here that a more natural shape would 

be a circular area with the same curvature as the rod tip. This artificial situation 

occurs whenever k > V2, with the discrepancy getting more pronounced as k in

creases. For this range of k values, we would expect the theory to differ from the 

numerical observations of expanding circular fronts. In particular, the estimate of 

the critical curvature from the nose of the curvature relation may not be valid if it 

falls outside the valid range k < V2. This can be seen in the simulations of Figure 

5.6. Agreement between theory and simulations is good for the larger disc radii 

(small curvatures). For the lower threshold fractions, the ability to propagate at 

the larger curvature exposes the shortcomings of the theory, but critical curvature 

estimates can still be obtained. 

In practice, the theoretical critical curvature obtained from the plane wave 

propagation theory, kcr = 2/ c, is observed in the numerical simulations for lower 

values of P. I obtain, for P = 0.1, k~um = 3.1 and c/2 = 3.16, for P = 0.2, 

kr:rum = 2.2 and c/2 = 2.24, for P = 0.3, kr:rum = 1.7 and c/2 = 1.71. For P = 0.4, 

kcr is closer to the estimate obtained from the nose of the curvature relation, knose• 

I get, for P = 0.4, k~um = 0.68, knose = 0.57 and c/2 = 0.92. In the numerical 

simulations at P = 0.4, I observe propagation failure at larger curvatures between 

0.68 and 0.92 because of the time restriction on T. This is an expression of the 

theoretical bound c> 4/5 that is responsible for the location of the "nose" on the 

curvature relations. 
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Figure 5.7, Illustration of the theoretical assumptions involved in the determination 
of curvature effects on wavespeed. The front is assumed to outline a rod-shaped 
area. The left panel depicts the situation when, k = 21/ 2 • As the front reaches the 
center point (0,0), the intersection between the rod-like area and the neighborhood 
is no different than if the front had been a complete circle of radius 11k. On the 
other hand, the right panel shows that for smaller k-values, there is potentially 
a large difference in the area of excited points depending on whether we assume 
a rod shape behind the leading half-circle, or complete the half-circle to a disc
shape. The disc-shape may be closer to numerical experiments involving expanding 
circular fronts of small radius, but cannot be treated using the present theoretical 
approach. 
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5.3.4 Two-Dimensional Dynamics with Dispersion and Resti
tution 

I have carried out numerical simulations of the discrete model in two-dimensions 

using dispersion and restitution relations fitted to data obtained from the Beeler

Reuter model [9] of cardiac electrical activity. I use the data presented in Chapter 

4 from the BR model on a ring at (]' = 0.5 (Figures 4.12A, 4.11A). The restitution 

curve and dispersion curves are given by the function a(tr) = 20+ B(tr)t~l /(3911 + 

t~l), where B(tr) = 168 - 90e-tr/145, and c(tr) = 0.0417 - 0.0135e-(tr -37)/18, where 

the units of time are milliseconds and the units of distance are centimeters. These 

are converted to scaled time and space units (tu and su) using A = 0.079 cm and 

T = 6.25 ms, and incorporated into the model. I take the minimum refractory 

time to be 5 time units, and incorporate it into the restitution relation, i.e. the 

recovery time begins only after the pulse duration and absolute refractory period 

have elapsed. In order to prevent the formation of severe discontinuities in recovery 

properties within the medium, I extend the restitution relation from its predicted 

value at tr = 1.6 tu to zero at tr = O. The medium has dimensions 150 by 100 su, 

discretized at a spacing of 0.25 suo 

The first simulation is from a medium without restitution, where pulse duration 

plus refractory period are fixed at 35 tu (the asymptotic value predicted by the 

function a(tr) defined above). The initial conditions are in the form of a horizontal 

bar-shaped stimulus placed across the refractory wake of a plane wave having just 

traversed the medium from top to bottom. Figure 5.8 shows a sequence of panels 

obtained from this simulation, 10 tu apart. The cross-stimulus was applied at 

t = 45tu. Each panel displays a grayscale plot of the recovery time within the 

medium. The grayscale ranges from -50 tu (black) to +50 tu (white). Negative 

recovery times correspond to areas that are still excited. The excitation front is 

seen as a discontinuity in the coloring of the medium (from black to light gray). 
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The spiral wave rotates along a persistent slit that arose as a result of the initial 

stimulus. There is no breakup of the spiral. 

Upon including the restitution curve from the BR model at 0' = 0.5, the dy

namics of the spiral do not change drastically, although alternations in recovery 

properties appear across the discontinuity generated by the initial conditions (Fig

ure 5.9, snapshots are now 5 tu apart). The spiral still evolves around the original 

slit, but its behavior is less regular. Irregularities in the recovery properties occur 

along the slit, which cause short transient breaks of the spiral front (middle right 

panel). 

The last simulation shows the spiral dynamics observed when the restitution 

of the BR model at (7 = 0.7 is incorporated into the model. The ten frames 

presented are separated by 5 tu, starting at t = 260 tu. Wavebreaks occur during 

this rotation just before the spiral tip disappears through the boundary. These 

spiral breaks are closer to what is observed in the PDE model, although the sharp 

complex patterns of recovery time that appear within the medium would probably 

be smoothed out by diffusion in a PDE. It is interesting that the appearance of 

full-fledged wavebreaks occurs as the corresponding value of 0' from the restitution 

curves goes from 0.5 to 0.7, following to the onset of spiral wavebreaks in the BR 

model. Further simulation must be carried out to understand the exact relationship 

between the dynamics in this model and the PDE. These preliminary results can 

be taken as encouraging. 

5.4 Discussion 

This chapter presents theoretical results from a simple model of pulse propaga

tion in excitable media. The model is cast and studied analytically in continuous 

space, but is computed numerically in the form of a cellular automaton on a dis

crete spatial grid. Time is always a continuous variable in the model. Propagation 
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Figure 5.8, Grayscale plots of the recovery time during spiral rotation in the dis
crete model without restitution. The recovery time scale ranges from -50 tu (black) 
to +50 tu (white). Negative recovery times represent excited tissue. Panels are 
snapshots taken at 10 tu intervals, starting at t = 140 tu (top left). The initial 
crossed stimulus was given at 45 tu. 
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Figure 5.9, Grayscale plots of the recovery time during spiral rotation in the dis
crete model with restitution. Spiral breakup can be observed. The recovery time 
scale ranges from -50 tu (black) to +50 tu (white). Negative recovery times rep
resent excited tissue. Panels are snapshots taken at 5 tu intervals, starting at 
t = 305 tu (top left). The initial crossed stimulus, identical to the one used in the 
simulation of Figure 5.8, was given at 45 tu. 
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Figure 5.10, Grayscale plots of the recovery time during spiral rotation in the 
discrete model with restitution. Spiral breakup can be observed. The recovery 
time scale ranges from -50 tu (black) to +50 tu (white). Negative recovery times 
represent excited tissue. Panels are snapshots taken at 5 tu intervals, starting at 
t = 260 tu (top left). The initial crossed stimulus, identical to the one used in the 
simulation of Figures 5.8 and 5.9, was given at 45 tu. 
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is mediated through the summation of subthreshold influences leading to exci

tation. Dispersion and restitution curves are input to the model as parameters. 

Although this work concentrates on the theoretical analysis of simple planar and 

curved wave propagation, it also presents preliminary results from two-dimensional 

simulations of the model with dispersion and restitution relations obtained from a 

complex PDE model. 

The model studied here is an extension of the model proposed by Ito & Glass 

[42] and Ito [43]. Novel features of this model include a unique diffusion coef

ficient, local propagation on a diffusion scale, physical parameters such as the 

space constant, and a recovery-dependent value for the excitation threshold P. I 

also carry the theoretical results on propagation and curvature one step further, 

demonstrating the existence of unstable solutions and computing curvature rela

tions. Previous studies on CA models have included interaction neighborhoods 

and excitation thresholds to successfully obtain curvature effects and dispersion 

[66, 34, 63, 77]. This study presents quantitative results about the consequences 

of this approach in a continuum limit. By using physical parameters associated 

with continuous systems, it draws a parallel between PDE and CA approaches and 

provides detailed theoretical results that can be readily compared. In PDEs, an

alytical results have typically been obtained using perturbation methods [85,64]. 

While perturbation methods study the full PDEs in the limit of some small pa

rameter, this model can be studied without restrictions on its parameters beyond 

the implied restrictions inherent to the modeling approach. 

I obtain the theoretical results after rescaling in terms of space and time con

stants in the equations. This helps in identifying the role of the various physical 

parameters. The scaling is identical to the common scaling for PDEs. The first 

analytical result describes the dependence of the plane wave speed c on the thresh

old fraction P. Similar results can be obtained for PDEs. One example of interest 
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is found in the work of Rinzel & Keller [75]. They compute plane wave speeds in a 

simple reaction-diffusion system. They present relationships between wave speed 

and a threshold parameter in their model which is reminiscent of the P( c) curve. 

They also compute unstable solutions in their PDE model as well as a lower limit 

to propagation speed. Unstable solutions were unexpected in the model. Care

ful theoretical study of the model revealed that such solutions were technically 

possible, as in the PDE, although I was not able to prove their instability. The 

mechanism through which these solutions arise in the model can be extended to the 

PDE models, providing insights about why they exist in the differential equations. 

In finding the unstable solutions, I identify a lower bound for the propagation 

speed in the system. This parallels theoretical results in the PDEs, but also sets 

the bound to be a fixed value of the scaled speed variable, independent of the 

threshold parameter P. Hence this bound is strictly dependent on subthreshold 

behavior, and is similar to a common lower bound estimate for PDEs and physical 

systems using AI T= (space constant) / (time constant). 

The study of the effects of curvature on front propagation includes findings 

about critical radii, dispersion curves, and unstable curved waves. The curvature 

relations I obtained present many interesting features. First, they do not agree 

entirely with the small curvature limit of the form c(K) = c(O) - DK obtained 

in some PDE results, where c(K) is the curvature relation and D is the diffusion 

coefficient [85]. As stated, this limit is independent of other equation parameters. 

I obtain a relation of the type c = c(O) - bk, where the slope b is dependent on 

the parameter P. Reverting to physical units, the relation exposes the dependence 

on D as c(K) = c(O) - bDK, which is similar to the relation obtained using front 

kinematics [105, 19]. Second, the curvature relations tend to become linear for large 

P, as illustrated by the curvature relation in Figure 5.6D, which is close to the linear 

relation c(K) = c(O) - 2DK in physical units. Calculation of unstable solutions for 
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curved fronts is also possible, exposing the same lower bound on propagation speed 

as obtained in the plane wave case. This means that the curvature relations end 

abruptly at some critical curvature and finite speed c = 4/5 and return to the k = 0 

axis as an unstable branch terminating at the unstable plane wave speed computed 

in Figure 5.2. This pattern is obtained in theoretical derivations from PDEs, as 

in Zykov's [105]. The theoretical results also illustrate some problems which may 

have equivalents in similar analyses on PDEs. In particular, the assumption of 

steady propagation of the curved fronts may yield some peculiar results, especially 

when comparing theory with numerical simulations of expanding circular areas, 

and estimating critical radii from the "nose" of the curvature relation. I illustrate 

how those problems arise and present some range of k-values over which such 

effects may be minimized. The problem of the steady propagation approximation 

is raised in Zykov [105]. 

A good estimate 9f critical curvature is obtained using results from plane wave 

propagation, where I get kcr = c/2, for lower values of P corresponding to higher 

excitability. From the theory and insights from the numerical simulations, I con

clude that critical curvature will be close to kcr = c/2, when the estimate from 

the nose of the theoretical curvature relation is outside the "valid" range k < J2. 
As P increases and excitability decreases, I expect that the nose of the theoretical 

curvature relation will fall within the valid range and produce a valid estimate. 

The estimate obtained from plane wave propagation, kcr = c/2, corresponds in 

physical units to J(cr = c/2D, an estimate similar to the one obtained from con

tinuing the small curvature relation c(K) = c(O} - DJ( obtained in PDEs to zero 

curvature, yielding J(cr = c/ D. 

I cannot accurately explain the initial high speeds observed during the first 

stage of radial propagation in Figure 5.6, when P = 0.1 and P = 0.2. An expla

nation may be dependent on understanding the nature of propagation from initial 
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stimuli of size less than one space constant, not modeled well by the theoretical 

approach. There may also be stimulus artifacts peculiar to the model and the way 

it evolves from certain initial conditions, which may be inconsistent with behavior 

of mathematical or experimental excitable media. Possible modifications to the 

model would include taking into account the decay in time and space of diffusive 

effects and summing them accordingly. In addition, by dissociating diffusion from 

reaction, the model assumes no diffusive interactions between points undergoing 

an excitation pulse beyond the initial burst at the onset of excitation. 

Recently, CA models have been constructed that mimic the recovery processes 

found in excitable media by using multiple states with varying excitation thresh

olds. These systems have been shown numerically to exhibit dispersion properties. 

As in the model of Ito & Glass, this model allows incorporation of any dispersion 

relation or pulse recovery characteristic as a specified "parameter". It includes a 

dependence of the duration of excitation on the recovery time tr and a dependence 

of the threshold P on tr • For example, in the case of cardiac muscle, it is known 

that the properties of the cardiac cell membrane do not return to normal immedi

ately after the end of an excitation pulse, but that there is a dependence of those 

properties on the recovery time tr • In cardiac cells, currents responsible for return 

of membrane voltage to resting steady state values may still be active, making 

it more difficult for the membrane to be excited to threshold. Such changes can 

be produced in the model by assuming a dependence of the threshold fraction P 

on the recovery time tr. One picks the relation P(tr) to reproduce the dispersion 

relation c(tr ) observed in cardiac muscle or in some complex PDEs. This is fea

sible since I can derive an analytical expression for the relationship between the 

parameter P and the wavespeed c in the model. A similar approach is used in Ito 

& Glass, except that the time-dependence is included into the local propagation 

speed directly. I choose to include the effects of recovery in a model parameter, P, 
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which I believe is a more realistic approach. 

Using restitution and dispersion curves derived from the BR equations in Chap

ter 4, preliminary results suggest that the inclusion of restitution properties can 

cause irregularities to develop in the recovery state of the medium during spiral mo

tion. I show only small transient wavebreaks with the restitution curve at u = 0.5. 

Full-fledged spiral breaks, closer to what can be observed in the PDE model, oc

cur using the restitution curve at u = 0.7. The relationship between the onset of 

irregular behavior in this simple model and what is observed in the PDE imple

mentation of the BR equations in two dimensions is unclear. The multiplication of 

irregularities in the spatial distribution of recovery properties is highly magnified 

in the simple model because of the "all-or-none" nature of the activation process. 

In the PDE, diffusion is an important factor that limits such abrupt variations. 

Yet the findings of Chapter 4 underlined the role of rapid spatial variations in 

recovery properties with respect to the creation of spiral breaks. A more detailed 

analysis of this simple model in two dimensions could help to understand the role 

of dispersion and restitution during spiral rotation and possibly suggest modifi

cations to the model that could make it a more useful caricature of the complex 

PDE system. 
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APPENDIX A RE-ENTRANT ROTATING 
WAVES IN A BEELER-REUTER BASED 

MODEL OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL CARDIAC 
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 
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Propagation of cardiac electrical activity is simulated in a two-dimensional sheet of cells using the cable 
equation and the Beeler-Reuter membrane model for ventricular muscle cells. Re-entrant patterns are 
produced using the original Beeler-Reuter equations and two modified versions involving changes in 
the calcium and sodium channel dynamics. Both stable rotating waves and irregular activity are 
observed. The model is shown to exhibit conduction block due to stationary repolarization fronts. The 
origin and properties of these fronts are described. 

1. Introduction 

The propagation of electrical activity in cardiac muscle 
is a complex process involving properties of the myo
cardium at different scales, from the influence of the 
Purkinje fiber network to the efficacy of intercellular gap 
junctions. Neglecting the fine-scale properties of electri
cal propagation within a single cell or across gap junc
tions and restricting ourselves to the bulk of the ven
tricular myocardium, we can consider the tissue as a 
continuous extent of membrane, over which electrical 
activity spreads through resistive coupling. Whether 
or not this simplification results in significant qualita
tive discrepancies in the behavior of electrical fronts 
on a larger scale is still in question [Spach el al., 
1987, 1989a,b]. Within this simplified system, known 
modes of electrical propagation involve both simple 
propagating waves and self-sustained "rotating waves" 
of electrical activity. 

A simple mode of self-sustained rotating-wave activ
ity can be imagined in a two-dimensional sheet of cells, 
in which an excitation wave propagates around a 
circular inexcitable obstacle. This is the idea behind 

"To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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anatomical re-entry [Mines, 1914). In leading-circle 
re-entry, an excitation wave is postulated to circulate 
around an area of intact tissue, rendered inexcitable by 
repetitive subthreshold depolarizations from the circu
lating wavefront (see EI-Sherif [1988] and Winfree 
[1989b) for a review of definitions). The circulation is 
assumed to proceed at a period determined by the 
refractory time ,of the tissue. Both these mechanisms 
may generate sustained ventricular tachycardias in the 
form of rotating waves. 

There is another model of rotating wave activity that 
does not require the presence of either anatomical or 
functional obstacles. Vortex re-entry [Winfree 1989b], 
also called functional re-entry, is characterized by an 
excitation wave circulating around a pivot point. In 
this model, the circulation period may not depend 
solely on the refractory period but also on the effects of 
wavefront curvature, which can slow down propaga
tion. Therefore, there may be substantial excitable 
gaps between successive activations of the tissue, a 
feature not expected based on the leading-circle model. 
Winfree [1989b] predicted the way in which this 
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re-entrant pattern could be elicited in the myocardium. 
These experiments were carried out recently in dogs 
[Shibata el al., 1988), and vortex re-entry was observed 
as predicted. This mechanism gives an alternate expla
nation for sustained tachycardias generated by rotating 
electrical waves. In a healthy three-dimensional myo
cardium, rotating waves usually degenerate into ven
tricular fibrillation [Chen el al., 1988). Rotating waves 
have also been described in human ventricular muscle 
using electrode mapping techniques [Oownar el al., 
1988). 

We wish to investigate the behavior of cardiac tissue 
from a theoretical standpoint. There are a number of 
differential equation models aimed at describing 
the electrical properties of the cardiac cell membrane. 
Much work has been done using the simpler models of 
nerve/cardiac membrane like the FitzHugh-Nagumo 
model [Winfree, 1989b), which shows some of the 
behaviors listed above. In order to be more specific 
about the role of ionic currents and known membrane 
properties in the generation of re-entrant rhythms, we 
need to consider more 'realistic' models of myocardial 
activity. Recently, Holden and Panfilov [1991) used the 
three-variable Noble equations [Noble, 1962) to simu
late vortex re-entry in cardiac muscle. The Noble model 
is simply a modification of the standard Hodgkin
Huxley equations for nerve fibers [Hodgkin & Huxley, 
1952). Although these equations were originally meant 
to model Purkinje fiber cells, they display some rate
dependent changes in action potential duration, which 
are important in cardiac tissue. Irregular activity was 
shown to develop using this model. Our aim is to take 
this approach one step further and use the more recent 
eight-variable Beeler-Reuter model [Beeler & Reuter, 
1977) as a description of cardiac cell dynamics. This 
model was originally intended as a model for ventricu
lar cells. It describes in detail the behavior of four major 
ionic currents (Na +, Ca + +, and two K + currents) 
involved in the generation of the cardiac action poten
tial. We recommend Jack el al. [1983) for more back
ground on the electrical properties of excitable cells. 

Although the BR model dates back to 1977, only 
recently has there been a systematic study of its re
sponse to periodic stimulation in the space-clamped (no 
propagation) and one-dimensional cable cases [Lewis & 
Guevara, 1990; Vinet el al., 1990]. These studies reveal 
that the BR model cannot be driven in a 1: I fashion at 
periods much below the typical BR action potential 
duration (APO), which is about 270 ms (measured at 
- 60 mY) for an action potential elicited from resting 
initial conditions. In addition, both studies demon
strate the existence of irregular dynamics at shorter 
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stimulation periods. These results in the space-ciamped 
and one-dimensional cable configurations raise ques
tions about the behavior of the BR model in two
dimensions. Can it support rotating waves typical of 
other excitable media? If so, will their rotation period 
dip below the I: 1 entrainment limits seen in the space
clamped and cable systems to attain the low values 
observed experimentally [Shibata el al., 1988)? Will 
the model instead support irregular waves which 
break up into fibrillation-like activity? Pacing studies on 
living cardiac muscles reveal that muscle patches can be 
driven at very short periods [Spach el al., 1987; Frame 
& Simson, 1988; Schalij, 1988], but some studies on 
isolated myocytes [Heschler & Speicher, 1989] tend to 
agree with the observed behavior of the space-clamped 
BR model. We will attempt to answer these questions in 
what fOllows, using results from simulations of the BR 
equations on a two-dimensional grid. 

2. Discretization of the Cable Equation 

The propagation of electrical activity in an isotropic 
two-dimensional continuum of cardiac cells is de
scribed by the cable equation: 

tm - Rm Cm resting membrane time constant 
).". - (Rml pS.)1/2 membrane space constant 
Rm ~ k!lcm2 resting membrane resistance 
Cm - 1.0 I1F em - 2 membrane capacitance 
p - 0.2kilcm bulk cytoplasmic resistivity 
S. - 5000cm - 1 surface to volume ratio 
lion - f.l Acm - 2 local membrane current 

We use a notation similar to that in Roberge el al. 
[1986]. They find R", m 6.25 kil· cm2 for the Beeler
Reuter model. lioD is the total ionic current described 
by the Beeler-Reuter equations. tm and ).". are the 
time and space constants of the resting membrane 
respectively. The values of tm and ).". derived above 
describe membrane behavior below threshold (around 
- 60 my), where the relation between voltage and 
current is nearly linear, i.e., Va Rmlion. The equation is 
written with).". and tm simply to highlight subthreshold 
behavior. Membrane dynamics above threshold is 
highly nonlinear. 

During the action potential, the time constant for 
voltage change varies abruptly (e.g., 10 times slower in 
repolarization compared to the fast sodium-mediated 
depolarization). The propagation speed c depends on 



the fastest time constant of the system during depolar
ization (Tm"", not necessarily Tm): C OC t" 1/2. TRW< 

can vary alone without affecting Am or Tm (e.g., by 
varying the maximum sodium conductance UNa)' Pro
pagation speed also depends on the value of the diffu
sion coefficient D. which has units of distance2/time: 
C oc DII2. When the spatial dimension is greater than 
one, wavefront curvature also affects propagation speed 
(curvature slows down propagation). In terms of the 
variables described above for the cable equation, we 
obtain D. I/CmSvp - 0.001 cm2/ms. The cable equa
tion can be rewrittten using the parameter D as: 

av+ I;OD_D(alV+ al~ . 
at Cm ax'- ay J 

Discretization of the cable equation has to be carried 
out in order to solve it numerically on the computer. 
Most studies are based on a discretization of the 
spatial component first. We discretize the Laplacian 
operator iitax2 + a2/a/ in space using a 9-point second 
difference applied on a grid of nodes Vi,}' The second 
difference used is [Barkley et al., 1990]: 

2 Vi,i+l + Vi.i-l + Vi+l.i + Vi-IJ- 4 Vi,i 
'3 tJ.x2 

I Vi+l.}+l + Vi+l.}-l + Vi-I,}+I + Vi-I.i-I- 4 Vi.i 
+-

3 (..J'U.X)2 

where Llx is the space step between grid nodes. 
The second difference can be written as a linear 
operator L!" acting on the grid VI,}' We can then write 
the semidiscrete cable equation as: 

The system is now reduced to an ordinary differential 
equation depending only on time. Various methods 
can be used to integrate this system. We use one of the 
simplest methods, the forward Euler method. If we call 
v" the voltage at the nth time step (tJ.t), the finite
difference equation for the time derivative yields: 

Earlier studies [Joyner et aI., 1984] have used the 
Crank-Nicholson method to integrate this system 
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[Crank & Nicholson, 1947]. The difference between 
the two methods rests in the value of the voltage used 
to evaluate the second difference (right-hand side). In 
the Crank-Nicholson method. v" is replaced by the 
average (v" + I + v")/2. The solution scheme becomes 
implicit, i.e., solving the system requires inversion of 
the linear operator L!". Although this usually involves 
a larger computational effort, it places few restrictions 
on the size of tJ.t needed to achieve numerical stability. 
On the other hand. the Euler method requires that 
(tJ.x

2
/tJ.t) > 4D (in two dimensions), which can be a 

severe restriction on tJ.t when the mesh is fine. 
As illustrated above, there are a number of methods 

available to solve the time-dependent semidiscrete sys
tem. In the limit of small tJ.t, the solution approaches a 
spatially discrete solution of the cable equations, corre
sponding to equipotential cells separated by lumped 
resistances R" octJ.x

2/DCm • Given this spatial discreti
zation, there are two criteria that can be used to decide 
if the numerical solution is appropriate: it can be a good 
enough approximation of the cable equation, or it can 
be a good enough approximation of pulse propagation 
in the real physiological system if we consider heart 
muscle to be a discrete network. 

In what follows we use a simple Euler method to 
integrate the cable equation. Computations using the 
Beeler-Reuter equations are limited by both time and 
memory resources. AU our computations were done on 
a 400 by 400 grid of numerical cells. Due to the size of 
rotating waves observed in Beeler-Reuter media, we 
require simulations of square sheets on the order 10 by 
lOem.1 Roberge et al. [1986] have suggested that a 
space discretization using tJ.x - O.IA", necessary to ob
tain good agreement with the cable equation in terms of 
propagation speed. This would require one to use tJ.x-
0.01 em, yielding a grid of 1000 by 1000 numerical 
cells. A grid of this size poses problems for both data 
storage and time requirements. In general, since 
propagation speed can be varied without changing A"" 
even finer space discretization may be needed and 
the estimate Ax-O.IA", may become inaccurate. We 
have opted to carry out our simulations on a 400 by 400 
grid using tJ.x - 0.025 em and tJ.t - 0.025 ms. This is in 
contrast with the coarser grid (tJ.x-0.16cm and tJ.t= 
0.2 ms) used in Holden & Panfilov [1991]. Our grid 
spacing yields a wave speed of about 0.04 cmlms for 
planar fronts in fully recovered medium. The asymp
totic wave speed (tJ.x small) for the BR equations at 
these parameters is around 0.05 cmlms. Simulations 
were carried out on the CRA Y-YMP supercomputer at 

'Using a rough eslimale of wave speed (0.04 cm/ms) • action potential dumtion (250 ms). 
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the San Diego Supercomputer Center. Four hundred 
(400) milliseconds of simulated Beeler-Reuter activity 
on the 400 by 400 grid took about 30 minutes of 
computation time. The color displays were produced on 
an Iris 4D-GT Graphics Workstation, and recorded on 
film using a Solitaire Digital Image Recorder. 

3. Results 
Most of our results will be displayed as in Fig. I. 
The numerical grid is drawn in black, and each grid 
point is elevated according to its voltage. Colors reflect 
other properties of the medium. In most figures, the 
grid is colored using the two-dimensional color code 
displayed Fig. I a. The abscissa represents the change 
in the product of the hand j gates of the BR model, 
reflecting inactivation of the sodium channels (0 means 
channels are completely inexcitable, I means they are 
fully excitable). The ordinate represents the change 
(from 0.7 to I) in the f gate, reflecting inactivation 
of the calcium channel. Using this color code. fully 
excitable tissue is colored dark blue. This corresponds 
to the upper right corner of the color map, where 
both currents are available and all the inactivation 
gates have value one. All simulations were started using 
the initial conditions depicted in Fig. I b. The initial 
conditions are set to mimic a planar excitation/depolar
ization/activation front propagating halfway across the 
sheet of cells (see caption of Fig. I for some specifics), 
with part of the front removed so that it abuts against 
recovered muscle (resting potential is about - 85 m V). 
Upon starting the simulation, the front wraps around 

Fig. 13 
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(Fig. Ie, at 40 ms) and propagates from right to left (we 
will use the left/right, front/rear display coordinates to 
describe directions of propagation) along the "tail" of 
the initial bar of excited cells. This voltage wall is a 
repolarization front that restricts propagation of the 
traveling wavefront. When the depolarized area at the 
rear of the medium (in Fig. Ic) repoIarizes, the activa
tion front curls around and starts propagating back 
from left to right. This is shown in Fig. I d, at t • 360 ms. 

Simulations were carried out for three different 
versions of the Beeler-Reuter model. One is the 
original Beeler-Reuter equations from Beeler & Reuter 
[1977]. The second is a similiar version with the time 
constants for calcium channel activation and inactiva
tion halved. The third version is similiar to the second, 
except that integration omits the slower 'j' gating 
variable controlling sodium channel inactivation (it is 
set to I). In all the simulations presented here, the first 
two rotations of the wave evolve in a similar fashion. 
At the end of this initial transient, the excitation wave 
will be more or less as depicted in Fig. 2a for all 
simulations. 

We have found that repolarization fronts are impor
tant in causing waves to break up and behave irregu
larly. especially when they are stationary. An example of 
this is the repolarization front separating depolarized 
and recovered regions in the rear left corner of Fig. 2b. 
This front is stationary, and arose as a result of a sharp 
transition in the instantaneous state of the medium 
excited by the depolarization wave. To illustrate what 
happens, consider a square patch of medium with its 
right half in a state that is fully recovered, and its left 

Fig.lb 
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Fig. 1. (a) Color field used to display tissue excitability. The ordinate represents the value of the calcium inactivation gate, f. Values range 
from 0.7 (bottom) to 1.0 (top). Values below 0.7 are mapped to 0.7. The abscissa represents the product of the sodium inactivation gates, 
hand j. Values range from 0.0 (left) to 1.0 (right). All snapshots from our simulations wiU be displayed as in (bHd). The numerical grid (black 
mesh) is drawn with elevation proportional to voltage. Coloring is according to the code of Fig. 13 and depends on the state of the inactivation 
gating variables. (b) /. 0 ms. Initial conditions from which all simulations were started. In addition to creating a depolarized wavefront, 
excitability was temporarily altered (orange area, refer to the color code) by using appropriate initial conditions for the sodium aod calcium 
gating variables to ensure one-way propagation. For the simulation of Fig. 2, the potassium gating variable x was also made different from 
its resting value. It was set to 0.25 throughout the grid. (c) I- 40 ms. From a simulation using the original BR equations. (d) I- 360 ms. 

half in a state that if excited could only produce a short 
action potential (e.g., if the calcium channels responsi
ble for the long duration of the action potential were 
inactivated). There is now a sharp change across the 
middle of the patch in the (instantaneous) state of the 
medium. As time proceeds, the whole patch evolves 
towards the resting state. Assume also that a propagat
ing activation front can traverse the patch from left to 
right in a time which is fast compared to the evolution 
of the variables controlling the calcium channel excit
ability. Such an activation front would activate all cells 
quickly, without much delay between the activation at 
the left and right borders. Now all cells are activated 
almost simultaneously, but their action potential dura
tions vary as we go from left (short duration) to right 
(long duration) discontinuously across the middle of the 
patch. The first thing to happen after the activation 
front has swept by is recovery of the left side of the 
patch. At this point, the left side has returned to the rest 
state, and the right side is still depolarized. Hence, we 
have created a front along the middle of the patch, a 
repolarization front, separating depolarized and repa
larized regions. This front does not move - it is sta
tionary. It will remain stationary until the right half of 
the patch finally recovers. Therefore, the length oftime 
for which the front is stationary is given by the differ
ence in action potential duration across the middle 
"discontinuity." 

In practice, we do not really need a discontinuity. A 
sharp change in action potential duration will give rise 

to a repolarization front whose speed is inversely 
related to the sharpness of the transition. Following an 
activation front of finite speed traveling across a patch 
of medium with a sharp transition in action potential 
properties (duration) across the middle, we would see 
a repolarization front also traveling from left to right, 
stalling in the middle of the patch for a while 
(duration - action potential duration difference), and 
resuming its progress at relatively constant speed 
towards the right. These are the ideas behind the 
formation of stationary repolarization fronts in the 
Beeler-Reuter medium. For as long as it remains 
stationary, a repolarization front will act as a potential 
arc of conduction block, an impermeable wall to 
conduction of activation fronts. 

Given that stationary repolarization fronts arise as a 
result of abrupt spatial variations in the state (not the 
intrinsic parameters) of the medium over which exci
tation spreads, any modification which tends to reduce 
spatial variability in the instantaneous state of the 
medium will minimize the appearance of these fronts. 
In the original Beeler-Reuter model, such spatial 
variations can be found behind a propagating wave. A 
stimulus placed shortly after repolarization will trigger 
only a short action potential, while stimuli applied 
later will elicit a longer action potential (note that 
"time following repolarization" is visualized as "dis
tance behind a repolarization front" in plots like those 
of Fig. 1). At the root of these differences are the slow 
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recovery of the calcium channels (carrying depolariz. 
ing currents) and the slow deactivation of potassium 
channels (canying repolarizing currents) following the 
action potential. Hence, even though the medium can 
still support a propagating excitation front, any such 
front straddling or propagating across these different 
excitability regions will generate a stationary repolar· 
ization front. 

In the Beeler-Reuter model, the dependence of 
action potential duration on the state of the medium 
depends in part on the difference in time scale between 
sodium and calcium activities. Any modification that 
tends to reduce this difference will minimize the 
lifetime of stationary fronts. In the following simula
tions, the calcium channel kinetics are speeded up by 
a factor of two. This provides faster activation and 
recovery of the calcium channels, and reduces possible 
variability in action potential duration in the repolar· 
izing area behind a propagating pulse. 

Figure 2 displays selected panels from our simula
tions using the original BR equations. In the 10 by 
10 em box, active de polarizations could be observed for 
2280 ms, after which all activation fronts had vanished 
by collision (with each other or with the no-flux bound
ary of the box). At the onset of simulation, the excita
tion front follows the expected path dictated by the 
initial conditions (Fig. I is taken from this simulation, 
see caption). At the end of the second rotation, the 
excitation wave is propagating along a stationary 
repolarization front (Fig. 2a, 1 - 560 ms), until the 
latter starts moving to the right. As the excitation front 
curls in behind the (now) moving repolarization front, 
there is an abrupt change in the instantaneous state of 
the medium, since the calcium channels are not fully 
recovered and the potassium channels are still activ
ated there. The propagating action potential shortens 
drastically and another stationary repolarization front 
forms (Fig. 2b, 1 - 700 ms, depolarized area in upper 
left comer). The narrow width of the depolarized pulse 
at this stage allows the excitation wave to execute 
two rapid rotations. In Fig. 2c (I - 760 ms), we can 
observe the resulting two consecutive excitation fronts. 
These rapid rotations cannot repeat forever, since the 
short action potentials allow for some recovery of 
the calcium channels and deactivation of the potassium 
channels towards resting values. At some point (in 
space and time), the medium regains the ability to 
produce longer action potentials. This creates condi· 
tions conducive to the formation of another stationary 
repolarization front. The front impedes the rotation 
of the second wave front in Fig. 2c, resulting in wave 
breakup (via conduction block) and creation of 
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more excitation fronts (Fig. 2d, 1 - 880 ms). Further 
wave collisions and breakup lead to the conditions 
of Fig. 2e at 1 - 940 ms. At 1 - 1080 ms, collisions 
between waves and conduction block from stationary 
fronts eliminate most excitation fronts except two. 
Depolarized"islands" in the rear half of the grid are laid 
out along previous wave collision boundaries. Similar 
irregular patterns arise from the propagation of the 
remaining excitation fronts in Fig. 2e. The irregular 
behavior displayed in this simulation is illustrated in 
the irregular voltage trace of Fig. 3, recorded from the 
location depicted in white in Fig. 2 (rear left corner). 

Figure 4(a-d) displays consecutive snaphots (40 ms 
apart) from our simulations using the BR equations 
with the calcium channel time constants for both actio 
vation and inactivation halved. The initial stages of the 
simulation are similar to those using the unmodified 
DR model. Since action potential duration has been 
reduced and the calcium recovery speeded up, we no 
longer observe the radical changes in action potential 
morphology seen with the unmodified Beeler-Reuter 
model. The activation pattern quickly settles down to a 
rotating wave. Figure 4 displays a typical rotation. The 
tip of the spiral executes a complicated pattern (called 
meander) frequently observed in other excitable sys
tems [Jahnke el al., 1989; Jahnke & Winfree, 1991]. 
The trajectory of the tip is depicted in Fig. 5, for 760 ms 
(until the end of the simulation) starting at 1 - 360 ms. 
Figure 6 shows a trace of voltage versus time similar to 
Fig. 3 (same location). Although the wave undergoes a 
fairly regular rotation pattern, meander causes the ac· 
tion potentials recorded close enough to the center of 
rotation to appear irregular. 

Selected panels from our final simulations, using the 
BR equations with the calcium channel time constants 
halved and the value of the sodium j gate set to one, 
are displayed in Fig. 7. In order to save computation, 
we used output from the simulation of Fig. 4, at 
t - 360 ms, as our initial conditions. We assume that 
little of the behavior of the system up to that point 
would have been affected by the j gate modification. As 
the simulation proceeds, the wave settles into a 
rotating pattern, albeit more irregular than in Fig. 4. 
Figure 7 shows a typical rotation starting at 1 - 940 ms 
(snapshots are 40 ms apart). As can be seen in Fig. 7(a 
and b), omitting the integration of the j gate, which 
slows down recovery of the sodium channels, allows 
the medium to propagate a pulse shortly after repolar
ization (small space between activation and repolar
ization fronts in the two figures). Just as sharp 
transition in medium properties can cause repolariza· 
tion fronts to stall completely, more modest variations 
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(3) (h) 

(c) (d) 

(f) 

(e) 

Fig. 2. (a) 1- 560 IDS. From the simulation using the original DR equations. continued from Fig. I. (b) 1- 700 ms. (c) 1- 760 ms. (d) 1- 880 ms. 
(e) 1- 940 ms. (f) 1- 1080 ms. 
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Fig. 3. Voltage versus time recorded from the location colored 
white (upper left) in Fig. 2. 

in action potential duration over some region can 
cause small changes in the speed of a repolarization 
front. The close proximity of the excitation front to the 
repolarization front with the j gate set to 1 makes the 
former susceptible to conduction failure from even 
relatively small changes in repolarization front speed. 
This can be observed in Figs. 7a and 7b where a 
localized breakup occurs along the excitation front as a 
result of variations in the repolarization process. 
Although breakup of excitation waves does occur, its 
limited extent allows for a fairly regular rotating 
pattern during the 1580 ms duration of the simulation. 
Figure 8 displays a voltage trace recorded from a single 
cell in the grid (as in Fig. 3). Irregular behavior is 
observed due to the irregular spatial behavior and 

Fig. 4a 
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meandering of the rotating wave in the area of the 
recording cell. 

To examine the behavior of each of the variables in 
the BR model during a period of re-entrant activity, we 
display a voltage surface taken from the simulation of 
Fig. 4 (at t - 1120 ms), with seven different color codes 
representing the x, m, h, j, d, f gates and the calcium 
concentration (Fig. 9). The m and h gates (Fig. ge,f) 
closely follow voltage, whereas the j gate lags slightly 
behind (Fig. 9g). When action potential duration is 
shortened as the wavefront propagates into incom
pletely recovered tissue. calcium activation (d gate) 
remains low. Also, throughout most of the grid, the 
potassium gating variable remains in a partially acti
vated state. Its long time constant prevents it from 
fully deactivating (returning to 0) between successive 
activations. This helps to shorten action potential 
duration in conjunction with the calcium (f gate) and 
sodium (h and j gates) inactivation gates being low. If 
potassium concentration were modeled outside the 
"cardiac cells" of our medium, we might expect it to 
increase as a result of the constant partial activation of 
the potassium channels (current flowing out of the 
cells). 

4. Discussion 
The results presented in the previous section show 
that it is possible to observe functional re-entry in a 
"realistic" model of myocardial activity such as the BR 
model. Preliminary results were presented by Winfree 
(see Winfree [l989a.b, 1990]). The imperfections of the 
BR membrane model have been well documented 
(low sodium upstroke velocity [Ebihara & Johnson, 
1980), slow recovery of the sodium current (due to the 
j gate), slow activation and recovery of the calcium 

Fig.4b 
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Fig. 4d 

Fig. 4. (a) t- 740 IDS. From the simulation using the BR equations with the calcium activation and inactivation time constants halved. 
(b) t- 780 ms. (c) t- 820 MS. (d) t- 860 IDS. 

current [DiFrancesco & Noble, 1984]). There is a more 
sophisticated membrane model available at present [Di
Francesco & Noble, 1984], and various approaches 
other than the "cable" model to describe electrical 
propagation in the heart [Barr & Plonsey, 1984; Ger
hardt el al., 1990; Ito & Glass, 1991; Moe el al., 1964; 
Sepulveda & Wikswo, 1987]. There have been no de-

1 em. 

Fig. S. Meander pattern of the wave tip in Fig.4, between t-
360 IDS and t- 1120 IDS. The uajectory can be loosely described as 
a circumnavigation of a 2-3 em arc of conduction bloclc which itself 
rotates to three successive positions roughly 120 degrees apart, 
forming a 2-3 em equilateral triangle. The scale bar indicates I em 
parallel to one side of the box. 

tailed publications of re-entrant activity in two dimen
sions using the BR model, partly because even though 
more complete models are available, the BR equations, 
with eight state variables, already constitute a large 
computational problem both in terms of time require
ments and especially in terms of data storage capacity. 
Our computations have revealed a number of interest
ing qualitative properties of the model. The slight mod
ifications made to the model in this study were aimed at 
compensating for the obvious flaws mentioned above. 

Using the unmodified BR equations, we obtained 
sustained irregular activity for a period of 2280 ms, 
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g 

~ 
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Fig. 6. Voltage veBUS time =rded from the location colored 
white (upper left) in Fig. 4. 
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(a) (b) 

(e) 
(d) 

Fig. 7. (a) t. 940 ms. From the simulation using the DR equations with the calcium activation and inactivation time constants halved and 
Ihe j sodium inactivation gate SCI 10 1. (b) t. 980 ms. (e) /. 1020 IDS. (d) t· 1060 ms. 

after which all activation fronts vanished from the box. 
Irregular activity might have persisted in a larger box. 
Our results do not reveal whether or not the BR model 
can sustain irregular behavior for infinite time in a 
finite box. It is also possible that this irregular activity 
may be limited to the center of an otherwise regular 
larger rotating wave. Simple periodic activity may be 
present away from the center, but the IOcm by IOcm 
grid size is already at the limit of physiological 
significance when compared with the available excit
able tissue space in, e.g., a human heart. Spatial scales 
obtained from the simulations may be the most unreli
able quantitative results from our numerics, since they 
depend on the values of the "averaged," "bulk" 
parameters S. and p. Rotating waves observed in 
ventricular preparations [Shibata et al., 1988) are 

sustained within pieces of tissue as small as 2 em by 
2 cm. Our most compact rotating wave, corresponding 
to the simulation of Fig. 4, could possibly subsist in a 
patch of tissue of 4 em by 4 em, as illustrated by the 
area covered by the meandering wavetip in Fig. 5. 

The irregular activity observed using the original BR 
equations highlighted some interesting features of the 
model. In particular, we showed the existence of 
stationary repolarization fronts responsible for conduc
tion block and multiplication of wavefronts during the 
simulation. Typical experimental results from electrode 
mapping experiments are displayed using isochronal 
maps (e.g., Shibata et al. (1988), displaying the suc
cessive locations of the activation fronts at fixed time 
intervals on one graph. In such a representation, con
duction block is detected by "bunched up" isochronal 
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Fig. 8. Voltage versus time recorded from the location colored 
white (upper left) in Fig. 7. The initial time 1.0 ms on this plot 
actUally corresponds to t. 360 ms in the simulation (see text). 

lines, revealing a failure to propagate. These regions of 
bunched isochronal lines are often referred to as "arcs 
of conduction block." Our results propose a possible 
mechanism by which arcs of conduction block can arise 
spontaneously in a uniform medium (no variations in 
local parameters). Although it is clear that the properties 

", of the medium during repolarization are central to 
the creation of stationary fronts, nonuniformities other 
than those spontaneously generated by the system are 
apparently not required. This statement assumes that 
we are neglecting the nonuniformities introduced arti
ficially in the initial conditions. Alternatively, it is 
possible that the discontinuities introduced by the 
initial conditions (or any external stimulus for that 
matter) can affect the behavior of the system for a long 
time, at least on the time scale of seconds. Simi
lar irregular activity has been reported in Holden & 
PanfiIov [1991] using the three-variable Noble model 
duration - 3600 ms), and in Gerhardt et al. [(990) using 
a cellular automaton model of ventricular membrane, 
in both cases using a much larger and very much coarser 
grid. Ito and Glass [1991] have also reported irregular 
activity in their hybrid model. 

By speeding up the kinetics of the calcium current in 
the model, we were able to observe stable rotating 
waves in the medium. The faster calcium kinetics 
prevented the radical spatial variability in action 
potential duration seen in the unmodified BR equa
tions, which gives rise to stationary repolarization 
fronts. This limited wave breakup and the shorter 
action potential duration allowed the rotating wave to 
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Fig. 9a 

Fig. 9b 

Fig. 9c 
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Fig.9d Fig. ~c 

Fig.9f Fig.9g 

Fig. 9. Value of all state variables for the simulation of Fig. 4 at I - II ~O ms. Thc numerical grid is still drawn and elevated proportional 
to voltage. but the color code varies with the state variable represcnted. The one·dimensional color code is displayed at thc right of cach panel. 
(a) x potassium activation gating variablc. Color codc from 0.0 (bottom) to ),0 lIoP). (b) Calcium concentration. Color code from 10" 
(bottom) to 10 -, (top). Ic) d calcium activation gating variable. Color code from 0.0 (bottom) to 1.0 (top). (d) f calcium ,"activation gating 
variable. Color code from 0.0 (bottom) to 1.0 (top). (c) m sodium activation gating variable. Color codc from 0.0 (bottom) to 1.0 (top). (f! h 
sodium activation gating variable. Color code from 0.0 (bottom) top 1.0 IIop). (g) j sodium inactivation gating \'ariable. Color code from 0.0 
(bottom) to 1.0 (top). 

circulate within the box. Due to the meander pattern. 
within a given rotation. the wave has a preferred axis of 
rotation. akin to the fiber direction in an anisotropic 
medium. This may serve to accentuate the effects of 
anisotropy when the preferred axis coincides with fiber 
direction (think of stretching out the flower pattern of 
Fig. 5), or to provide a preferred axis different from the 
fiber direction. The latter has been observed by Dillon er 
al. [1988]. We also noted the presence of a definite 
excitable gap [Winfree. 1989a.b. 1990] in the rotattng 
waves observed in the BR model. which is a perfectly 

isotropic two-dimensional continuum. This seems to 
support the ideas behind vortex re-entry. but in our 
simulations the excitable gap appeared and disappeared 
from time to time as wave rotation proceeded. 

In the simulations where rotating waves could be 
observed. rotation periods were longer than those 
seen in experiments on dogs (Shibata el al. [1988) 
observed about 100 ms). In humans. Downar el al. 
(1988) observed rotation periods commensurate with 
our numerical results (about 200 ms in some patients). 
A recent study by Davidenko el al. [1990. 1991 J 



using voltage-activated fluorescent dyes reveals rotat
ing waves in sheep ventricular muscle with periods 
around 160 ms. The fastest rotating wave obtained 
here is in the simulation of Fig. 7, where the average 
period is around 190 ms. All simulations show that 
successive excitations at periods as low as 100 ms are 
possible (see successive pulses in Fig. 2b), but longer 
wavetrains cannot be observed, since by the time a 
third high-frequency stimulus is put in, the medium 
has recovered and a stationary front ensues. This 
prevents funher high-frequency activations and breaks 
up the wavetrain. The ability of ventricular muscle 
preparation to suppon high-frequency rotating waves 
may reside in faster channel kinetics or some changes 
in the propenies of the medium brought about by the 
rapid activity. Such long-term processes are absent 
from the BR model. 

The above results show that even the more realistic 
membrane models can support rotating waves. We 
have concentrated on describing how these waves 
occur in terms of the known electrophysiological 
properties of the model. In addition, we showed that 
the model can support modes of irregular activity that 
may hint at the detailed behavior of ventricular muscle 
during full-fledged ventricular fibrillation. In view of 
the obvious flaws present in the BR equations, even 
more complete models should be simulated, which 
include long-term processes such as external ion con
centration changes and effects of membrane ionic 
pumps. Hopefully, we can isolate the essential features 
that govern functional re-entry and fibrillation in 
healthy and diseased tissues 
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This appendix gives the details of the Beeler-Reuter equations [9], used to 

model the electrical activity of cardiac cells in the simulations of Chapters 2, 3, 

and 4. Equation (4.1) can be rewritten by expanding the total current IBR into 

its four components 

(B.1) 

The time-independent outward potassium current IK is given by 

eO.04(V+85) - 1 V + 23 
IK = 4 0.35 eO.08(V+S3) + eO.04(V+S3) + 0.20.35 1 _ e-O.04(V+23) (B.2) 

The fast time-dependent inward sodium current INa is given by 

(B.3) 

where gNa = 4 mS/cm2
, gNaC = 0.003 mS/cm2

, ENa = 50 mY, and m, h, j are 

gate variables (equations given below). The time-activated outward current Ix is 

given by 
eO•04(V +77) - 1 

Ix = 0.8 x eO.04(V+35) (BA) 

where x is a gate variable (equation below). The slow inward current Is, carried 

mostly by calcium ions (I refer to it as the calcium current in the text), is given by 

(B.5) 

where gs = 0.09 mS/cm2
, d and f are gate variables (equations given below), and 

Es = -82.3 -13.0287In(c). The equation for the calcium concentration c is given 

by 

~~ = -10-7 Is + 0.07(10-7 
- c) (B.6) 
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The gating variables all obey equations of the form 

dx xoo - x 

dt = Tx 
(B.7) 

where Xoo = ax/(ax + f3x) and Tx = l/(ax + f3xJ The form of the equations is 

the same for all the other gate variables (x can be replaced by m, h, j, d, or J). 

The rate constants (a's and f3's) depend on the voltage V and are given by the 

following equations 

0.0005eO.083(V +50) 
ax = 1 + eO.057(V+50) , 

V +47 
am = 1 _ e-O.1(V+47) ' 

ah = 0.126e-o.25(V+77), 

0.055e-O.25(V +78) 
aj = 1 + e-O.2(V+78) , 

0.095e-O.01(V -5) 

ad = 1 + e-O.072(V-5) , 

0.012e-o.008(V +28) 
af = 1 + eO.15(V+28) , 

0.0013e-o.06(V +20) 
f3x = 1 + eO.04(V+20) 

13m = 40e-O.056(V+72) 

1.7 
f3h = 1 + e-O.082(V+22.5) 

13 0.3 
j = 1 + e-O.1(V+32) 

0.07 e-O.017(V+44) 
f3d = 1 + eO.05(V +44) 

0.0065e-o.02(V +30) 
f3x = 1 + e-O.2(V+30) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.10) 

(B.ll) 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

Figure B.1 shows a single voltage pulse computed from the BR equations with 

no spatial coupling (D = 0). The initial conditions were set as V = -84.5, 

x = 0.0074, m = 0.011, h = 0.99, j = 0.97, d = 0.003, f = 1.0, and c = 
0.00000018. The time step of integration is D..t = 0.025 ms. The voltage was reset 

to V = -50 m V after 10 ms of simulation in order to provoke the excitation pulse. 

The Figure shows the time evolution of voltage and of the six gate variables for 

500 ms. 
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Figure B.I, The Beeler-Reuter excitation pulse with D = o. (A) Voltage versus 
time, (B) m, h, and j gates, (C) x, j, and d gates. 
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APPENDIX C HIDDEN BOUNTY I: 
COMPUTER METHODS AND SOFTWARE 

This appendix describes the computer methods and software used to gener

ate the results presented in this dissertation. For each of the computations, this 

appendix provides an example of the software used and a summary of its operation. 

C.l Two-Dimensional Computations of Spirals using the 
BR Equations 

C.l.I Initial Conditions 

Initial conditions are generated using the program myolbic.f, listed below. 

The program takes no input, and generates output (to unit 71) in the form of 

initial conditions like those of Figure 4.2. The output file can be used directly as 

input data file to the 2D integration software. 

C 
PROGRAM myo1bic 
COMMON A(402,402,8) 
TIME=O. 
NROW=402 
NCOL=402 
DO 30 K=1,402 
DO 30 J=1,402 
A(J,K,1)=-84.8 
A(J ,K,2)=0.1 
A(J ,K,3)=0. 01 
A(J ,K,4)=1. 
A(J,K,5)=1. 
A(J,K,6)=0. 
A(J,K,7)=1. 
A(J,K,8)=0.0000001 

30 CONTINUE 
DO 22 I=200,230 
DO 22 J=1,370 



22 A(I,J,1)=20. 
DO 66 I=170,200 
DO 66 J=1,375 
A(I,J,1)=-70. 
A(I,J,4)=0.5 
A(I,J,5)=0.5 
A(I,J,7)=0.5 

66 CONTINUE 
WRITE(71,*) NROW,NCOL,TIME 
DO 707 KO=1,8 
WRITE(71,*) «A(I,J,KO),I=1,402),J=1,402) 

707 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 

C.1.2 2D Integration 
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Integration of the reaction-diffusion PDE is carried out using code that imple

ments the simple forward Euler method described in Chapters 3 or 4. We present 

the most general version of this code that was also used to generate the restitu

tion and recovery time data presented in Chapter 4. Following is a listing of the 

program brdfval.f. 

C THIS IS AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BEELER-REUTER MODEL 
C IN 2-D USING A MODIFIED EULER INTEGRATION SCHEME 

PROGRAM BR 
REAL TDUR,ST1(402,402),st2(402,402),st3(402,402) 
real st4(402,402),st5(402,402),st6(402,402) 
real st7(402,402),st8(402,402),pst1(402,402) 
integer recov(402,402),which(402,402),valid(402,402,10) 
integer apmap(402,402,10),recmap(402,402,10) 
REAL R1(1500),r2(1500),r3(1500),r4(1500),r5(1500) 
real r6(1500),r7(1500),r8(1500),r9(1500),r10(1500) 
real r11(1500),r12(1500),cix(1500),cik(1500) 
REAL Il(402,402),r2v(402,402),r3v(402,402) 
real DT,TSAMPLE,SAMPER 
REAL VTAB(1500),cafact 
REAL V(600) ,TIM,TIP,TVP,DIFFC,LAPL(402,402) ,BOGUS 
REAL RA,CM,SV,H,RROW,RCOL,TPLOT,PLOTPER 



INTEGER NSTEP,NITER,SAMPLE,ROW,COL 
INTEGER IPULSE,JPULSE,IREC,JREC,index(1500),nval 
integer vind(402,402) 
REAL PTM 
real r4v(1500),r5v(1500) 
CHARACTER*30 STRING 

C START MAIN 
READ (2,9000) STRING 
READ (2,*) ROW,COL,cafact 

C INITIALIZE TIM STEPS ETC ... 
RROW=FLOAT(ROW) 
RCOL=FLOAT(COL) 
READ (2,9000) STRING 

READ (2,*) RA,CM,SV,H,BOGUS 
ptm=O.O 
DIFFC=BOGUS/(6.0*CM*RA*SV*H**2) 
SAMPER=1.0 
TSAMPLE=SAMPER 
SAMPLE=l 
READ (2,9000) STRING 
READ (2,*) nplots,nmsperplot,niterperms,DT 
dts=dt/l000. 
tdur=nplots*nmsperplot 
ngrdpts=(row+2)*(col+2) 

C COMPUTE TABLES V RANGES FROM -100 TO 20 MV STEP = 0.1 MV 
DO 71 II=l,1500 

VTAB(II)=-100.+II/l0. 
71 CONTINUE 

Rl=.0005*EXP(.083*(VTAB+50.»/(1+EXP(.057*(VTAB+50.») 
R2=.0013*EXP(-.06*(VTAB+20.»/(1+EXP(-.04*(VTAB+20») 
r4v=Rl/(Rl+R2) 
R2=EXP«-Rl-R2)*DT) 
Rl=r4v 
call whenne(1500,vtab,l,-47.0,index,nval) 
call gather(nval,r4v,vtab,index) 
R5v=(r4v+47.)/(1-EXP(-.1*(r4v+47.») 
R3=10.0 
call scatter(nval,r3,index,r5v) 
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R4=40.*EXP(-.056*(VTAB+72.» 
r4v=R3/(R3+R4) 
R4=EXP«-R3-R4)*DT) 
R3=r4v 
R5=.126*EXP(-.25*(VTAB+77.» 
R6=1.7/(1+EXP(-.OS2*(VTAB+22.5») 
r4v=R5/(R5+R6) 
R6=EXP«-R5-R6)*DT) 
R5=r4v 
R7=.055*EXP(-.25*(VTAB+78.»/(1+EXP(-.2*(VTAB+7S.») 
RS=.3/(1.+EXP(-.1*(VTAB+32.») 
r4v=R7/(R7+RS) 
RS=EXP«-R7-RS)*DT) 
R7=r4v 
R9=.095*EXP(-.01*(VTAB-5.»/(1+EXP(-.072*(VTAB-5») 
R10=.07*EXP(-.017*(VTAB+44.»/(1+EXP(.05*(VTAB+44.») 
r4v=R9/(R9+R10) 
R10=EXP «-R9-R10) *DT/cafact) 
R9=r4v 
R11=.012*EXP(-.OOS*(VTAB+2S.»/(1+EXP(.15*(VTAB+2S.») 
R12=.0065*EXP(-.02*(VTAB+30.»/(1+EXP(-.2*(VTAB+30.») 
r4v=R11/(R11+R12) 
R12=EXP«-R11-R12)*DT/cafact) 
RU=r4v 
CIX=.S*(EXP(.04*(VTAB+77.»-1)/EXP(.04*(VTAB+35.» 
R5V=EXP(.OS*(VTAB+53.»+EXP(.04*(VTAB+53.» 
r4v=.35*4*(EXP(.04*(VTAB+S5.»-1)/R5V 
call whenne(1500,vtab,1,-23.0,index,nval) 
call gather(nval,r5v,vtab,index) 
cik=r4v+.35*.2*(R5V+23.)/(1-EXP(-.04*(R5V+23.») 
R5V=r4v+.35*5.0 
call scatter(nval,r5v,index,cik) 
CIK=r5v 

C INITIALIZE STATE AND LAPL 
lapl=O.O 
pst1=O.O 
recov=100 
apmap=O 
recmap=O 
valid=O 
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which=l 
READ (2.9000) STRING 
READ (2.*) IREC,JREC 

READ (3.*) II.JJ.PTM 
WRITE (70.*) ROW.COL.nplots 
WRITE (60.*) nplots*nmsperplot 
READ (3.*) «ST1(II.JJ).II=1.ROW+2).JJ=l,COL+2) 
READ (3.*) «ST2(II.JJ).II=l,ROW+2).JJ=1.COL+2) 
READ (3.*) «ST3(II.JJ).II=1.ROW+2).JJ=l,COL+2) 
READ (3.*) «ST4(II.JJ).II=1.ROW+2).JJ=1.COL+2) 
READ (3,*) «ST5(II.JJ).II=1.ROW+2).JJ=l,COL+2) 
READ (3.*) «ST6(II.JJ),II=1,ROW+2).JJ=1,COL+2) 
READ (3,*) «ST7(II,JJ),II=1,ROW+2),JJ=l,COL+2) 
READ (3,*) «ST8(II,JJ),II=1,ROW+2).JJ=1,COL+2) 

c READ (3,9004) «recov(II.JJ),II=1,ROW+2),JJ=1,COL+2) 
70 CONTINUE 

st1(1,1)=st1(3,3) 
st1(row+2,l)=st1(row,3) 
st1(1,col+2)=stl(3,col) 
st1(row+2.col+2)=st1(row,col) 

9000 FORMAT (A30) 

C ENTER MAIN COMPUTATION LOOP, TIME ITERATES 
do 666 ittt=l,nplots 

C SLICE THAT PUPPY 
C LAPL=ST4*st5 

44 CONTINUE 
DO 43 JJ=2.COL+1,2 

WRITE (70,9005) (ST1(II,JJ),II=2,ROW+1,2) 
43 CONTINUE 

C DO 46 JJ=2,COL+1,2 
C WRITE (70.9006) (LAPL(II,JJ),II=2,ROW+1,2) 
C 46 CONTINUE 

DO 47 JJ=2,COL+1,2 
WRITE (70,9006) (ST7(II,JJ),II=2,ROW+1,2) 

47 CONTINUE 
TPLOT=TIM+PLOTPER 

DO 10 itt=l,NMSperplot 
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C INIT RECOVERY 
pstl=stl 

C SAMPLE VOLTAGE 
nnms=(ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt 
v(nnms)=stl(irec+l.jrec+l) 

DO 101 It=l,NITERperms 

C COMPUTE LAPLACIAN 
lapl(2:row+l,2:col+l)=4.0*(stl(2:row+l,l:col)+stl(2:row+l, 

#3:col+2)+stl(1:row,2:col+l)+stl(3:row+2,2:col+l»+ 
#stl(1:row,l:col)+stl(1:row,3:col+2)+stl(3:row+2,l:col)+ 
#stl(3:row+2,3:col+2)-20.0*stl(2:row+l,2:col+l) 

C SPACE ITERATES 

C COMPUTE VIND 
VIND=INT(10.*ST1+1000.) 

C COMPUTE CURRENTS 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,cix,vind) 
R2V=ST3*sT3*ST3 
Il=(STl-50.)*(4.*R2V*ST4*st5+.003)+R3V*ST2 
r2v=.09*ST6*ST7*(ST1+82.3+13.0287*LOG(ST8» 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,cik,vind) 
Il=Il+r2v+r3v 

C APPLY CURRENT PULSE 
C IF «TIM.GT.5.0).AND.(TIM.LT.(5.0+TIP») THEN 
C Il(nrow,2:col+l)=Il(nrow,2:col+l) 
C END IF 

C COMPUTE VOLTAGE 
ST1=ST1-Il*DT+LAPL*DT*DIFFC 

C ITERATE OTHER STATE VARIABLES 
ST8=ST8+DT*(-lE-7*r2v+.07*(lE-7-ST8» 
call gather(ngrdpts,r2v,rl,vind) 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,r2,vind) 
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ST2=R2V-(R2V-ST2)*R3V 
call gather(ngrdpts,r2v,r3,vind) 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,r4,vind) 
ST3=R2V-(R2V-ST3)*R3V 
call gather(ngrdpts,r2v,r5,vind) 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,rG,vind) 
ST4=R2V-(R2V-ST4)*R3V 
call gather(ngrdpts,r2v,r7,vind) 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,r8,vind) 
ST5=R2V-(R2V-ST5)*R3V 
call gather(ngrdpts,r2v,r9,vind) 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,rl0,vind) 
ST6=R2V-(R2V-ST6)*R3V 
call gather(ngrdpts,r2v,rll,vind) 
call gather(ngrdpts,r3v,r12,vind) 
ST7=R2V-(R2V-ST7)*R3V 

C SET BOUNDARIES 
ST1(1:row+2,1)=ST1(1:row+2,3) 
ST1(1:row+2,COL+2)=ST1(1:row+2,coL) 
ST1(1,1:col+2)=ST1(3,1:col+2) 
ST1(ROW+2,1:col+2)=ST1(ROW,1:col+2) 
stl(1,1)=stl(3,3) 
stl(row+2,1)=stl(row,3) 
stl(1,col+2)=stl(3,col) 
stl(row+2,col+2)=stl(row,col) 

101 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTE APD, TR, ETC 
recov=recov+1 
do 945 i=1,row+2 

do 945 j=1,col+2 
if (stl(i,j).ge.-60.0) then 

apmap(i,j,which(i,j»=apmap(i,j,which(i,j»+l 
if (stl(i,j).ge.-20.0) valid(i,j,which(i,j»=l 
endif 

if (stl(i,j).lt.-60.0) then 
if (pstl(i,j).ge.-60.0) then 

if (which(i,j).eq.l0) goto 667 
which(i,j)=which(i,j)+l 
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endif 

recov(i,j)=O 
endif 
recmap(i,j,which(i,j))=recmap(i,j,which(i,j))+l 

945 continue 

10 CONTINUE 

C OUTPUT RECOV 
DO 946 JJ=2,COL+l,2 

WRITE (70,9004) (RECOV(II,JJ),II=2,ROW+l,2) 
946 CONTINUE 

C CHECK FOR ACTIVATION IN GRID 
imin = ismax(ngrdpts,stl,l) 
jjmin = (imin-l)/(col+2)+1 
iimin = imin-(jjmin-l)*(row+2) 
if (stl(iimin,jjmin).lt.-70.0) goto 4 

666 continue 

C DUMP FINAL STATE AND APD, RECOVERY 
667 do 947 kk=l,10 

DO 947 JJ=l,COL+2 
WRITE (90,9004) (recmap(II,JJ,kk),II=l,ROW+2) 

947 CONTINUE 

C 

do 948 kk=l,10 
DO 948 JJ=l,COL+2 

WRITE (90,9004) (apmap(II,JJ,kk),II=l,ROW+2) 
948 CONTINUE 

do 949 kk=l,10 
DO 949 JJ=l,COL+2 

WRITE (90,9017) (valid(II,JJ,kk),II=l,ROW+2) 
949 CONTINUE 

write (60,9016) (v(ii),ii=l,nmsperplot*nplots) 

WRITE (80,*) ROW+2,COL+2,PTM+TDUR 
DO 49 JJ=l,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9015) (ST1(II,JJ),II=1,ROW+2) 

49 CONTINUE 
DO 700 JJ=l,COL+2 
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WRITE (80,9015) (ST2(II,JJ),II=1,ROW+2) 
700 CONTINUE 

DO 701 JJ=1,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9015) (ST3(II,JJ),II=1,ROW+2) 

701 CONTINUE 
DO 702 JJ=1,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9015) (ST4(II,JJ),II=1,ROW+2) 

702 CONTINUE 
DO 703 JJ=1,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9015) (ST5(II,JJ),II=1,ROW+2) 

703 CONTINUE 
DO 704 JJ=1,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9015) (ST6(II,JJ),II=l,ROW+2) 

704 CONTINUE 
DO 705 JJ=l,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9015) (ST7(II,JJ),II=l,ROW+2) 

705 CONTINUE 
DO 706 JJ=l,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9015) (ST8(II,JJ),II=l,ROW+2) 

706 CONTINUE 
DO 707 JJ=l,COL+2 
WRITE (80,9004) (recov(II,JJ),II=l,ROW+2) 

707 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 

9004 format(14I5) 
9017 format(14I2) 
9005 FORMAT(14F5.1) 
9006 FORMAT(14F5.3) 
9016 format(lX,el0.2) 
9015 FORMAT (lX,8El0.2) 
4 STOP 

END 
C END MAIN 
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The program reads from two files. One is an input data file, as generated by 

myolbic.f above or as dumped by brdfval.f at the end of run (unit 80). It is 

read as unit 3 in this sample code. The second file is an input parameter file, as 

listed below in brdfval.i2, that is read in as unit 2. 



row eol eafaet 
400 400 1.0 
ra em sv h bogus 
0.2 1.0 5000.0 0.025 1.0 
nplots nmsperplot niterperms dt 
25 20 40 0.025 
iree jree 
200 200 

The input parameter file sets the following parameters: 
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• row col, the number of rows and columns contained in the numerical grid 

(excluding the extra rows/columns required to maintain boundary condi

tions). 

• eafact, the value of the parameter (J'. 

• ra em sv, the bulk resistivity in knem, membrane capacitance in p,F/em2, 

and surface-to-volume ratio in em-1 , respectively. 

• h, the spatial discretization in em. 

• bogus, a fudge factor multiplying the Laplacian, for testing purposes. 

• nplots nmsperplot ni terperms dt. The program separates the integra

tion into intervals at which it must carry out I/O operations. The to

tal simulation time is expressed using these "work" intervals and equals 

nplots*nmsperplot msec. It produces a dump of the voltage and recov

ery time (as a grid of row /2 by col/2 points) every nmsperplot milliseconds, 

starting with a dump of the initial conditions. ni terperms is simply the 

integer number of time steps dt in a millisecond. 

• iree j ree, the location from which voltage is sampled every millisecond and 

output at the end of the simulation. 
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The program uses a tabulation of the Beeler-Reuter voltage-dependent rate 

constants sampled for V values between -100 and +50 mVat 0.1 mV intervals. 

The program outputs the following files: 

• unit 60, output of V(irec,jrec) every millisecond. The values are stored in 

an array during the simulation and output at the end of the run. This data 

is plotted as in Figure 4.9, and can be used to determine the rotation period 

of the spiral. 

• unit 70, contains nplots dumps of the voltage, some other state variable (st7 

in the example, which is the calcium f-gate in the BR model), and recovery 

time for every other row and column in the grid. These dumps are produced 

every nmsperplot milliseconds. This data is used to generate contour plots 

(e.g Figures 4.3, 4.21), from which the position of the spiral front and tip 

can be obtained (Figures 4.6, 4.18). 

• unit 80, a dump of of the state of the medium at the end of the simulation 

that can be used as input data file for a subsequent run. It includes the 

eight state variables and the current recovery time for each grid point in the 

medium. The line that reads the recovery times from unit 3 is commented 

out in the example because previous versions of the code did not output 

recovery time to the dump file (unit 80) 

• unit 90, contains 3 arrays, recmap(row+2, col+2 ,10), apdmap(row+2 ,col+2,10) 

and valid (row+2, col +2,10), of the stated dimensions, and output in that 

order. These arrays contain the recovery time, corresponding pulse duration, 

and a flag to determine whether the pulse was "valid" (a valid pulse, flagged 

with a "I" as opposed to a "0", had its voltage exceed -20 m V), for every lo

cation in the grid. Only ten values can be stored at each point. This is more 

than enough for simulation times on the order of 500 msec. Computations 
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of recovery time and pulse duration are carried out every millisecond (not 

every time step) so that the arrays contain integer values in milliseconds. 

This data is used to generate the two-dimensional restitution maps (Figure 

4.13). 

Note that the computations of recovery and pulse duration (output to unit 90) 

do not extend continuously across runs. This means that for each new run, there 

is an initial period for which the computed values must be discarded, until points 

in the grid begin a new "recovery-excitation" cycle. 

C.2 One-Dimensional Computations of the BR Equations 
on a Ring 

Integration of the reaction-diffusion PDE is carried out using code that imple

ments the forward Euler method described in Chapter 2. Below is a listing of the 

most general version of this code, brngtrx.f. 

C THIS IS AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BR MODEL 
C IN 1-D USING A MODIFIED EULER INTEGRATION SCHEME 

PROGRAM DFN 
DOUBLE PRECISION TDUR,ST1(602) ,st2(602) ,st3(602) 
double precision st4(602),st5(602),st6(602) 
double precision st7(602),st8(602),stp(602) 
integer rec(602) 
integer napd(602) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ax(1500) ,bx(1500),aj(1500),bj(1500) ,am(1500) 
double precision bm(1500) ,ah(1500),bh(1500),ad(1500) ,bd(1500) 
double precision af(1500) ,bf(1500),cix(1500) ,cik(1500) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ttmp3,ttmp4 
double precision itot 
double precision DT,TSAMPLE,SAMPER,apbit(602),recbit(602) 
DOUBLE PRECISION VTAB(1500) 
DOUBLE PRECISION V(60000,1) ,DIFFC,LAPL(602) ,BOGUS 
DOUBLE PRECISION RA,CM,SV,H,RROW,RCOL 
INTEGER SAMPLE,ROW,COL 
INTEGER IREC,JREC 



integer vind 
DOUBLE PRECISION PTM 
CHARACTER*30 STRING 

open(unit=4.name='brng.i4'.status='old') 
open(unit=3.name='brng.i3'.status='old') 
open(unit=60.name='out.60'.status='new') 
open(unit=70.name='out.70'.status='new') 
open(unit=80.name='out.80'.status='new') 

C START MAIN 
READ (4.9000) STRING 
READ (4.*) ROW.COL.nturns.nrowdec.nrowbnd.noaplm.cafact 

C INITIALIZE TIM STEPS ETC ... 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

RROW=FLOAT(ROW) 
RCOL=FLOAT(COL) 
READ (4.9000) STRING 
READ (4.*) RA.CM.SV.H.BOGUS 
ptm=O.O 
DIFFC=BOGUS/(CM*RA*SV*H**2) 
SAMPER=1.0 
TSAMPLE=SAMPER 
SAMPLE=1 
READ (4.9000) STRING 
READ (4.*) nplots.nmsperplot.niterperms.DT 
dts=dt/1000. 
tdur=nplots*nmsperplot 
ngrdpts=(row+2) 

do 73 ii=1.row+2 
Initial membrane potential. 

st1(ii) =-85 . 
if (ii.lt.11) st1(ii)=-55. 

Initial value of x. 
st2(ii)=0.0038 

Initial value of m. 
st3(ii)=0.99 

Initial value of h. 
st4(ii)=0.9 

Initial value of j. 

(EO; -75.mV) 

(XO; 0.) 

(RO; 1.) 

(MO; 0.) 

(HO; 1.) 
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c 

c 

st5(ii)=.99 
Initial value of d. 

st6(ii)=0.00000024 
Initial value of f. 

st7(ii)=1. 
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(DO j 0.) 

(FO j 1.) 

c Initial value of c. 
st8(ii)=0.0000001 
napd(ii)=0 
rec(ii)=O 
recbit(ii)=O.O 
apbit(ii)=O.O 

73 continue 

C COMPUTE TABLES V RANGES FROM -100 TO 20 MV STEP = 0.1 MV 
DO 71 II=l,1500 

VTAB(II)=-100.+II/l0. 
71 CONTINUE 

do 72 i=l,1500 

ax(i)=.0005*EXP(.083*(VTAB(I)+50.»/ 
#(1+EXP(.057*(VTAB(I)+50.») 
bx(i)=.0013*EXP(-.06*(VTAB(I)+20.»/(1+EXP(-.04*(VTAB(I)+20») 
r4v=ax(i)/(ax(i)+bx(i» 
bx(i)=EXP«-ax(I)-bx(i»*DT) 
ax(i)=r4v 
if (vtab(i).ne.-47.0) then 

am(i)=(vtab(i)+47.)/(1-EXP(-.1*(vtab(i)+47.») 
else 

am(i)=10 .0 
endif 
bm(i)=40.*EXP(-.056*(VTAB(I)+72.» 
r4v=am(i)/(am(i)+bm(i» 
bm(i)=EXP«-am(i)-bm(i»*DT) 
am(i)=r4v 
ah(i)=.126*EXP(-.25*(VTAB(I)+77.» 
bh(i)=1.7/(1+EXP(-.082*(VTAB(I)+22.5») 
r4v=ah(i)/(ah(i)+bh(i» 
bh(i)=EXP«-ah(i)-bh(i»*DT) 
ah(i)=r4v 
aj(i)=.055*EXP(-.25*(VTAB(I)+78.»/(1+EXP(-.2*(VTAB(I)+78.») 
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bj(i)=.3/(1.+EXP(-.1*(VTAB(I)+32.») 
r4v=aj(i)/(aj (i)+bj (i» 
bj(i)=EXP«-aj(i)-bj(i»*DT) 
aj(i)=r4v 
ad(i)=.095*EXP(-.01*(VTAB(I)-5.»/(1+EXP(-.072*(VTAB(I)-5») 
bd(i)=.07*EXP(-.017*(VTAB(I)+44.»/(1+EXP(.05*(VTAB(I)+44.») 
r4v=ad(i)/(ad(i)+bd(i» 
bd(i)=EXP«-ad(i)-bd(i»*DT/cafact) 
ad(i)=r4v 
af(i)=.012*EXP(-.008*(VTAB(I)+28.»/(1+EXP(.15*(VTAB(I)+28.») 
bf(i)=.0065*EXP(-.02*(VTAB(I)+30.»/(1+EXP(-.2*(VTAB(I)+30.») 
r4v=af(i)/(af(i)+bf(i» 
bf(i)=EXP«-af(i)-bf(i»*DT/cafact) 
af(i)=r4v 
CIX(i)=.8*(EXP(.04*(VTAB(I)+77.»-1)/EXP(.04*(VTAB(I)+35.» 
r5V=EXP(.08*(VTAB(I)+53.»+EXP(.04*(VTAB(I)+53.» 
r4v=.35*4*(EXP(.04*(VTAB(I)+85.»-1)/r5V 
if (vtab(i).ne.-23.0) then 

• 

cik(i)=r4v+.35*.2*(vtab(i)+23.)/(1-EXP(-.04*(vtab(i)+23.») 
else 

cik(i)=r4v+.35*5.0 
endif 

72 continue 

C INITIALIZE STATE AND LAPL 
READ (4,9000) STRING 
READ (4,*) IREC,JREC 
nsamples=O 

c read in data 
c goto 70 

READ (3,*) nnn,mmm,PTM 
c do 532 ii=1,nnn 
c READ (3,*) ST1(II),ST2(II),ST3(II),ST4(II),ST5(II),ST6(II), 
c #ST7(II),ST8(II) 
c 532 continue 

READ (3,*) (ST1(II),II=1,NNN) 
READ (3,*) (ST2(II).II=1,NNN) 
READ (3,*) (ST3(II),II=1,NNN) 
READ (3,*) (ST4(II),II=1,NNN) 
READ (3,*) (ST5(II),II=1,NNN) 



READ (3,*) (ST6(II),II=l,NNN) 
READ (3,*) (ST7(II),II=l,NNN) 
READ (3,*) (ST8(II),II=l,NNN) 

70 CONTINUE 
if (nnn.lt.(row+2» then 

write (6,*) 'short input ... padding' 
do 107 ii=nnn,row+l 

stl(ii)=stl(nnn-l) 
st2(ii)=st2(nnn-l) 
st3(ii)=st3(nnn-l) 
st4(ii)=st4(nnn-l) 
st5(ii)=st5(nnn-l) 
st6(ii)=st6(nnn-l) 
st7(ii)=st7(nnn-l) 
st8(ii)=st8(nnn-l) 

107 continue 
endif 
stl(l)=stl(row+l) 
stl(row+2)=stl(2) 
do 932 i=l,row+2 

stp(i)=stl(i) 
932 continue 

9000 FORMAT (A30) 

C ENTER MAIN COMPUTATION LOOP, TIM ITERATES 
C napd=O 

nnapd=O 
noap=O 
write (70,*) row 

WRITE (80,*) ROW+2,COL+2,PTM+TDUR 

do 666 ittt=l,nplots 

C SLICE THAT PUppy 
write (70,9005) (stl(i),i=2,row+l) 

DO 10 itt=l,NMSperplot 

C SAMPLE VOLTAGE 
if (nsamples.lt.60000) then 
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nsamples=nsamples+l 
v(nsamples,1)=st1(irec+1) 

endif 

c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,2)=st2(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,3)=st3(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-1)*nmsperplot+itt,4)=st4(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,5)=st5(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,6)=st6(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,7)=st7(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,8)=st8(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,9)=st9(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,10)=stl0(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,11)=stll(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,12)=st12(irec+1,jrec+1) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,13)=st13(irec+l,jrec+l) 
c v«ittt-l)*nmsperplot+itt,14)=st14(irec+l,jrec+l) 

DO 101 It=l,NITERperms 

C COMPUTE LAPLACIAN 

74 

do 74 i=2,row+1 
lapl(i)=stl(i-l)+stl(i+l)-2.0*stl(i) 
stp(i)=stl(i) 

continue 
stp(l)=stl(l) 
stp(row+2)=stl(row+2) 

do 75 i=2,row+l 

C SPACE ITERATES 

C COMPUTE VIND 
VIND=INT(10.*ST1(i)+1000.) 

C COMPUTE CURRENTS 

r3v=cix(vind) 
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R2V=ST3(i)*sT3(i)*ST3(i) 
itot=(ST1(i)-50.)*(4.*R2V*ST4(i)*st5(i)+.003)+R3V*ST2(i) 
r2v=.09*ST6(i)*ST7(i)*(ST1(i)+82.3+13.0287*LOG(ST8(i))) 



r3v=cik(vind) 
itot=itot+r2v+r3v 

C APPLY CURRENT PULSE 
C IF «TIM.GT.5.0).AND.(TIM.LT.(5.0+TIP») THEN 
C 11 (nrow,2:col+1)=I1(nrow,2:col+1) 
C END IF 

C COMPUTE VOLTAGE 
ST1(i)=ST1(i)-itot*DT/crn+LAPL(i)*DT*DIFFC 

C ITERATE OTHER STATE VARIABLES 
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ST8(i)=ST8(i)+DT*(-1E-7*r2v+.07*(1E-7-ST8(i») 
ttrnp3=ax(vind) 
ttrnp4=bx(vind) 
ST2(i)=ttrnp3-(ttrnp3-ST2(i»*ttrnp4 
ttrnp3=arn(vind) 
ttrnp4=brn(vind) 
ST3(i)=ttrnp3-(ttrnp3-ST3(i»*ttrnp4 
ttrnp3=ah(vind) 
ttrnp4=bh(vind) 
ST4(i)=ttrnp3-(ttrnp3-ST4(i»*ttrnp4 
ttrnp3=aj(vind) 
ttrnp4=bj(vind) 
ST5(i)=ttrnp3-(ttrnp3-ST5(i»*ttrnp4 
ttrnp3=ad(vind) 
ttrnp4=bd(vind) 
ST6(i)=ttrnp3-(ttrnp3-ST6(i»*ttrnp4 
ttrnp3=af(vind) 
ttrnp4=bf(vind) 
ST7(i)=ttrnp3-(ttrnp3-ST7(i»*ttrnp4 

C COMPUTE OUTPUT QUANTITIES 
if (stl(i).ge.-60.0) then 

napd(i)=napd(i)+1 
else 

rec(i)=rec(i)+1 
endif 
if «rec(i).gt.O).and.(st1(i).ge.-60.0» then 

apbit(i)=(-60-st1(i»/(stp(i)-st1(i» 
if (nnapd.ge.O) then 



write (60,*) 
#'tr ' ,i,(rec(i)-recbit(i)+l-apbit(i»*DT 

write (60,*) 
#'t',i,(ittt-l)*nmsperplot+(itt-l)+(it-l)*DT+DT*(l-apbit(i» 

endif 
rec(i)=O 
if (i.eq.irec) then 

noap=O 
nnapd=nnapd+l 

endif 
endif 
if «napd(i).gt.0).and.(stl(i).lt.-60.0» then 

recbit(i)=(-60-stl(i»/(stp(i)-stl(i» 
if (nnapd.ge.O) write (60,*) 

#' ap ',i,(napd(i)-l+apbit(i)+recbit(i»*DT 
napd(i)=O 

endif 

75 continue 

C SET BOUNDARIES 
ST1(1)=ST1(row+l) 
ST1(ROW+2)=ST1(2) 

101 CONTINUE 

if (nnapd.eq.nturns) then 
nnapd=O 
row=row-nrowdec 

endif 
if (row.gt.nrowbnd) then 

row=row+nrowdec 
goto 667 

end if 
if (napd(irec).eq.O) noap=noap+l 
if (noap.eq.noaplrn) goto 667 

10 CONTINUE 

666 continue 
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667 continue 

C DUMP FINAL STATE 
WRITE (60,*) nsamples 
do 9017 iii=1,1 

write (60,9016) (v(ii,iii),ii=1,nsamples) 
9017 continue 

WRITE (SO,9015) (ST1(II),II=1,ROW+2) 
WRITE (SO,9015) (ST2(II),II=1,ROW+2) 
WRITE (SO,9015) (ST3(II),II=1,ROW+2) 
WRITE (SO,9015) (ST4(II),II=1,ROW+2) 
WRITE (SO,9015) (ST5(II),II=1,ROW+2) 
WRITE (SO,9015) (ST6(II),II=1,ROW+2) 
WRITE (SO,9015) (ST7(II),II=1,ROW+2) 
WRITE (SO,9015) (STS(II),II=1,ROW+2) 

3 CONTINUE 

9005 FORMAT(14F5.1) 
9006 FORMAT(14F5.3) 
9015 FORMAT (1X,SE10.2) 
9016 format(1X,FS.3) 
4 STOP 

END 
C END MAIN 
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The program reads from two files. One is an input data file, as generated by 

special-purpose code or as dumped by brngtrx.f at the end of run (unit 80). It is 

read as unit 3 in this sample code. The second file is an input parameter file, as 

listed below in brng.i4, that is read in as unit 4. 

row col nturns nrowdec nrowbnd noaplm cafact 
470 1 20 10 460 12000 1.0 
ra cm sv h bogus 
0.2 1.0 5000.0 0.025 1.0 
nplots nmsperplot niterperms dt 
300 10 40 0.025 
irec jrec 
10 1 
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The input parameter file sets the following parameters: 

• row col, the number of rows and columns (always equal to 1 here) contained 

in the numerical grid (excluding the extra rows/columns required to maintain 

boundary conditions) 

• nturns nrowdec nrowbnd noaplm. The program initially runs on a ring of 

row gridpoints. It gradually decreases the ring size by nrowdec every nturns 

turns (detected at irec) until it reaches nrowbnd or until not activation is 

observed at location irec for noaplm time steps. 

• cafact, the value of the parameter CT. 

• ra em sv, the bulk resistivity in kflem, membrane capacitance in pF/em2
, 

and surface-to-volume ratio in em-I, respectively. These are the same pa

rameters as in 2D, so that results can be compared. 

• h, the spatial discretization in em. 

• bogus, a fudge factor multiplying the Laplacian, for testing purposes. 

• nplots nmsperplot ni terperms dt. The program separates the integra

tion into intervals at which it must carry out I/O operations. The to

tal simulation time is expressed using these "work" intervals and equals 

nplots*nmsperplot msec. It produces a dump of the voltage along the 

ring every nmsperplot milliseconds, starting with a dump of the initial con

ditions. ni terperms is the integer number of time steps dt in a millisecond. 

• iree jrec, the location from which voltage is sampled every millisecond and 

output at the end of the simulation (jree i always 1 here). 

The program uses a tabulation of the Beeler-Reuter voltage-dependent rate 

constants sampled for V values between -100 and +50 m V at 0.1 m V intervals. 

The program outputs the following files: 
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• unit 60, contains the information about pulse duration, recovery time, and 

propagation time for all points along the ring. Every time a depolarizing 

gridpoint crosses the V =-60 m V threshold, a flag (either t for excitation 

time or tr for recovery time), the location of the gridpoint (between 2 and 

row+l), and the value of the excitation time or recovery time are output 

to the file. Similarly, when a repolarizing gridpoint crosses the V =-60 m V 

threshold, a flag (ap), the location of the gridpoint, and the pulse duration 

are output to the file. This data is used to plot most of the PDE results 

in Chapter 2. At the end of the run, the value of V(irec) recorded every 

millisecond is appended to the file. This data is used as in Figure 4.9 . 

• unit 70, contains nplots dumps of the voltage along the ring (location 2 to 

row+l). These dumps are produced every nmsperplot milliseconds. This 

data is used to produce stacked plots as in Figure 4.10 . 

• unit 80, a dump of of the state of the medium at the end of the simulation 

that can be used as input data file for a subsequent run. It includes all eight 

state variables. 

C.3 One-Dimensional Computation of the Integral-Delay 
Equation on a Ring 

Integration of the integral-delay equation is carried out using code that imple

ments the method described in Chapter 2. Below is a listing of the code used for 

this integration, reentry3.f. 

c this program simulates reentry in a one dimensional ring of tissue 
double precision trec(150000),apd(150000),tprop(150000) 
double precision speed(500),tcirc(150000) 
double precision trmin,a1,a,b1,an,tau,d1,alength,deltx,theta 
double precision apd,c,trec,eps,ajn,trot 
double precision tzer,azer,czer,em,capa 



c 
double precision ak.pi.alamk.alamkl 

open(unit=11.file='reentry3_dmp'.status='new') 
read(5.*) ians.alength.tzer.eps.ak 
if (ians.eq.l) then 

open(unit=10,file='reentry3_ic'.status='old') 
endif 

ncell=200 
ncellp=ncell+l 
ancell=ncell 
trmin=37.0 
theta=35.0 
al=20.0 
a=225.0 
bl=47.0 
an=7.8 
tau=18.0 
c=O.0417 
dl=O.0135 

c alength=13.4 
c tzer=111.716 

czer=c-dl*exp(-(tzer-trmin)/tau) 
azer=al+(a-al-90.0*exp(-tzer/145.0» 

x *(tzer**an)/((bl**an)+(tzer**an» 
c czer=O.0414874 
c azer=211.273 
c eps=O.O 

em=(dl/tau)*exp(-(tzer-trmin)/tau) 
c ak=1. 0 

capa=em/(czer*czer) 
pi=3.14159 
alamk=((2.0*alength)/(2.0*ak+l.0»* 

x (1.0-((2.0-0.06)*capa*alength)/(pi*pi*(2.0*ak+l.0)**2» 
c lookout 
c alamk=25.708 

write(6,*)tzer,czer,azer,eps,em.ak 
write(6.*)alength,ncell 
write(6.*)alamk 
ntime=150000 
deltx=alength/ancell 

c set initial conditions assuming ss or inf recovery time 
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trot=O.O 
do 10 jn=l,ncell 

ajn=jn 
ajn=ajn-0.5 
trec(jn)=tzer+eps*sin(2.0*pi*ajn*deltx/alamk) 
speed(jn)=c-dl*exp(-(trec(jn)-trmin)/tau) 
apd(jn)=al+(a-al-90.0*exp(-trec(jn)/145.0» 

x *(trec(jn)**an)/«bl**an)+(trec(jn)**an» 
c apd(jn)=azer+eps*sin(2.0*pi*ajn*deltx/alamk) 
c speed(jn)=czer+eps*em*sin(2.0*pi*ajn*deltx/alamk) 

tprop(jn)=deltx/speed(jn) 
if (ians.eq.l) read(10,*) trec(jn),apd(jn),tprop(jn) 
trot=trot+tprop(jn) 
write(6,*) jn,apd(jn),trec(jn),tprop(jn) 

10 continue 
tcirc(ncell)=trot 
do 20 jtime=ncellp,ntime 

trec(jtime)=tcirc(jtime-l)-apd(jtime-ncell) 
if(trec(jtime).lt.theta) trec(jtime)=theta 
tprop(jtime)=deltx/(c-dl*exp(-(trec(jtime)-trmin)/tau)) 
apd(jtime)=al+(a-al-90.0*exp(-trec(jtime)/145.0» 

x *(trec(jtime)**an)/«bl**an)+(trec(jtime)**an» 
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tcirc(jtime)=tcirc(jtime-l)+tprop(jtime)-tprop(jtime-ncell) 
c if (jtime.gt.800)then 

write(6,*)jtime,trec(jtime), 
x tprop(jtime),tcirc(jtime),apd(jtime) 

c end if 
20 continue 
5 continue 

do 101 i=ntime-ncell+l,ntime 
write(ll,*) trec(i),apd(i),tprop(i) 

101 continue 
end 

The program takes 5 values from the keyboard: 

• ians, which is 0 if no initial conditions file is present and 1 if such a file exists 

and is to be read. The file must be named reentry3.ic. 
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• alength, the length of the ring in em. The spatial discretization is fixed at 

1j200th of the ring length. 

• tzer, the steady-state recovery time at the specified ring length. 

• eps, the amplitude (in milliseconds) of oscillations to be superimposed on 

the steady-state solution for initial conditions. 

• ak, the index of the mode (see Chapter 2) to be introduced as a perturbation 

to the steady-steady. It determines the frequency of the oscillations. 

If ians=1 is used, the value of the other quantities does not matter. The 

program uses an estimate from Chapter 2 to compute the initial perturbation's 

wavelength based on the mode number. The program outputs the following infor

mation: 

• standard output, the first 200 lines are the initial conditions. For each 

gridpoint we have its location, pulse duration, recovery time and propaga

tion time over the last discretization step (note how this propagation time 

is different from the excitation time output in the 1D BR simulations). The 

following lines give, as the simulation proceeds, for each gridpoint, its loca

tion, recovery time, propagation time over the previous discretization step, 

circulation time for the turn ending at the gridpoint's location, and pulse 

duration. In this program the location is continually incremented as circu

lation proceeds. It is not restricted to lie between 1 and 200. This data is 

used to plot the IDE results of Chapter 2. 

• reentry3_dmp, a dump of the state of the ring at the end of the simulation, 

to be used as initial conditions for subsequent runs. 
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C.4 Two-Dimensional Computation of the Simple Discrete 
Model with Dispersion and Restitution 

The simple spatially discrete model is implemented in the program mito...spc.c, 

listed below. 

1* this program integrates the mcmodel 
continuous time discrete space model *1 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <header_sp.h> 

int NNEI,NTH; 
int nei[NNEIBND] [2]; 
double recov[NCELLS].time,rdx; 
double grid [NCELLS] [2]; 
double tspb,tspe; 
double apd_tab[300]; 

typedef struct { 
double time; 
int from; 
char *next; 

} ptime; 
ptime *ptimes[NCELLS]; 

typedef struct { 
double time; 
int lOCi 
char *next; 

} event; 
event *events; 
event *events_p[NCELLS]; 

main(argc,argv) 

int argc; 
char *argv [] ; 



{ 

double nextp,tr,tplot,pint,ap,ctime,tprev; 
double d2, dfac = DX*DX/(4*D),tg1,tgO; 
double dcol,drow,ctime_lim = RADIUS*RADIUS/(4*D); 
char *ptr,*ptr2; 
int i,j,row,col,loc,cloc,trow,tcol; 
int crow.ccol,seed.effect,index; 
FILE *fp; 

/* related to out_stuff1 */ 
int spb.spe,spt; 
/* set some values for input and output of data 
see out_stuff1 subroutine */ 
spt = (int)(STIMSIZE/DX); 
spb = LOC(NROWS/2,50); 
effect = NCOLS - 1 - (int)(RADIUS/DX); 
spe = LOC(NROWS/2,100); 

/*read in the seed for the random grid generation, 
a command line parameter */ 
sscanf(argv[1],"%d",&seed)j 
srandom(seed); 
time = 0; 
tplot = 1.0; 
/* set state plotting interval */ 
pint = 1.0; 

/* generate the random grid */ 
gen_gridO; 

/* for (i=O;i<NCELLS;i++) 
{ 

printf("%d %d Yef %f\n",ROW(i) ,COL(i) ,grid[i] [0], 
grid[i] [1]); 

}*/ 

/* initialize the interaction neighborhood */ 
init_neiO; 

/* initialize the apd lookup table*/ 
apdO; 
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1* in it recovery plus pulse queues at each location (ptimes) 
and the previous event indicator events_p *1 

for (i=O;i<NCELLS;i++) 
{ 

} 

recov[i] = -50.0; 
ptimes[i] = NULL; 
events_p[i] = NULL; 

1* read in recovery time ic *1 
fp = fopen("mic"."r"); 
fread(recov.sizeof(double).NCELLS.fp); 
fclose(fp); 

I*init events list to null *1 
events = NULL; 

1* stimulus at center *1 
l*init_pl(STIMSIZE.1.0); *1 
init_spO; 

fp = fopen("mout" ."W") ; 
tprev = events->time; 

1* access next event *1 
while (events != NULL) 

{ 

1* get next event and location *1 
time = events->time; 
cloc = events->loc; 
events_p[cloc] = NULL; 

1* no pulse if not recovered *1 
if (time < recov[cloc]) goto nogo; 

1* set location apd lookup *1 
crow = ROW(cloc); ccol = COL(cloc); 
index = (int)«time-recov[cloc])*TAU); 
if (index> 299) index = 299; 
ap = apd_tab[index]; 

1* if (crow == NROWs/2) 
out_stuff1(cloc.spb.spe);*1 
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1* if «cloc==spb) I I (cloc==spe) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr,"Yef Yef ",time-recov[cloc],ap); 
out_stuffl(cloc,spb,spe); 

}*I 
1* printf("Y.d Yed Yed Yef %f Yef \n",crow,ccol,index,time, 

recov[cloc],ap);*1 
1* set recovery time *1 

recov[cloc] = time+ap; 
1* facultative diffusion stencil to smooth out discs in 

recovery which will always persist otherwise *1 
if (time-tprev > DX*DX/5) 

{ 

diffuse(time-tprev); 
tprev = time; 

} 

if (index < 11) goto skip; 
1* send pulses to everyone in the neighborhood *1 
for (i=O;i<NNEI;i++) 

{ 

trow = ROW(cloc)+nei[i] [0]; teol = COL(cloe)+nei[i] [1]; 

1* no-flux BC *1 
col = tcol; row = trow; tgO = 1; tgl = 1; 
if (trow < 0) { if (crow == 0) goto nextnei; row = -trow; 

tgO = -1; } 
if (tcol < 0) { if (ccol -- 0) goto nextnei; col = -tcol; 

tgl = -1; } 

{ 

} 

{ 

} 

if (trow > NROWS-l) 

if (crow == NROWS-l) goto nextnei; 
row = NROWS - 1 - (trow - NROWS + 1); 

tgO = -1; 

if (tcol > NCOLS-l) 

if (ceol == NCOLS-l) goto nextnei; 
col = NCOLS - 1 - (tcol - NCOLS + 1); 
tgl = -1; 

loc = LOC(row,col); 
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{ 

1* compute distance to neighbor and conduction time *1 
drow = trow + tgO*grid[loc] [0] - crow - grid[cloc] [0]; 
dcol = tcol + tg1*grid[loc] [1] - ccol - grid [cloc] [1]; 

if «ctime = dfac*drow*drow + dfac*dcol*dcol) <= ctime_Iim) 

nextp = time+ctime; 
if «row == 0) I (col == 0) I (row == NROWS-1)I 

(col == NeOLS-i)) 

} 

1* if the pulse hits during recovery, add it 
to the list at that location *1 

add_to_plist(loc,nextp,cloc); 
1* if the addition results in exceeding threshold, 

register an event in the event queue *1 
if (add_to_plist(loc,nextp,cloc) == 1) 

add_to_elist(loc,nextp); 

nextnei: trow = 1; 1* bogus line *1 
} 

skip: 
1* clean off old events that are no longer needed *1 
if (ptimes[cloc] != NULL) 

{ 

ptr·= (char *)ptimes[cloc]; 
ptr2 = ptimes[cloc]->next; 
while (ptr2 != NULL) 

{ 

} 

free(ptr); 
ptr = ptr2; 
ptr2 = «ptime *)ptr)->next; 

free(ptr); ptimes[cloc] = NULL; 
} 

nogo : ptr = events->next; 
free(events); 
events = (event *)ptr; 
1* plot the state *1 
if (time >tplot) 

{ 

tplot = time + pint; 
fprintf(stderr,"%f\n",time); 
dumpit(fp); 
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} 
} 

end: 
fclose(fp)j 
/* dump the state */ 
fp = fopen(IImdumpll,lIwll)j 
fwrite«char *)recov,sizeof(double),NCELLS,fp)j 
fclose(fp)j 

/*for(i=Oji<NROWSji++) printf("%f\n",recov[LOC(i,NCOLS/2)])j*/ 

i = 1j /*bogus line */ 
} 

/*************************************************************/ 
/* adds a pulse to the list at a given location and 
checks if threshold is exceeded. mostly a sorting routine */ 
int add_to_plist(loc,nextp,cloc) 
int loc,clocj 
double nextp; 
{ 

ptime *ptr,*lower,*ptr2; 
int·np = O,nptime = OJ 

if (nextp < recov[loc]) return OJ 
if «events_p[loc] != NULL) && (events_p[loc]->time < nextp» 

return OJ 

if (ptimes[loc] == NULL) 
{ 

} 

ptimes[loc] = (ptime *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(ptime»; 
ptimes[loc]->time = nextpj 
ptimes[loc]->from = cloc; 
ptimes[loc]->next = NULLj 
return OJ 

else 
{ 

ptr = ptimes[loc]; 
while (ptr->time <= time-TM) 

{ 
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ptimes[loc] = (ptime *)ptimes[loc]->next; 
if (ptimes[loc] == NULL) 

{ 

ptimes[loc] = (ptime *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(ptime)); 
ptimes[loc]->time = nextp; 
ptimes[loc]->from = cloc; 
ptimes[loc]->next = NULL; 
return 0; 

} 

free(ptr); 
ptr = ptimes[loc]; 

} 

ptr2 = NULL; 
while (ptr->time < nextp-TM) 

{ 

ptr2 = ptr; 
ptr = (ptime *)ptr->next; 

if (ptr == NULL) 
{ 

} 

ptr2->next = malloc«unsigned)sizeof(ptime)); 
ptr = (ptime *)ptr2->next; 

'ptr->next = NULL; 
ptr->time = nextp; 
ptr->from = cloc; 

return 0; 

} 

lower = ptr; 
while (ptr->time <= nextp) 

{ 

ptr2 = ptr; 
ptr = (ptime *)ptr->next; 
nptime++; 

{ 
if (ptr == NULL) 

ptr2->next = malloc«unsigned)sizeof(ptime)); 
ptr = (ptime *)ptr2->next; 
ptr->next = NULL; 
ptr->time = nextp; 
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ptr->from = cloc; 
if «(nextp-recov[loc] > 0) I (recov[loc] < 0» && 

(nptime >= nth(nextp-recov[loc])-1» 
return 1; 

else 
return 0; 

} 
} 

if (ptr2 == NULL) 
{ 

ptr2 = (ptime *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(ptime»; 
ptr2->next = (char *)ptr; 
ptr2->time = nextp; 
ptr2->from = cloc; 

ptimes[loc] = ptr2; 
} 

else 
{ 

ptr2->next = malloc«unsigned)sizeof(ptime»; 
ptr2 = (ptime *)ptr2->next; 
ptr2->next = (char *)ptr; 
ptr2->time = nextp; 
ptr2->from = cloc; 

} 
if «(nextp-recov[loc] > 0) I (recov[loc] < 0» && 

1* this gets the threshold (nth) using the recovery time 
and the analytical derivation for P(c) *1 
(nptime++ >= nth(nextp-recov[loc])-1» 

return 1; 
while (ptr != NULL) 

{ 
while(lower->time < ptr->time-TM) 

{ 
nptime--; 
lower = (ptime *)lower->next; 

} 
if «(ptr->time-recov[loc] > 0) I (recov[loc] < 0» && 

(nptime++ >= nth(ptr->time-recov[loc])-1» 
{ 

add_to_elist(loc,ptr->time); 
return 0; 
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} 
ptr = (ptime *)ptr->next; 

} 
return 0; 

} 
} 

1*************************************************************1 
1* adds an event to the event list after checking for 
refractory period. mostly sorting *1 
int add_to_elist(loc,nextp) 
int loc; 
double nextp; 
{ 
event *ptr,*ptr2; 

if (events == NULL) 
{ 

} 

events = (event *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(event)); 
events->loc = loc; 
events->time = nextp; 
events_p[loc] = events; 
·events->next = NULL; 
return 1; 

else 
{ 

if «events_p[loc] != NULL) && (events_p[loc]->time <= 
nextp)) return 0; 
ptr = events; 
while (ptr->next != NULL) 

{ 
if (nextp < «event *)ptr->next)->time) 

{ 
ptr2 = (event *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(event)); 

ptr2->loc = loc; 
ptr2->time = nextp; 
ptr2->next = ptr->next; 
ptr->next = (char *)ptr2; 
if (events_p[loc] == NULL) 

{ 
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events_p[loc] = ptr2; 
return 1; 

} 
else 

{ 
ptr = ptr2; 
while (ptr->next != (char *)events_p[loc]) 

ptr = (event *)ptr->next; 

} 
} 

ptr->next = «event *)(ptr->next»->next; 
free«char *)events_p[loc]); 
events_p[loc] = ptr2; 
return 1; 

ptr = (event *)ptr->next; 

} 
} 

} 
ptr2 = (event *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(event»; 
ptr2->loc = loci 
ptr2->time = nextp; 
ptr->next = (char *)ptr2; 
ptr2->next = NULL; 
events_p[loc] = ptr2; 

·return 1; 

1************************************************************1 
1* apd table, the restitution curve is shifted to the so that 

trmin=O. it is also linearly extrapolated over a thin layer 
to go through (0,0) so that disconts in recovery time are 
minimized within the grid *1 

int apd() 
{ 

int i; 
double a = 188.0, a1 = 20.0, b1 = 39.0. n = 11.0; 

1* double a = 220.0. a1 = 20.0. b1 = 47.0. n = 9.0;*1 
double tr.base; 
1* double a = 270.0, b1 = 2441.0. b2 = 90.02; 

double tau1 = 19.6. tau2 = 200.5; *1 

I*if (tr > time) return a/TAU;*1 
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/*ap = (a - bl*exp(-tr*TAU/tau1) -
b2*exp(-tr*TAU/tau2»/TAU;*/ 

base = (a1+(a-al-90*exp(-(TRMIN*TAU)/145.0»* 
exp(n*log(TRMIN*TAU»/ 

(exp(n*log(b1»+exp(n*log(TRMIN*TAU»»/TAU+ 
TRMIN-10.0/TAU; 

for (i=0;i<11;i++) 
{ 

apd_tab[i] = i*base/l0.0; 
/* printf ("1ed 1ef\n", i, apd_ tab [i]) ; */ 

} 

for (i=11;i<300;i++) 
{ 

tr = (double)(i+TAU*TRMIN); 
apd_tab[i] = (al+(a-al-90*exp(-tr/145.0»* 

exp(n*log(tr»/(exp(n*log(bl»+exp(n*log(tr»»/TAU+ 
TRMIN-l0.0/TAU; 

/ * printf (lIY.d %f\n ", i , apd_ tab [i] ) ; */ 
} 

} 

/************************************************************/ 
/* P(c) using analytical formula */ 
int nth(tr) 
double tr; 
{ 

double p,c,pi=3.141592; 

/* if (tr > time) tr = 100;*/ 
c = (0.0417-0.0135*exp(-TAU*(tr-l0.0/TAU)/18.0»*TAU/LAMBDA; 
if (c >= 4) 

p = 4/(c*c); 
else 

p = asin(c/4)*(8/(c*c)-1)/pi-0.5*sqrt(16/(c*c)-1)/pi+0.5; 
/* printf(lIc=1ef, p=1ef\n",c,p);*/ 

return (int)(3.141592*RADIUS*RADIUS*p/(DX*DX»; 
} 

/************************************************************/ 
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/* initialize neighborhood */ 
int init_neiO 
{ 

int maxr.i.j.count = 0; 
double d.d2; 

maxr = (int)(RADIUS/DX) + 2; 
d = 1.0*maxr*maxr; 

for (i= -maxr; i < maxr+1; i++) 
for (j= -maxr; j< maxr+1; j++) 

if «i!=O)I(j!=O» 
{ 

} 

d2 = 1.0*(i*i+j*j); 
if (d2 <= d) 

{ 

} 

nei[count] [0] = i; 
nei[count++] [1] = j; 

NNEI = count; 
rdx = sqrt(3.141592*RADIUS*RADIUS/count); 

NTH = (int)(3.141592*RADIUS*RADIUS*P/(DX*DX»; 
/* fprintf(stderr."NNEI = Y.d. NTH = Y.d. real dx = %f\n". 

NNEI.NTH.rdx);*/ 

return 1; 
} 

/************************************************************/ 
/* plane wave ic */ 
int init_pl(width.tstim) 
double width.tstim; 
{ 

int i. j • w; 
double d2; 
event *ptr.*ptr2; 

/* events = (event *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(event»; 
events->loc = 0; 
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events_p[events->loc] = events; 
events->time = 1.0; 
events->next = NULL; 
ptr = events; */ 
add_to_elist(O.tstim); 

w = (int)(width/DX) + 1; 
for (i= 0; i < w; i++) 

for (j= 0; j< NCOLS; j++) 
if «i != 0) I (j != 0» 

{ 
add_to_elist(LOC(i.j).tstim+ 

(i+grid[LOC(i.j)] [0])*DX/0.0417*LAMBDA/TAU); 
/* ptr2 = (event *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(event»; 
ptr->next = (char *)ptr2; 
ptr2->loc = LOC(i.j); 

events_p[ptr2->loc] = ptr2; 
ptr2->time = 1.0; 
ptr2->next = NULL; 
ptr = ptr2; */ 

} 

return 1; 
} 

/************************************************************/ 
/* disk ic */ 
int init_circ(row.col.radius) 
int row.col; 
double radius; 
{ 

int maxr.i,j.loc; 
double d2; 
event *ptr,*ptr2; 

/* events = (event *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(event»; 
events->loc = LOC(row,col); 
events_p[events->loc] = events; 
events->time = 1.0; 
events->next = NULL; 
ptr = events; */ 
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maxr = (int)(radius/DX) + 1; 
for (i= -maxr; i < maxr+l; i++) 

for (j= -maxr; j< maxr+l; j++) 
if «i != 0) I (j != 0» 

{ 
loc = LOC(row+i,col+i); 

d2 = DX*DX*«i+grid[loc] [O])*(i+grid[loc] [0])+ 
(j+grid[loc] [l])*(j+grid[loc] [1]»; 

if (d2 < radius*radius) 
{ 

} 

add_to_elist(LOC(row+i,col+j),l.0); 
/* ptr2 = (event *)malloc«unsigned)sizeof(event»j 
ptr->next = (char *)ptr2j 
ptr2->loc = LOC(row+i,col+j); 

events_p[ptr2->loc] = ptr2j 
ptr2->time = 1.0; 
ptr2->next = NULLj 
ptr = ptr2; */ 

} 

return 1; 
} 

/************************************************************1 
/* truncated wave ic */ 
int init_sp() 
{ 

int i,jj 
int spu; 
double basej 

base = recov[LOC(NROWS/2,NCOLS/2)]+10.0/TAUj 
spu= (int)(1.0/DX)j 

/* for(i=O;i<NROWSji++) 
for(j=O;j<NCOLSjj++) 

recov[LOC(i,j)] = 10.0-(i-NROWS/2.0)*DX/ 
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(0.0417*TAU/LAMBDA);*/ 

/* for(j=0;j<15*NCOLS/20-80jj++) 
for(i=NROWS/2-20;i<NROWS/2+20;i++) 

add_to_elist(LOC(i,j).base); 

for(j=15*NCOLS/20-80jj<15*NCOLS/20jj++) 
for(i=NROWS/2-20;i<NROWS/2+20;i++) 

if (i-NROWS/2+20>(j-15*NCOLS/20+80)/2) 
add_to_elist(LOC(i,j),base);*/ 

for(j=0;j<19*NCOLS/20-80;j++) 
for(i=NROWS/2-5;i<NROWS/2+5;i++) 

add_to_elist(LOC(i,j),base); 

for(j=19*NCOLS/20-80;j<19*NCOLS/20;j++) 
for(i=NROWS/2-5;i<NROWS/2+5;i++) 

if(i-NROWS/2+5>(j-19*NCOLS/20+80)/8) 
add_to_elist(LOC(i,j),base); 

/* for(j=0;j<15*NCOLS/20;j++) 
for(i=NROWS/2-20;i<NROWS/2+20;i++) 

if (recov[LOC(i,j)]+TRMIN < 15.0) 
if (j >= 15*NCOLS/20-spu) 

add_to_elist(LOC(i,j),15.0-j/25000.0); 
else 

recov[LOC(i,j)] = 15.0+ 
apd_tab[(int)(TAU*(15.0-recov[LOC(i,j)]»];*/ 

/* for(i=NROWS/2-spu;i<NROWS/2;i++) 
for(j=O;j<NCOLS;j++) 

add_to_elist(LOC(i,j),15.0-i/25000.0);*/ 

/* for(i=NROWS!2-2*spuji<NROWS/2;i++) 
for(j=0;j<NCOLS*9/10;j++) 

add_to_elist(LOC(i,j),base); 
for(i=NROWS/2;i<NROWS/2+spu;i++) 

for(j=0;j<NCOLS*9/10;j++) 
recov[LOC(i,j)]=base+3.0;*/ 

return 1; 
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} 

1*****************************************************1 
1* dump state routine *1 
int dumpit(fp) 
FILE *fp; 
{ 

int i,j,max,noff = O,non = 0; 

if (NCOLS > NROWS) 
{ 

} 

noff = (NCOLS-NROWS)*NCOLS; non = 0; 
fwrite(&non,sizeof(int),l,fp); non = 0; 
fwrite(&noff,sizeof(int),l,fp); noff = 0; 

if (recov[O] <= time) { fwrite(&non,sizeof(int),l,fp); 
non = 0; } 
for (i=O;i<NCELLS;i++) 

if (recov[i] <= time) 
{ 

} 

noff++; 
if (non != 0) { fwrite(&non,sizeof(int),l,fp); 
non = 0; } 

else 
{ 

} 

non++; 
if (noff != 0) { fwrite(&noff,sizeof(int),l.fp); 
noff = 0; } 

if (recov[NCELLS-l] <= time) 
fwrite(&noff.sizeof(int),l.fp); 

else 
{ 

fwrite(&non.sizeof(int),l.fp); 
fwrite(&noff,sizeof(int),l,fp); 

} 

fflush(fp); 
} 

1******************************************************1 
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1* debugging subroutine *1 
int out_stuff1(cloc,spb,spe) 

int cloc,spb,spej 
{ 

char *ptrj 

fprintf(stderr,"Yed Yed %f Yef %f\n",ROW(cloc),COL(cloc), 
time,grid[cloc] [O],grid[cloc] [1])j 
if (cloc == spb) 

{ 

fprintf(stderr,"spb at: Yef\n",(tspb = time»j 
1* dump_nbd(cloc)j*1 

} 

if «cloc == spe» 
{ 

fprintf(stderr,tlspe (%d,1.d) at: Yef\ntl,ROW(cloc), 
COL(cloc),(tspe = time»; 

1* dump_nbd(cloc)j*1 

} 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"speed is: %f\ntl ,50*DX/(tspe-tspb»j 
return 1; 

return OJ 

1******************************************************1 
1* to dmp the contributing neighborhood to a file *1 
int dump_nbd(cloc) 

int cloc; 
{ 

char *ptr; 
fprintf(stderr,tlYef from (Yed,Yed)\ntl,ptimes[cloc]->time, 

ROW(ptimes[cloc]->from),COL(ptimes[cloc]->from»j . 
ptr = ptimes[cloc]->nextj 
while (ptr != NULL) 

{ 
fprintf(stderr,tlYef from (Yed,Yed)\ntl,«ptime *)ptr)->time, 

ROW«(ptime *)ptr)->from),COL«(ptime *)ptr)->from»j 
ptr = «ptime *)ptr)->next; 

} 

return 1; 
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} 
/******************************************************/ 
/* generate the random grid */ 
int gen_grid() 
{ 
double fac,r,vl,v2; 
int i. iset = 0; 

for (i=O; i<NCELLS; i++) 
{ 

do 
{ 

do 
{ 

vl = (2.0*random(»/«unsigned long)Ox7fffffff)-1.0; 
v2 = (2.0*random(»/«unsigned long)Ox7fffffff)-1.0; 

r = vl*vl + v2*v2; 
} 

while (r >= 1.0); 
fac = sqrt(-2.0*log(r)/r); 
vl = fac*vl; 
v2 = fac*v2; 

} 
while «fabs(vl) > 1.0) I (fabs(v2) > 1.0»; 
grid[i] [0] = vl*STDEV; grid[i] [1] = v2*STDEV; 

} 

for (i=O;i<NROWS;i++) 
{ 

} 

grid[LOC(i,NCOLS-l)] [0] = 0.0; 
grid[LOC(i,NCOLS-l)] [1] = 0.0; 
grid[LOC(i.O)][O] = 0.0; 
grid[LOC(i,O)] [1] = 0.0; 

for (i=O;i<NCOLS;i++) 
{ 

} 

grid[LOC(NROWS-l,i)] [0] = 0.0; 
grid[LOC(NROWS-l,i)] [1] = 0.0; 
grid[LOC(O,i)][O] = 0.0; 
grid[LOC(O,i)] [1] = 0.0; 
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return 1; 
} 

1***********************************************************1 
1* apply a diffusion stencil to the recovery time grid *1 
int diffuse(dt) 
double dt; 
{ 

int i,j; 

for(i=NCOLS+1;i<NCELLS-NCOLS;i++) 
{ 

if((iy'NCOLS != 0)1 1 ((i+1)Y.NCOLS != 0)) 
1*1 1 (recov[i]>time+1.0))*1 
1* I 1 (recov[i+NCOLS]>time) 1 1 (recov[i-NCOLS]>time) 1 I 

(recov[i-1]>time)1 1 (recov[i+1]>time)) *1 
recov[i] = recov[i]+O.01*dt* 

(recov[i+1]+recov[i-1]+recov[i-NCOLS]+ 
recov[i-NCOLS]-4*recov[i])/(DX*DX); 

} 
} 

1*******************************************************1 
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The code also includes a special header file, header ....sp.h (listed below), that 

defines parameters for the system which are set at compilation time. This file is 

listed below. 

#define NROWS 400 
#define NCOLS 600 
#define NCELLS 240000 
#define RADIUS 1.0 
#define DX 0.25 
#def ine D 1. 0 
#define TM 1.0 
#define TAU 6.25 
#define LAMBDA 0.079 
#define NNEIBND 112 
#define P 0.4 
#define TRMIN 5.0 
#define STDEV 0.3 



#define STIMSIZE 1.5 
#define ROW(x) «x)/NCOLS) 
#define COL (x) (x-ROW(x)*NCOLS) 
#define LOC(x,y) «x)*NCOLS+y) 

The header file sets the following values: 
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• NROWS NCOLS NCELLS, the number of rows, columns, and total number of 

gridpoints (rows*cols). 

• RADIUS DX D TM, the interaction radius, discretization step, diffusion coeffi

cient and pulse summation time constant. Both RADIUS and TM are scaled to 

1 space and time units using the space and time constants defined below. D 

is consequently set to 1. 

• TAU LAMBDA, the time and space constants in milliseconds and centimeters 

respectively. 

~ NNEIBND P TRMIN, an upper bound on the number of gridpoints within the 

interaction radius, the threshold fraction and the absolute refractory period 

(in time units). 

• STDEV STIMSIZE, the standard deviation for the random grid and the width 

of the initial stimulus when a plane wave needs to be generated (in space 

units). 

The header file also defines some macros used in the code. The program takes 

an integer seed for the random grid generation as a command line parameter. It 

then performs the computation chronologically as follows: 

• make the random grid using gen_gridO. 

• make the typical neighborhood using init..neiO. 
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• generate the pulse duration lookup table using a fitted restitution curve in 

apdO· 

o read-in an initial distribution of recovery times from file mic if necessary. 

• call a routine to setup the initial conditions. init...spO generates a truncated 

wave segment. Other routines init_pIO, init_circO, are available to create 

other types of initial conditions. 

• go into the main loop and start processing "events". Each events results in 

pulses summed at each location using add_to_plistO. New events are added 

to the events queue using add_to_elistO. 

Inside the main loop is an optional step that calls routine diffuseO. This step 

applies a 5-point diffusion stencil to the recovery time of excited cells in order to 

smooth out discontinuities in recovery properties within the medium. Output from 

the program is found in: 

• standard error, output the times at which a snapshot of the medium is 

dumped. This shows the progression of the simulation. 

• mout, snapshots of the grid, produced every pint time units. The snap

shots are run-length encoded, and consist of a two-dimensional "on-off" pic

ture of the two-dimensional grid where excited points are colored (non-zero) 

and recovered points are left black (zero). The dump subroutine is called 

dumpitO· 
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APPENDIX D HIDDEN BOUNTY II: 
COMPLETE CONTOUR SEQUENCES 

This appendix presents the full sequence of contour plots, 20 msec apart, for 

the two-dimensional simulations of the BR equations at 0" = 0.5, 0" = 0.6, 0" = 0.7, 

0" = 0.8, and 0" = 1.0. The simulations are presented in that order. For each value 

of 0", the contours are organized 12 per page, covering 240 msec of simulation, 

except for the last page of a run which may contain fewer contours. At each value 

of 0", the full sequence of voltage contours appears first (contour step of 20 m V), 

followed by the full sequence of contours for the calcium current inactivation gate 

f [9]( contour step of 0.05), followed by the sets of contours for which the product 

of the sodium inactivation gates h· j is available (contour step of 0.1). These are 

the only state variables available in addition to voltage. 

Immediately above each set of 12 contours is a line identifying the simulation. 

The line has the following format: (1) the value of 0", (2) the name of the variable 

contoured (V for voltage, f for f-gate, h for hj-product), and (3) the time of the 

first and last contour on the page (tl - t2 ms). The times for the contours at 

0" = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 are relative to the initial conditions (t = 0) for the simulation 

at 0" = 0.5. The value of 0" is increased gradually in increments of 0.1 during 

that simulation (see Chapter 4) at times t = 1120 ms (0.5 ~ 0.6), t = 2120 ms 

(0.6 ~ 0.7), t = 3620 ms (0.7 ~ 0.8). The simulation at 0" = 1.0 is started directly 

from initial conditions like those at 0" = 0.5 (Figure 4.2). The value of ()' remains 

fixed at 1.0 for the duration of that simulation. Times range from 0 to 3100 ms at 

0" = 0.5, 1120 to 3100 ms at 0" = 0.6, 2120 to 5600 ms at 0" = 0.7, 3620 to 4600 ms 

at 0" = 0.8, and 0 to 2260 ms at 0" = 1.0. 
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u = 0.5, V, 240-460 msec 
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u = 0.5, V, 480-700 msec 
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0' = 0.5, f, 240-460 msec 
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